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Summary 
Earth’s biodiversity is facing an anthropogenic extinction crisis and yet conservation efforts 
are chronically underfunded. There is a tremendous need to act as efficiently as possible to 
conserve biodiversity – evidence-based approaches are essential to this mission. Biodiversity 
conservation is undergoing an evidence-based revolution, emulating techniques to synthesise 
evidence pioneered in medicine, such as systematic reviews, meta-analyses, and subject-
wide evidence syntheses, which have had success in summarising the evidence on what 
works in conservation. To date, however, the biases and consistencies in this evidence base 
have neither been quantified nor explored in detail. This is important to facilitate further 
evidence-based decision-making in conservation and to improve the reliability and relevance 
of the evidence base. In line with its title, this thesis is structured into quantifying and 
addressing two types of biases in the evidence base for conservation: within-study and 
between-study biases. Both types of biases represent fundamental challenges that must be 
overcome to ensure evidence-based decision-making becomes more commonplace in 
biodiversity conservation practice and policy. 
Within-study biases affect the reliability (internal validity) of research findings, which are known 
to hinge upon the choice of study design used to collect data. Many study designs are used 
to test the effectiveness of conservation interventions, including ‘gold standard’ randomised 
experiments (in the medical sciences) and various types of observational designs (often used 
when randomised experiments are too hard to implement cheaply, ethically, or practically). 
However, no large-scale, direct, and quantitative comparisons of the relative reliability of 
different study designs have been made and therefore little is known about how much more 
trust should be placed in results obtained using one design over another. I tackle this issue by 
quantitatively estimating the relative reliability of results obtained by commonly used study 
designs in ecology. In the first Chapter, I simulate the performance of different study designs 
using empirically derived estimates of the magnitude of study design bias from 51 ecological 
datasets obtained from a range of studies around the world. In the second Chapter, I build on 
these simulations by digging deeper into the raw datasets, conducting pairwise comparisons 
of the estimates given by different designs within each dataset. I also develop a hierarchical 
Bayesian model to quantify the relative reliability of study designs, enabling meta-analyses to 
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account more effectively for the bias and variance introduced by studies. This approach 
attempts to tackle the challenging issue of combining study results obtained using different 
study designs, which has been a hotly debated issue in evidence synthesis. 
Understanding between-study biases, or biases affecting the wider literature’s distribution and 
coverage, is crucial to prioritising future conservation research and action. In my third Chapter, 
I use the Conservation Evidence database (comprised of quantitative tests of conservation 
interventions) to quantify the spatial, taxonomic, bioclimatic, and design-related biases to 
show the severity of the knowledge gaps for amphibian and bird conservation. Entire orders 
of amphibians and birds were either poorly represented or absent in the evidence base, whilst 
more credibly designed studies were located, almost exclusively, in North America, Europe, 
and Australasia. In addition, fewer studies were conducted in locations with more threatened 
amphibian and bird species. These results run counter to the mission of conservation, 
suggesting that places with the greatest need for conservation often lack credible evidence. 
In my fourth Chapter, I investigate how much evidence exists for certain local questions. This 
is important because decision-makers typically prefer evidence that is locally valid and 
relevant to their specific setting. I quantify how much evidence exists within certain distances 
of a given decision-maker anywhere in the world, and then demonstrate, on average, how little 
relevant or credible evidence exists for most decision-makers. This work reinforces that there 
is a serious mismatch between where we test conservation interventions and where they are 
needed, and that providing decision-makers with locally relevant evidence is a major 
challenge. 
This thesis demonstrates the fundamental importance of study design in determining the 
reliability of study findings, whilst also highlighting important knowledge gaps and biases in 
the literature that tests conservation interventions. Based on the findings of this thesis, I 
provide several recommendations and possible solutions to improve the evidence base for 
conservation, and to ensure that evidence-based decision-making and practice becomes 
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1 | Introduction 
The importance of using evidence to inform practice and policy cannot be understated. 
Evidence is defined as: ‘relevant information used to assess one or more hypotheses related 
to a question of interest’ (Salafsky et al., 2019). This principle is the cornerstone of evidence-
based practice and policy that seeks to provide decision-makers with reliable and relevant 
evidence to make better decisions (Greenhalgh, 2019; Sutherland et al., 2004). Learning from 
past failures and successes is a core part of using evidence as it can ultimately help to ensure 
future practice and policy is more effective at achieving its goals. Multiple fields, such as public 
healthcare, agricultural science, social science, and biodiversity conservation, are moving 
towards delivering the scientific evidence and syntheses that are needed to enable effective 
evidence-based decision-making (Alonso-Coello et al., 2016; Boutron et al., 2020; Christian 
et al., 2019; Donnelly et al., 2018; Kneale et al., 2019; Nakagawa et al., 2020, 2018; Porciello 
et al., 2020; Shackelford et al., 2019).  
The origins of evidence-based practice and policy are widely attributed to the medical sciences 
and specifically to Archie Cochrane who drew attention to the fact that: “commonly used 
procedures and therapies were not always the most efficacious…” and that a substantial 
amount of medical practice “had not been well evaluated…” (Cochrane, 1972). His work led 
to what is often called an ‘evidence-based revolution’ in the medical sciences whereby the 
systematic collation of scientific evidence became more widespread and medical research 
became a core part of designing, adapting, and implementing medical practice and policy 
(Greenhalgh, 2019). The medical sciences have also served as a stark case study of why 
using evidence to inform practice and policy is so important. For example, many medical 
treatments, such as using clot-busting drugs to treat heart attacks, were only widely 
recommended for use decades after substantial bodies of research had been published 
showing this treatment was clearly beneficial (Antman et al., 1992). This underlines the 
importance of collating, analysing, summarising (usually termed ‘evidence synthesis’), and 
disseminating findings from scientific research so that evidence-based practice and policy can 
be realised. Now many scientific fields are attempting to emulate the successes of evidence-
based medicine through using evidence synthesis techniques such as systematic reviews (the 
systematic collation, appraisal, and summarisation of scientific evidence to answer a specific 
question; Collaboration for Environmental Evidence, 2013) and meta-analyses (the 
quantitative analysis of study findings to assess the overall estimated effect of an intervention 
or action across a body of scientific evidence; Gurevitch et al., 2018).  
One such field is conservation science, which is facing a biodiversity crisis as human-driven 
threats are extirpating species and habitats at an alarming rate (IPBES secretariat, 2019; 
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Leclère et al., 2020). The need for evidence-based conservation in biodiversity conservation 
is particularly acute given the lack of time left to save many species from extinction and the 
underfunded and resource-limited nature of conservation efforts (Sutherland et al., 2004; 
Williams et al., 2020). One major rationale behind evidence-based decision-making is to make 
practice and policy more efficient and effective, preventing the waste of time and resources 
on implementing interventions that are known to be inefficient or ineffective. Evidence-based 
conservation is still relatively early in its progress towards making evidence-based decision-
making common practice in conservation, but important strides have been made towards this 
goal in the past few decades. 
One of the major developments in realising evidence-based conservation is the more 
widespread collation of scientific evidence using standardised methods of evidence synthesis 
(Nakagawa et al., 2020; Salafsky et al., 2019). The most widely used of these are systematic 
reviews and meta-analyses. Systematic reviews, within which quantitative meta-analyses may 
be conducted, typically have a narrow scope and focus on a clearly defined question or set of 
questions (e.g., how does tillage intensity affect soil organic carbon? Haddaway et al., 2017). 
Publishing and peer-reviewing the protocols underlying systematic reviews is widely 
recommended and an important precursor to conducting such a review. There is still some 
progress to be made to ensure systematic reviews are indeed systematic, reduce their 
susceptibility to biases, and use rigorous approaches to collating and assessing scientific 
evidence (Haddaway et al., 2020). Systematic maps are another widely used tool for evidence 
synthesis (Bates et al., 2007). These maps of evidence do not aim to answer questions, unlike 
systematic reviews, but instead aim to describe and summarise the state of the evidence that 
is available to answer a question, particularly in terms of the quantity, quality, and distribution 
of evidence (e.g., Fagerholm et al., 2016). Systematic maps often act as a precursor to 
systematic reviews, assessing whether there is sufficient evidence available to meaningfully 
answer a certain question and providing recommendations for future studies that could help 
fill gaps in the evidence base (Collaboration for Environmental Evidence, 2013). 
Another important method of evidence synthesis addresses the challenge of collating, 
summarising, and assessing evidence from a different angle. This is called subject-wide 
evidence synthesis (Sutherland et al., 2019) and is primarily used by the Conservation 
Evidence project (Conservation Evidence, 2020). A subject, defined here, is an area such as 
bird conservation, whilst a discipline is considered a broader topic such as biodiversity 
conservation. Subject-wide evidence synthesis involves conducting discipline-wide literature 
searches in core conservation literature sources (e.g., academic journals, report series, 
organisational websites), using defined protocols and study inclusion criteria, to collate 
relevant studies that quantitatively test conservation interventions into a large database. 
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These core literature sources are identified based on their likelihood to contain relevant 
information on conservation interventions. Subject-specific literature sources are then 
searched, depending on the subject for which evidence is being synthesised, to supplement 
searches of core conservation journals (Sutherland et al., 2019). Studies are assigned to the 
conservation interventions they test, and the context and findings of studies are summarised 
in plain language. The studies for each intervention are assessed as a whole and summarised 
using key messages, whilst an expert panel uses a modified Delphi technique (Sutherland et 
al., 2019) to score the effectiveness, certainty, and harms of each intervention (see 
www.conservationevidence.com). The scope for this form of evidence synthesis is deliberately 
broader than systematic reviews because the aim is to collate, summarise and assess the 
evidence base for entire subjects (e.g., amphibian or bird conservation), answering multiple 
questions about the effectiveness of different conservation interventions simultaneously 
(Sutherland et al., 2019). This approach is, however, extremely costly in the short-term 
because searches are not narrow in scope and require the searching of literature for entire 
disciplines on broad subjects. The aim is, however, to maximise the long-term efficiency of 
evidence synthesis through benefitting from economies of scale (Sutherland et al., 2019); once 
studies are included in the database, the database can be dynamically updated with newly 
published studies and the evidence for different interventions can be assessed all at once 
without needing to conduct repeat searches (and effectively repeat a time-consuming 
systematic review; Haddaway and Westgate, 2019). In certain ways, subject-wide evidence 
synthesis also performs the role of a systematic map, highlighting gaps in the evidence base 
and showing the distribution, quantity, and quality of evidence available for informing practice 
and policy (Sutherland et al., 2019). This methodology also allows decision-makers to view 
digestible summaries of evidence that are open access and freely available – and so helps to 
remove barriers to the access of evidence (e.g., paywalls; Fuller et al. 2014; Sunderland et al. 
2009). 
Whilst these different approaches to evidence synthesis have led to improvements in the 
accessibility, availability, and digestibility of the evidence base for conservation, evidence-
based conservation still faces several challenges. In this thesis, I aim to quantify and address 
fundamental challenges to achieving more widespread and successful evidence-based 
decision-making in biodiversity conservation practice and policy. I focus on the challenges that 
relate specifically to the biases and knowledge gaps present in the evidence base for 
conservation. In line with its title, this thesis is structured into quantifying and addressing two 





Figure 1 – A diagrammatic outline of the structure of this thesis to quantify and address two 
types of biases in the evidence base for conservation: within-study and between-study biases. 
Chapter numbers are given in parentheses alongside a brief description of the approaches 
used or biases that are tackled. 
I define within-study biases as those affecting the reliability of research findings (i.e., internal 
validity or the extent to which the evidence can be reasonably relied upon to form an opinion 
or inference; Weed, 2005), which in turn is known to hinge upon the choice of study design 
used to collect data. Many study designs are used to test the effectiveness of interventions, 
from gold standard randomised experiments (in the medical sciences) to various types of 
observational designs that are often used when randomised experiments are too expensive, 
unfeasible, or unethical to implement (Angrist and Pischke, 2008; Imbens and Rubin, 2015; 
Rubin, 2008). Whilst there is generally a good qualitative understanding of the relative 
advantages and disadvantages of different study designs and the biases affecting them, we 
lack a thorough quantitative understanding of how much trust should be placed in findings 
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obtained using one design over another. This is a fundamental question that is relevant to 
evidence-based decision-making as study quality and uncertainty is a major factor that must 
be incorporated when assessing the strength of scientific evidence (Bilotta et al., 2014; 
Mupepele et al., 2016; Shea et al., 2017). Whilst between-study and small within-study 
comparisons of the results obtained using two different designs are common in medicine and 
the social sciences (e.g., Altindag et al., 2019; Chaplin et al., 2018; Cook et al., 2008), large-
scale within-study comparisons of different study designs are rare and have not been 
conducted in the environmental sciences. 
I tackle the issue of within-study design biases by quantitatively estimating the relative 
reliability of results obtained by different commonly used study designs in the environmental 
sciences. In Chapter 2, I simulate the performance of different study designs using empirically 
derived estimates of the magnitude of study design bias from 51 ecological datasets. These 
datasets were obtained from a range of studies around the world in different ecological fields. 
In Chapter 3, I build on these simulations by digging deeper into the raw datasets, conducting 
pairwise comparisons of the estimates given by different designs within each dataset. I also 
develop a hierarchical Bayesian model to quantify the relative reliability of study designs, 
enabling meta-analyses to better account for the bias and variance introduced by studies. This 
approach attempts to tackle the challenging issue of combining study results obtained using 
different study designs, which has been a hotly debated issue in evidence synthesis. Insights 
from Chapters 2 and 3 therefore provide recommendations on how to improve the quality and 
reliability of the evidence base for conservation, as well as ways to improve how evidence 
synthesis accounts for uncertainty and biases within studies. 
Understanding between-study biases, or biases affecting the wider literature’s distribution and 
coverage, is crucial to prioritising future conservation research and action and understanding 
the relevance of evidence to a decision-maker. Relevance can be defined as the extent to 
which any single piece of evidence could have the tendency to make a fact more or less 
probable (Weed, 2005). Scientific evidence is typically synthesised at a global level and 
therefore products of evidence synthesis (e.g., systematic maps and reviews) have been 
criticised in the past as offering a ‘view from nowhere’ (Shapin, 1998), lacking a consideration 
of relevance or realism (see Levins, 1966, 1968) that helps to provide decision-makers with 
locally valid and useful evidence-based recommendations (Gutzat and Dormann, 2020). In 
conservation, practitioners have been shown to prefer locally valid evidence (high relevance 
to their local context) since the complexity of ecosystems is perceived to make generalising 
difficult (Gutzat and Dormann, 2020). This evidence may often come in the form of ‘local 
knowledge’ (e.g., Local Ecological Knowledge (LEK) or tacit knowledge), based on the 
experience or intuition of practitioners, stakeholders, and decision-makers (Tanner et al., 
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2020; Wheeler and Root-Bernstein, 2020), which may not be reflected in evidence syntheses 
of the scientific literature. Whilst this local knowledge is useful and represents highly relevant 
evidence, its reliability may be poor and difficult to verify, and may not be disseminated to 
improve practice (Dicks et al. 2014).  
A key motivation for the movement towards Evidence-Based Conservation arose from the 
continued use of actions by practitioners which had been previously shown to be ineffective 
elsewhere, often in the scientific literature, as well as the perceived overreliance of 
practitioners on their own knowledge to inform their management actions (often without 
consulting scientific evidence from different, but ecologically relevant habitats and species, for 
example; Sutherland et al. 2004). Nevertheless, a consensus is now growing that combining 
evidence derived from both the scientific literature and local knowledge is required to reach 
meaningful and effective evidence-informed decisions (e.g., see Cook et al. 2013; Kadykalo 
et al. 2021a,b). To combine these forms of evidence, it is important to understand the 
relevance (or ‘external validity’ or applicability) of scientific findings and whether the needs of 
practitioners for locally valid evidence are fulfilled by the current state of the scientific evidence 
base for conservation.  
I start to assess these issues in Chapter 4, using the database from the Conservation 
Evidence project containing thousands of quantitative tests of conservation interventions, I 
quantify the spatial, taxonomic, bioclimatic, and design-related biases to show the severity of 
the scientific knowledge gaps for amphibian and bird conservation. I also briefly quantify the 
use of study designs in the environmental and social sciences in Chapter 3 as they provide 
important context to this Chapter’s findings. In Chapter 5, I consider the utility of the evidence 
base for conservation for informing local action. As discussed earlier, this is important because 
decision-makers that we, as scientists, try to inform typically prefer evidence that is locally 
valid and relevant to their specific context (Gutzat and Dormann, 2020). I quantify how much 
locally relevant evidence exists for decision-makers and whether priorities for testing 
interventions have previously been aligned with the urgency and need for conservation 
interventions for different species and locations. Insights from Chapters 4 and 5 will help to 
improve and understand the relevance of scientific evidence, as well as to prioritise future 
research effort to address between-study biases in the evidence base for conservation. 
Chapter 6 discusses the future of evidence-based conservation and provides 
recommendations, based on the findings of this thesis, on how to ensure meaningful evidence-
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1. Monitoring the impacts of anthropogenic threats and interventions to mitigate these threats 
is key to understanding how to best conserve biodiversity. Ecologists use many different 
study designs to monitor such impacts. Simpler designs lacking controls (e.g., Before-After 
(BA) and After) or pre-impact data (e.g., Control-Impact (CI)) are considered to be less 
robust than more complex designs (e.g., Before-After Control-Impact (BACI) or 
Randomised Control Impact (RCI)). However, we lack quantitative estimates of how much 
less accurate simpler study designs are in ecology. Understanding this could help prioritise 
research and weight studies by their design’s accuracy in meta-analysis and evidence 
assessment. 
2. We compared how accurately five study designs estimated the true effect of a simulated 
environmental impact that caused a step-change response in a population’s density. We 
derived empirical estimates of several simulation parameters from 47 ecological datasets 
to ensure our simulations were realistic. We measured design performance by determining 
the percentage of simulations where: (i) the true effect fell within the 95% Confidence 
Intervals of effect size estimates, and (ii) each design correctly estimated the true effect’s 
direction and magnitude. We also considered how sample size affected their performance. 
3. We demonstrated that RCI and BACI designs are far more accurate than BA, CI and 
After designs. When estimating the true effect to within ±30% and correctly identifying its 
direction (in terms of statistical significance), RCI performed (depending on sample size) 
2.5-2.6 times better than BA, 2.6-2.8 times than CI, and 6.1-7.3 times than After designs, 
whilst BACI performed 1.6-2.0 times better than BA, 1.8-2.2 times than CI, and 4.8-5.2 
times than After designs. By this measure, RCI also performed approximately 1.1-1.3 
times better than BACI. RCI and BACI designs suffered from low statistical power at 
small sample sizes, but still outperformed the other simpler designs for a range of 
performance measures. Increasing sample size only increased precision in simpler 
designs (CI, BA, and After) around a more biased estimate of the true effect compared to 
RCI and BACI designs. 
4. Synthesis and applications. We suggest that more investment in more robust designs is 
needed in ecology since inferences from simpler designs, even with large sample sizes 
may be misleading. Facilitating this requires longer-term funding and stronger research-
practice partnerships. We also propose ‘accuracy weights’ and demonstrate how they can 
weight studies in three recent meta-analyses by accounting for study design and sample 
size. We hope these help decision-makers and meta-analysts better account for study 





Monitoring the impact of human activities on biodiversity is fundamental to understanding how 
to effectively conserve biodiversity. This includes monitoring the impacts of anthropogenic 
threats, as well as the effectiveness of management interventions to mitigate such threats. 
The main challenge for such monitoring is disentangling natural environmental change from 
anthropogenic change (Hewitt et al., 2001; Hipel et al., 1978), whilst considering the focal 
impact’s statistical (Box and Tiao, 1975; Osenberg and Schmitt, 1996) and ecological 
significance (Wolfe et al., 1987). The complexity of ecosystems, including various sources of 
spatiotemporal variation and confounding variables, has catalysed much research on 
understanding the best ways to design impact assessments (Hipel et al., 1978; Lettenmaier 
et al., 1978; Osenberg et al., 2006; Stewart-Oaten et al., 1986). Whilst improvements in study 
design have helped ecologists to quantify human impacts on biodiversity more accurately, a 
range of designs with varying complexity and biases still persist (de Palma et al., 2018; Table 
1). 
Study design is composed of three major aspects: (i) pre-impact sampling, (ii) use of controls, 
and (iii) randomised allocation of independent sampling units (here we term these “sites”). 
Adding pre-impact sampling to an After design – where monitoring only occurs after the impact 
– produces the Before-After (BA) design (Table 1). This compares the system’s state before 
and after the impact, attempting to minimise bias from temporal variability and pre-impact 
conditions. 
Addition of control sites to BA designs results in Before-After Control-Impact (BACI) designs, 
where the average difference between control and impact sites is compared before and after 
an impact (Table 1; Osenberg et al., 2006; Stewart-Oaten et al., 1986). BACI designs use the 
pre-impact differences between control and impact sites as a null hypothesis for post-impact 
differences that would exist if the focal impact were absent – avoiding bias from a lack of a 
control (Thiault et al., 2017). Problems with site-specific temporal variation in BACI designs 
can be addressed by sampling control and impact sites simultaneously, several times before 
and after the impact (Before-After Control-Impact Paired-Series (BACIPS) design; Stewart-
Oaten and Bence, 2001).  
Random allocation of sites to control and impact groups represents the third major aspect of 
study design. Control-Impact (CI) designs, analogous with Space-For-Time Substitutions (de 
Palma et al., 2018; França et al., 2016) or Intervention Versus Reference Site designs 
(Stewart-Oaten and Bence, 2001), compare non-randomly allocated control and impact sites 
after the impact (Table 1). However, this non-random allocation can violate the assumption 
that the only differences between control and impact sites are due to the focal impact, leading 
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to biased results (Damgaard, 2019; de Palma et al., 2018; Larsen et al., 2019; Table 1). 
Randomised Control-Impact (RCI) minimise this bias by randomising site allocation to impact 
and control groups (Table 1). This reduces the need to sample before and after the impact to 
account for any initial differences (i.e., as in the BACI design) if sufficient numbers of sites and 
points in time are sampled (de Palma et al., 2018; Larsen et al., 2019). 
Table 1 – Comparison of the key features of study designs. Graphs show how designs sample 
from impact (green points) and control (blue points) sites over time, before and after an impact 
(white versus grey areas, respectively). Solid horizontal lines show the average density of 
sites measured to calculate each design’s effect size estimate. Dashed horizontal lines for CI 
and RCI represent the pre-impact differences between the mean densities of control and 
impact sites, which cause bias for CI and noise for RCI. Many design variants exist – e.g., 
MBACI for BACI with multiple sites, R for Reference in BARI (Webb et al., 2012). 
 
 
Despite the development of robust approaches to quantifying impacts, greater use of less 
robust designs persists. Three systematic maps on the biodiversity impacts of different threats 
and interventions found that a low proportion of studies used BACI (6-29%) and BA designs 
(3-37%), but many more used CI designs (48-89%) (Bernes et al., 2017, 2015; 
Papathanasopoulou et al., 2016). 
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The greater prevalence of CI designs in the ecological literature probably reflects that they can 
be easier to implement than more complex study designs. For example, RCI is widely used in 
fields, such as medicine, where random allocation of small-scale experimental units to impact 
and control groups is possible (Downs and Black, 1998; Tugwell and Haynes, 2006). However, 
RCI often cannot be used in ecology because true randomisation of experimental units is more 
difficult with large-scale sites (e.g., protected areas) compared to smaller, more readily 
available plots (Larsen et al., 2019; Stewart-Oaten and Bence, 2001). Therefore, ecologists 
tend to use pseudo-experimental designs lacking randomisation, such as BA, CI, and BACI 
designs (Table 1; de Palma et al., 2018). Nevertheless, constraints due to cost, logistics, and 
project duration often prevent the implementation of complex BACI and even simpler BA 
designs because of the need to revisit sites pre- and post-impact (França et al., 2016; 
Osenberg et al., 2011); Table 1). 
The disparities between the robustness of study designs and their usage are concerning as 
many studies may be making misleading inferences about anthropogenic impacts. Some 
empirical comparisons of the consequences of using BACI, BA, and CI designs have been 
undertaken (França et al., 2016; Mahlum et al., 2018; Osenberg et al., 2011; Smokorowski et 
al., 2017). However, we are yet to understand how inaccurate simpler designs are relative to 
complex ones, or the influence of sample size on these patterns (e.g., are simpler designs 
with large sample sizes equivalent to more complex designs with smaller sample sizes?). A 
quantitative comparison of the accuracy of different designs and their sample size would help 
us better understand these issues. 
To address this knowledge gap, we simulate a hypothetical population’s response to an 
impact, and compare how accurately different study designs estimate that response. We use 
empirically derived parameter estimates from 47 ecological datasets to generate realistic 
control and impact data, before and after an impact. BACI, RCI, BA, CI and After designs are 
then used to sample from the simulated data with various levels of spatial replication (control 
and impact sites). We compare the accuracy of each design by their ability first to predict the 
correct direction of the response, and second to estimate the response to within a given 
percentage. Our goal is to inform the development of a quantitative scale of the comparative 
accuracy of different designs. Such a scale would have utility for future monitoring of 
anthropogenic impacts, as well as assessing the quality of ecological studies used to inform 




Materials and methods 
We simulated a hypothetical population with true density 𝜆 that varied over T time steps before 
and after a chronic impact occurred (Fig.1). For example, if T=10, then time steps 1-10 were 
classified as the ‘before period’ (i.e., before the impact occurred) and time steps 11-20 were 
classified as the ‘after period’ (Fig.1). The true density was monitored in sites where the impact 
occurred (‘impact sites’) and where the impact was absent (‘control sites’). 
 
Figure 1 – An overview of our simulation. Step 1 shows true densities of control and impact 
sites generated in the before period (white area). Step 2 shows true densities of control and 
impact sites generated in the after period (grey area) to reflect a step-change response (using 
I and C); the true density in each time step (t) is shown (𝜇𝐼,𝑡, impact: green; and 𝜇𝐶,𝑡, control: 
blue). Step 3 shows how control and impact sites (SI and SC) are sampled (nI and nC = 10) for 
both randomised and non-randomised designs. R code to replicate the simulation is available 
via Zenodo: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4437010. 
We set the mean true density to 50 and randomly sampled T values from a Poisson distribution 
(𝜆=50) to vary the true density over T time steps in the before period for control and impact 
sites. These T values defined the true density in each time step before the impact occurred 
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(e.g., 𝜇𝐼,𝑡for impact sites in the tth time step). To simulate a step-change response at both 
control and impact sites after the impact occurred (Fig.1), we sampled from a different Poisson 
distribution with 𝜆 adjusted by an empirically derived amount 𝐼 (𝜆+ 𝐼; Fig.1; Table 2) for impact 
sites and an empirically derived amount 𝐶 for control sites (𝜆+ 𝐶; Fig.1; Table 2). 𝐼 and 𝐶 were 
varied using empirical estimates of the proportional change in control and impact sites in the 
before period versus the after period, 𝑝𝐼 and 𝑝𝐶, respectively (𝐼= 𝜆 ∙ (𝑝𝐼 − 1); 𝐶= 𝜆 ∙ (𝑝𝐶 − 1); 
Table 2), derived from 47 ecological datasets from a range of different locations and disciplines 
(see Appendix S1 for details of how these were obtained, and Appendix S5 for a list of 
published data sources containing these datasets).  
Whilst we focus on a step-change response in our simulation, temporal biodiversity dynamics 
following disturbances or interventions can follow different trajectories (di Fonzo et al., 2013; 
Thiault et al., 2017). However, to simplify the simulation as much as possible, particularly in 
terms of computational demands, using a step-change response was most appropriate to test 
the relative accuracy of each design. 
Using the simulated data for before and after periods we sampled various numbers of impact 
(nI) and control (nC) sites (these could also be plots or transects; Fig.1). For RCI that uses 
random allocation of sites to control and impact groups, we randomly sampled sites from two 
normal distributions for each time step: one with a mean, 𝜇𝐼,𝑡, for impact sites and one with a 
mean, 𝜇𝐶,𝑡, for control sites (Fig.1). The number of sites sampled was the same for all time 
steps. The standard deviation of each normal distribution represented the variation amongst 
sites and was calculated by multiplying the mean by the coefficient of variation (e.g., control 
sites: 𝜎𝐶,𝑡= 𝜇𝐶,𝑡 ∙CVS; impact sites: 𝜎𝐼,𝑡= 𝜇𝐼,𝑡 ∙CVS; Table 2). We varied CVS by randomly drawing 











Table 2 – Definitions and summary statistics for all simulation parameters (termed ‘Sim.’) and 
empirically derived parameters (termed ‘Emp.’; Appendix S1). Equations show how each 
parameter was calculated. For empirically derived parameters, ?̅? refers to the average of 
sampled sites taken from 47 ecological datasets (e.g., 𝑥𝐴𝐶̅̅ ̅̅̅ refers to the average of all control 
sites in the after period; Appendix S1). 
Para-
meter 
Definition Source Equation Mean SD Min Max 
𝑝𝐶  Change in control 
between before and 
after periods 
Emp. 𝑝𝐶 = 
|𝑥𝐴𝐶̅̅ ̅̅ ̅|
|𝑥𝐵𝐶̅̅ ̅̅ ̅|
 0.918 0.181 0.605 1.31 
𝑝𝐼 Change in impact 
between before and 
after periods 
Emp. 𝑝𝐼 = 
|𝑥𝐴𝐼̅̅ ̅̅ ̅|
|𝑥𝐵𝐼̅̅ ̅̅ ̅|
 0.967 0.230 0.579 1.46 
𝑝𝐶𝐼𝐵 Average value of 
control sites as a 
proportion of the 
average value of 
impact sites in the 
before period 
Emp. 𝑝𝐶𝐼𝐵 = 
|𝑥𝐵𝐶̅̅ ̅̅ ̅|
|𝑥𝐵𝐼̅̅ ̅̅ ̅|
 1.13 0.306 0.654 1.89 
I True change in impact 
sites from before to 
after impact 
Emp. I = 𝜆 ∙(𝑝𝐼 − 1) -1.65 11.5 -21.1 23.2 
C True change in control 
sites from before period 
to after period 
Emp. C = 𝜆 ∙(𝑝𝐶 − 1) -4.10 9.05 -19.8 15.4 
𝑑𝐶𝐼𝐵 Difference between 
true densities of control 
and impact sites in 
before period 
Emp. 𝑑𝐶𝐼𝐵 = 𝜆 ∙(𝑝𝐶𝐼𝐵 − 1) 6.60 15.3 -17.3 44.5 
𝜆 True density across all 
time steps 
Sim. 𝜆 = 50 - - 50 50 
T Total number of time 
steps simulated 
Sim. T = {2,4,6,8,10} - - 2 10 
nT Number of time steps 
sampled in each period 
Sim. nT = T - - 2 10 
𝜇𝐼,𝑡 True density in impact 
sites in time step t 
Sim. Before: 𝜇𝐼,𝑡 ∼ 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛(𝜆) 
After: 𝜇𝐼,𝑡 ∼ 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛(𝜆 + 𝐼) 
- - - - 
𝜎𝐼,𝑡 Standard deviation of 
impact sites in time 
step t 
Sim. 𝜎𝐼,𝑡= 𝐶𝑉𝑆 ∙ 𝜇𝐼,𝑡 - - - - 
𝜇𝐶,𝑡 True density in control 
sites in time step t 
Sim. Before: 𝜇𝐶,𝑡 ∼ 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛(𝜆) 
After: 𝜇𝐶,𝑡 ∼ 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛(𝜆 + 𝐶) 
- - - - 
𝜎𝐶,𝑡 Standard deviation of 
control sites in time 
step t 
Sim. 𝜎𝐶,𝑡= 𝐶𝑉𝑆 ∙ 𝜇𝐶,𝑡 - - - - 
CVS Coefficient of variation 
(variation amongst 
sites) 
Sim. 𝐶𝑉𝑆 ∼N(𝜇, 𝜎,𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑚𝑎𝑥) 0.10 0.05 0.00 0.20 
SIn,t nth impact site sampled 
in time step t 
Sim. (SI1,t,...,SInI,t) ~ N(𝜇𝐼,𝑡, 𝜎𝐼,𝑡) - - - - 
SCn,t nth control site sampled 
in time step t 
Sim. Randomised:  
(SC1,t,...,SCnc,t) ~ N(𝜇𝐶,𝑡, 𝜎𝐶,𝑡) 
Non-randomised:  
(SC1,t,...,SCnc,t) ~ N(𝜇𝐶,𝑡 +
𝑑𝐶𝐼𝐵 , 𝜎𝐶,𝑡) 
- - - - 
nI Number of impact sites 
sampled 
Sim. nI = {1,5,10,25,50} - - 1 50 
nC Number of control sites 
sampled 
Sim. nC = {1,5,10,25,50} - - 1 50 
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To account for non-random allocation of sites to control and impact groups in BACI, BA, CI 
and After designs, we repeated the same approach but with one important modification. We 
adjusted the true density of control sites in every time step, 𝜇𝐶,𝑡, by an empirically derived 
amount, dCIB (𝜇𝐶,𝑡+ dCIB; Fig.1; Table 2). To vary dCIB, we used empirical estimates of the 
proportional difference between control and impact sites in the before period, pCIB, sampled 
from 47 ecological datasets (dCIB= 𝜆 ∙(pCIB-1); Table 2; Appendix S1). This simulated difference 
between control and impact sites accounted for different levels of site selection bias in non-
randomised designs, including situations where little or no bias may be present (e.g., dCIB≈0). 
We calculated effect size estimates for each design by first finding the mean density of 
sampled sites across all time steps for control and impact groups in the before period 
(BeforeImpact, BeforeControl) and the after period (AfterImpact, AfterControl). We assumed that 
sampling occurred in all time steps (nT = T) in both periods. We did this as the investigator may 
wish to only estimate the effect over a certain timescale (which will be context-specific) and 
we lacked the computational capabilities to simulate all possible sampling permutations using 
fewer than the full number of time steps (e.g., sampling in certain intervals or continuous 
periods of time; Wauchope et al., 2019). 
Effect size estimates were calculated using these mean densities, as appropriate for each 
study design (Table 3). For example, RCI effect sizes were found by subtracting AfterControl 
from AfterImpact, whilst BA effect sizes were found by subtracting BeforeImpact from AfterImpact 
(Table 3). The exception was the After design, for which we found the mean of sampled sites 
in the first time step and subtracted this from the mean of sampled sites in the final time step 
of the after period (Table 3). We defined the true effect (Table 3) as the true change in impact 
sites between the before and after periods (I; Table 2) minus the true change in control sites 
between the before and after periods (C; Table 2). 
We ran the simulation under 1,000 different scenarios, varying: (i) the true change in control 
sites (C); (ii) the true change in impact sites (I); (iii) the mean difference between control and 
impact sites in the before period (𝑑𝐶𝐼𝐵); and (iv) the variation between sites (CVS). For each 
simulation scenario, we varied the number of time steps simulated (T = 2, 4, 6, 8 or 10), as 
well as the number of impact sites (nI = 1, 5, 10, 25, 50) and control sites (nC= 2, 5, 10, 25, 50) 
sampled independently to use every possible pairwise combination – a total of 125 
combinations. Overall, we simulated 1,000 scenarios with 125 different sampling combinations 




Table 3 – Equations showing effect size estimate, variance and error calculation for each 
study design using mean densities of control or impact sites in each period (e.g., AfterImpact 
refers to the mean of sampled impact sites across all time steps in the after period). For the 
After design, the effect size was calculated by finding the difference between the final time 
step (t=T) and the first time step of the after period (1).  𝑛 and 𝑠2 refer to the number of sites 
and variance in that period (e.g., 𝑛𝐴𝐼 and 𝑠𝐴𝐼
2  refer to the number of impact sites and variance 
in the After period). I is the true change in impact sites between the before and after periods, 
and C is the true change in control sites between the before and after periods (Table 2). 
Effect size estimates for each design were used to investigate their relative accuracy. We 
calculated 95% Confidence Intervals using the pooled variance and associated error for each 
effect size estimate (Table 3). We used these 95% Confidence Intervals to estimate the 
percentage of simulations repetitions where: (i) the true effect fell within the 95% Confidence 
Intervals of effect size estimates (coverage probability); (ii) the correct direction was detected 
(95% Confidence Intervals entirely above or below zero); (iii) the estimated effect size under- 
or overestimated the true effect (95% Confidence Intervals entirely above or below true effect). 
We also investigated the percentage of simulation repetitions in which each design’s effect 
size estimate: (i) had the same absolute direction as the true effect; and (ii) was both within a 
given percentage of the true effect and of the same direction (based on 95% Confidence 
Intervals). We believe the latter measure captures the major aspects of accuracy and precision 
that are desirable in a study design. 
Design Effect size estimate Pooled variance (𝒔𝒑
𝟐) Error 
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We calculated all these measures for all possible pairwise combinations of control and impact 
sites (e.g., two control and two impact sites, two control and five impact sites, etc.). We set 
five thresholds to measure the percentage of times an effect size estimate was within a certain 
percentage of the true effect: 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50%. We also explored how varying the terms 
C and dCIB (affecting bias in BA, CI, and After designs) for three levels of magnitude (no bias: 
1; low bias: 0.9 or 1.1; high bias: 0.7 or 1.3) affected this percentage (Figures S7 and S8). 
We used Generalised Linear Models (GLMs) with a beta error distribution to determine the 
relationship between the performance of each design (the response variable; see below) and 
two explanatory variables (number of control sites and the number of impact sites). A beta 
GLM was most appropriate as it provides a flexible method to analyse proportional data 
bounded between 0 and 1 and accounts for heteroskedasticity and asymmetric distributions. 
For the response variable, we used the proportion of simulation repetitions where the effect 
size estimate was within ±30% of the true effect and had the correct direction. We only 
considered results for an accuracy threshold of ±30% as this was deemed a reasonable level 
of accuracy and we wanted to simplify the interpretation of our results as much as possible. 
We also present results for other accuracy thresholds (±10% and ±50%) in Appendix S3. 
Based on graphical observations of the relationship between the response and explanatory 
variables, we included impact and control sites as log transformed explanatory variables for 
models of RCI and BACI designs and tested models with and without an interaction term 
between these variables (Appendix S4).  BACI and RCI models with both impact sites and 
control sites as predictor variables without an interaction term were selected as the best 
models because they had the lowest values of AIC; although the model using an interaction 
term between impact and control sites was within 2 units of AIC, we selected the models 
without an interaction term because they were more parsimonious (Appendix S4). As the 
performance of BA, CI and After designs did not vary with the number of impact or control 
sites, we did not create any models for these designs. We calculated quasi-R2 values 
(Appendix S4) to test model performance using the equation:  
𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑅2 =  1 −
𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
  (Equation 1). 
Both of the selected models were only slightly over-dispersed (RCI model: θ = 1.19; BACI 
model: θ = 1.19) and Pearson's χ2 residuals were non-significant (p>0.05) suggesting no 
significant patterns remained in the residuals. There were also no observable patterns 
between residuals and explanatory variables or fitted values.  
For RCI and BACI designs, we converted estimated coefficients (β) from log odds (Appendix 
S4) to proportions to create an ‘accuracy weight’ equation for each design (Equations 2 and 
3). We found the accuracy weights for BA, CI, and After designs by simply taking the mean 
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proportion of simulation repetitions where the effect size estimate was within ±30% of the true 
effect and had the correct direction (based on 95% Confidence Intervals) across all 
combinations of impact and control sites. These accuracy weights are on a continuous scale 
between a minimum of 0 (lowest accuracy) and a maximum of 1 (highest accuracy – see 
Results, Discussion and Appendix S2 for how to apply these weights): 






 (Equation 2) 






 (Equation 3) 
where 𝛽𝐵𝐴𝐶𝐼_𝐼𝑛𝑡. = BACI model intercept coefficient, 𝛽𝐵𝐴𝐶𝐼_𝑛𝐼= BACI model impact sites 
coefficient, 𝛽𝐵𝐴𝐶𝐼_𝑛𝐶= BACI model control sites coefficient (𝛽𝑅𝐶𝐼_𝐼𝑛𝑡., 𝛽𝑅𝐶𝐼_𝑛𝐼, and 𝛽𝑅𝐶𝐼_𝑛𝐶 refer to 
the equivalent coefficients for the RCI model). 
We applied our accuracy weights to three recent ecological meta-analyses: Bernes et al. 
(2018) on the effects of ungulate herbivory on vegetation and invertebrates; Eales et al. (2018) 
on the effects of prescribed burning on forest biodiversity; and Sandström et al. (2019) on the 
impacts of dead wood manipulation on forest biodiversity. We found these meta-analyses by 
searching the Environmental Evidence Journal and the Journal of Applied Ecology using the 
search terms: “meta analysis” OR “meta-analysis” and reviewing studies published since 
2018. Only the three previously mentioned meta-analyses contained a sufficient range of study 
designs (Appendix S2) and readily available associated data on study design, replicates, and 
effect sizes. We repeated analyses using random effects models following the authors’ 
methodology (e.g., including random factors such as Site IDs) using the metafor package 
(Viechtbauer, 2010); see Appendix S2). We were able to replicate 128 out of 130 summary 
effect sizes (comparisons) using the authors’ methodology and inverse-variance weighting, 
which we repeated with our accuracy weights. Two summary effect sizes could not be 
replicated from Bernes et al. (2018) due to lack of data labelling. We wanted to test how our 
weights altered the conclusions of meta-analyses that used studies with a mixture of different 
study designs. Therefore, we only present results for 96 comparisons that used studies with 
at least one type of design. The mean number of studies of each design were: 9.0 BACI, 6.0 
BA, 5.0 CI (see Appendix S2 for a breakdown of studies for each summary effect size). 
We used R statistical software version 3.5.1 (R Core Team, 2019) with the doParallel package 
(Microsoft Corporation and Weston, 2019) to increase computational performance. Simulation 
R code and empirical data for simulations (see Appendix S5 for published data used in 




There was large variation in the performance of designs in accurately estimating the true 
effect. As overall patterns were similar across simulations with different time steps (Figures 
S1-S3), we present results when six time steps were simulated in both the before and after 
periods. 
RCI designs performed best at correctly identifying the direction of the true effect (≥91.2% of 
simulation repetitions; Fig.2A), followed by BACI (≥87.4% of the time). Both BACI and RCI far 
outperformed CI, BA, and particularly After designs – CI designs performed similarly to BA 
designs (approximately 75.2% versus 73.9%, respectively) and both strongly outperformed 
After designs (approximately 49.5%; Fig.2A). All designs showed negligible improvements in 
performance with increasing replication, particularly BA, CI, and After designs (increases from 
two control and two impact sites to 50 control and 50 impact sites: RCI = +0.9%; BACI = 
+1.5%; BA = +0.5%; CI= +0.2%; After = 0.3%; Fig.2A). 
Taking account of the uncertainty around these effect size estimates (95% Confidence 
Intervals) gave broadly similar results – where overlap with zero was classed as non-
significant and non-overlap as either positive or negative (Fig.2B). With this measure, RCI was 
most likely to correctly predict the direction of the true effect with two impact and control sites, 
followed by BACI, CI, BA, and After designs in decreasing order of performance (Fig.2B). 
BACI designs showed the greatest proportional improvement in this measure, performing 
worse than CI designs at a sample size of 2 impact and control sites, but performing 
substantially better at much larger sample sizes (Fig.2B). The accuracy of BA, CI, and After 
designs in significantly identifying the correct direction did improve noticeably with sample 
size, but less so compared to RCI and BACI designs (Fig.2B). RCI and BACI designs were 
much less likely to produce significant effect sizes that had the wrong direction (1-7% and 1-





Figure 2 – Performance of designs in correctly predicting the direction of the true effect for 
multiple levels of spatial replication with equal numbers of control and impact sites (see 
Figures S1 and S2 for other combinations of sites). Fig.2A measures this in terms of whether 
the effect size estimate was positive or negative, whilst Fig.2B considers whether the 95% 
Confidence Intervals of this estimate correctly fell entirely above or below zero. See Table 1 
for the definition of each design. 
If we consider the coverage probabilities of each design (i.e., proportion of times the true effect 
fell within the 95% Confidence Intervals of effect size estimates), RCI and BACI designs 
substantially outperformed BA, CI, and After designs (Fig.3A). The coverage probabilities for 
all designs declined asymptotically with increasing sample size as 95% Confidence Intervals 
narrowed (Fig.3A). 
We also examined the tendency for designs to underestimate or overestimate the true effect 
(i.e., when 95% Confidence Intervals did not overlap with true effect; Fig.3B). RCI and BACI 
designs were substantially less likely to underestimate the true effect compared BA, CI, and 
After designs and less likely to overestimate the true effect compared After designs (Fig.3B). 
RCI and BACI designs were approximately as likely to overestimate the true effect as BA and 
CI designs (slightly less likely at lower sample sizes and slightly more likely at higher sample 
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sizes) and were as likely to overestimate as to underestimate. After designs were also 
approximately as likely to underestimate as to overestimate, but BA and CI designs were 
substantially more likely to underestimate than overestimate (Fig.3B). All designs were 
increasingly likely to underestimate or overestimate the true effect with increasing sample size 
as 95% Confidence Intervals narrowed (in line with decreases in coverage probability; Fig.3A). 
 
Figure 3 – Percentage of simulation repetitions in which the 95% Confidence Intervals of effect 
size estimates contained the true effect (coverage probability – Fig.3A) or were either greater 
than or less than the true effect (overestimate versus underestimate – Fig.3B). In Fig.3B, 
underestimates are shown by downward triangles, whilst overestimates are shown by upward 
triangles. This is shown for multiple levels of spatial replication with equal numbers of control 
and impact sites (see Figures S4 and S5 for other combinations of sites). See Table 1 for the 
definition of each design. 
Consistent patterns were found when considering the percentage of repetitions for which the 
effect size estimate was both within a certain percentage of the true effect and had the correct 
direction based on 95% Confidence Intervals (Fig.4). First, RCI and BACI designs far 
outperformed BA, CI, and After designs (for ±30% accuracy threshold: RCI ≥46.7%, BACI 
≥31.1%, BA ≥19.0%, CI ≥17.6%, After ≥6.4%; Fig.4). Second, BA designs appeared to 
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perform slightly better than CI designs, but only noticeably as the accuracy threshold rose 
above 30% (Fig.4). Similarly, both BA and CI designs performed relatively better compared to 
After designs with an increasing accuracy threshold (Fig.4). 
 
Figure 4 – Performance of designs measured by percentage of simulation repetitions in which 
a design’s effect size estimate was both within ±10, 30, or 50% of the true effect and had the 
correct direction based on 95% Confidence Intervals. This is shown for multiple levels of 
spatial replication with equal numbers of control and impact sites (see Figure S6 for other 
combinations of sites). See Table 1 for the definition of each design. 
Third, RCI and BACI performance increased to a greater extent with increasing replication 
than for other designs (Fig.4). For the ±30% accuracy threshold, increasing replication from 
two control and impact sites to 50 control and impact sites resulted in an increase of +9.0% 
for RCI and 12.4% for BACI compared to +2.5% for BA, +2.4% for CI and 2.7% for After 
(Fig.4). For RCI and BACI designs, increasing replication moderately in both control and 
impact sites resulted in greater performance than only increasing replication in just one type 
of site (±30% threshold: 52.0% and 38.3%, respectively at five impact and five control sites 
versus 51.0% and 36.8%, respectively, at two impact and 50 control sites; Fig.S6). 
We also considered how varying the simulation parameters C and dCIB affected our results 
(Figures S7 and S8). Increasing the change in control (C) reduced the performance of BA 
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designs substantially (Figure S7), whilst increasing the initial mean differences between 
impact and control groups in the before period (dCIB) reduced the performance of CI designs 
substantially (Figure S8). 
We used Generalised Linear Models (GLMs) to examine how the sample size of impact and 
control sites determined the performance of each design at estimating the direction and 
magnitude of the true effect to within ±30% (using data from Fig.4 and Fig.S6). For RCI and 
BACI designs, there was little difference in the importance of control versus impact sites in 
predicting performance. High Pseudo-R2 values showed that our models explained far greater 
levels of variation in the data than null models (see Appendix S4). 
Weights for studies in meta-analyses can be calculated from these relationships of 
performance with sample size, which we term ‘accuracy weights’. This requires information 
about a study’s design and the number of independent control and impact units used (see 
Appendix S4). For example, França et al. (2016) used a BACI design, 29 impact and five 




(see Appendix S4; Equation 2). See Appendix S2 for more examples of study weights. 
We applied our accuracy weights to meta-analyses (Appendix S2) by multiplying the 
conventional inverse-variance weight matrix by a matrix of our accuracy weights. We found 
that they gave broadly similar results to conventional inverse-variance weighting (for 94% of 
comparisons). However, there was a small tendency for our weights to alter the outcome to 
non-significant (3% from negative to non-significant and 3% from positive to non-significant; 
Table 4). No outcomes of summary effect sizes changed from positive to negative or vice 
versa, or from non-significant to significantly positive (Table 4). 
Table 4 – Comparison of outcomes for 96 summary effect sizes obtained using the accuracy 
weights proposed by this study versus conventional inverse-variance weighting. Summary 
effect sizes were extracted from 3 separate meta-analyses (see Materials and methods). Cells 
show the proportion of effect sizes that were significantly positive, significantly negative, or 
non-significant for both weighting systems. 
Weighting 
method 
 Accuracy weight 




+ 14 (15%) 3 (3%) 0 
Non-significant 0 56 (58%) 0 




Using this simulation, we have demonstrated that RCI and BACI designs are far more accurate 
than BA, CI and After designs. When estimating the true effect to within ±30% and correctly 
identifying its direction, RCI performed, depending on sample size, 2.5-2.6 times better than 
BA, 2.6-2.8 times than CI, and 6.1-7.3 times than After designs, whilst BACI performed 1.6-
2.0 times better than BA, 1.8-2.2 times than CI, and 4.8-5.2 times than After designs. RCI 
performed approximately 1.1-1.3 times better than BACI. Increasing sample size tends to only 
increase precision in simpler designs (CI, BA, and After) around a more biased estimate of 
the true effect. 
This bias is generated by violating the assumptions underpinning these simpler designs (de 
Palma et al., 2018). BA designs assume there is no average change in the control group mean 
before versus after the intervention, whilst CI designs assume the only differences that exist 
between control and impact sites are due to the focal impact (C and dCIB in Materials and 
methods; Figures S7 and S8). After designs make both these assumptions and therefore can 
only claim to provide information on the rate of change in a measured variable over time 
following an impact (de Palma et al., 2018). Blocking, pairing, or matching sites in CI designs 
or including a proxy variable in statistical analysis could theoretically account for some of this 
bias, but they cannot guarantee lower levels of bias. CI designs (often called Space-for-Time 
substitutions when quantifying land-use change) also suffer from additional biases that we did 
not include in our simulation (e.g., biotic lag; see de Palma et al., 2018) and so our 
quantification of the inaccuracy of this design is likely to be an underestimate.  
RCI does not suffer from bias, but rather statistical noise, because the use of randomisation 
effectively eliminates confounding biases; initial differences generated by spatiotemporal 
variation become stochastic noise that can be minimised using larger sample sizes (de Palma 
et al., 2018). RCI and BACI designs better account for pre-impact differences between impact 
and control groups, either through randomisation or sampling impact and control groups 
before and after the impact, respectively. RCI and BACI designs therefore have higher 
accuracy and their performance can be improved through repeated sampling through time to 
better account for spatiotemporal variation (Thiault et al., 2017). BACI designs however, unlike 
RCI designs, are not randomised and so still suffer from some bias because of the ‘parallel 
trends’ assumption (Angrist and Pischke, 2008; Ding and Li, 2019). However, BACI designs 
still performed substantially better than the simpler non-randomised designs. 
The fact that increasing the sample size (precision) of simpler designs reduced the coverage 
probability (probability that the true effect fell within the 95% Confidence Intervals of an effect 
size estimate; Fig.3A) supports this conclusion as 95% Confidence Intervals converged on 
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biased estimates. The coverage probability for RCI and BACI designs remained higher 
because the effect size estimates tend to converge on the true effect – greater precision was 
more likely to translate into greater accuracy. Greater accuracy is therefore best achieved 
using more robust designs that remove biases, such as RCI and BACI designs. 
We nevertheless note that of the two better performing designs, BACI designs in particular are 
known to suffer from noise (Osenberg et al., 2006), which was demonstrated by their difficulty 
in correctly predicting the direction of the true effect in terms of 95% Confidence Intervals 
(significance) at low samples sizes (Fig.2B). The low statistical power of BACI designs at small 
sample sizes is an issue and reinforces the need to ensure sufficient numbers of replicates 
are used in BACI designs (Osenberg et al., 2006), as well as to consider using Bayesian 
approaches to interpret effect sizes (Conner et al., 2016). At larger sample sizes however, 
RCI and BACI designs predicted the (statistical significant) direction of the true effect correctly 
far more frequently than CI and BA designs, and even more so than After designs (Fig.2B).  
Our results provide strong evidence that simpler designs (e.g., After, BA, and CI) often yield 
different inferences to RCI and BACI designs, as observed empirically by previous studies 
(França et al., 2016; Mahlum et al., 2018; Osenberg et al., 2011; Smokorowski et al., 2017). 
We also found that BA and CI designs were more prone to underestimation than 
overestimation (Fig.3B), which is consistent with results from França et al. (2016) that showed 
a CI design underestimated the impacts of logging relative to a BACI design. Therefore, we 
argue that studies using After, BA and CI designs risk presenting misleading conclusions on 
the impact of threats and interventions. To our knowledge this simulation is not only the first 
quantitative comparison to demonstrate this, but also to show how inaccurate these simpler 
designs may typically be in ecology under varying levels of spatial replication.  
We have confidence in these conclusions as we used empirically derived parameter estimates 
from 47 ecological datasets to quantify the likelihood and magnitude of the biases that affect 
study designs in ecology (dCIB and C; Materials and methods; Appendix S1). The context-
dependency of our results, linked to how the likelihood and magnitude of biases varies across 
different fields of ecology, could be investigated using our R code if sufficient empirical data is 
available to characterise major parameters (dCIB and C; Figures S7 and S8) in different 
contexts. Future work could explore the effects of different types of trends and lag periods on 
the relative performance of designs, since previous literature has often assumed there is no 
overall pre-impact trend – only fluctuations around a baseline average (Lettenmaier et al., 
1978; Thiault et al., 2017). Nevertheless, our results provide strong evidence that, generally 
in ecology, we should invest in implementing more robust designs whenever possible – 
investing effort into using simpler designs with greater sample sizes is simply inefficient. 
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Although we strongly advocate for greater investment in more robust designs, we also realise 
there is a trade-off between the greater accuracy of robust designs and greater logistical ease 
of simpler designs. Whilst we can generate more studies with simpler designs more easily, 
their probable low accuracy means that we may use misleading evidence to inform policy and 
practice. We nevertheless argue that situations still arise where investigators can use robust 
designs and yet fail to; promoting greater awareness of more robust designs and opportunities 
for their usage is important. For example, BACI design use should be encouraged whenever 
prior knowledge exists of the timing of an impact or where suitable pre-impact data is available 
retrospectively (e.g., infrastructure projects, Protected Area designation).  
We also recognise the expensive nature of BACI designs, due to the need to revisit study sites 
before and after the impact, often hampers their implementation (de Palma et al., 2018). This 
means that BACI designs can be challenging to use during short term projects limited by grant 
or studentship duration. However, we would also argue that the costs of misinforming decision-
makers and making inaccurate inferences (including both the costs to the credibility of 
scientific evidence and the costs involved in implementing an ineffective intervention) may 
outweigh the costs saved in conducting simpler study designs (Wauchope, 2020, p127-128). 
For example, delaying decisions until a more expensive, but more rigorous study design can 
be implemented has been shown to be an optimal strategy, even in a crisis discipline such as 
biodiversity conservation (Iacona et al. 2017). Any cost-based assessment of the feasibility of 
a particular study design should incorporate the socio-political and environmental costs of 
Type I and Type II errors associated with the proposed design (Mapstone, 1995). For example, 
important interventions or impacts that carry greater risk should warrant the implementation of 
a higher minimum standard of study design (Mapstone, 1995). Researchers should adjust 
budgets and project plans to accommodate study designs, rather than the other way around. 
Therefore, we suggest that longer-term funding and stronger research-practice partnerships 
are urgently required to facilitate the use of RCI and BACI designs (de Palma et al., 2018; 
Osenberg et al., 2011). Alongside greater promotion of more rigorous designs, it would also 
be helpful to promote approaches that aid the ecological interpretation of results, such as 
Bayesian methods to generate more easily interpretable probabilities for managers and 
practitioners (Conner et al., 2016) and partitioning BACI design results into two measures (CI-
divergence and CI-contribution; see Chevalier et al., 2019). 
Given the use of simpler designs will probably persist in the near future, we further argue that 
our results have major implications for decision-making and meta-analysis in ecology. We 
have proposed a novel weighting system that could help when meta-analyses are faced with 
studies that vary markedly in their design. Conventional meta-analyses typically use inverse-
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variance of studies as weights to attempt to account for study quality (Koricheva and 
Gurevitch, 2014; Marín-Martínez and Sánchez-Meca, 2010). However, this can greatly reduce 
the number of suitable primary studies since not all studies report variance (Koricheva and 
Gurevitch, 2014). Alternative approaches of meta-analysis to tackle poor data reporting, such 
as non-parametric weighting by sample size, have been proposed (Adams et al., 1997; 
Mayerhofer et al., 2013), but fail to consider wider aspects of study quality such as study 
design (Spake and Doncaster, 2017). Whilst recent efforts to assessing evidence 
quantitatively by study design are welcomed (Mupepele and Dormann, 2016; Webb et al., 
2012), their weights are relatively simplistic (e.g., simple integer scores or categories) and lack 
a quantitative or objective grounding. 
Our weighting system is informed by the relationships we have found between accuracy, 
precision, study design, and sample size, arguably accounting for more aspects of study 
quality than weighting by sample size or inverse-variance. We have shown how our accuracy 
weights can be applied to meta-analyses to give greater influence to studies with more 
accurate designs, in addition to weighting by inverse-variance (Appendix S2). We have also 
demonstrated that, although there was generally good agreement between these systems of 
weighting, our accuracy weighting approach tended to reduce the number of positive and 
negative significant results in meta-analyses (Table 4). This suggests that inverse-variance 
weighting may have led to more significantly positive or negative results by erroneously 
rewarding studies with simpler designs when they have higher precision (lower variance). This 
is problematic because we have shown that increasing the precision of simpler designs does 
not improve accuracy and often leads to biased estimates. Weighting by a combination of 
accuracy and precision using our weighting approach seems more sensible given these 
results. 
Although we acknowledge that our weights only consider some aspects of study quality, we 
believe that they could be modulated using the percentage of criteria met in subject-specific 
quality checklists to incorporate more context-specific factors (e.g., size of sampling unit, 
temporal replication, and internal validity; Bilotta et al., 2014; Mupepele and Dormann, 2016). 
Adding extra components to the evidence assessment process, however, must be balanced 
against the effort expended in doing so. This is particularly important as the growth of scientific 
evidence bases accelerates (Bornmann and Mutz, 2015; Larsen and von Ins, 2010) because 
we will need to design systems of assessing and critically appraising evidence that are faster 
and more efficient to ensure evidence synthesis can keep pace (Marshall and Wallace, 2019; 
O’Connor et al., 2018; Thomas et al., 2017; Wallace et al., 2014). Automation of evidence 
assessment using a weighting system such as ours is one potential solution that could speed 
up evidence synthesis (Marshall et al., 2020, 2015; Marshall and Wallace, 2019; O’Connor et 
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al., 2018; Tsafnat et al., 2013; Wallace et al., 2014), but of course this needs to be rigorously 
tested and developed further to ensure it gives a reliable reflection of the quality of a study. At 
a coarser scale, our weights could also assign studies to different accuracy categories 
(Appendix S2), giving a rapid, easily interpretable way to communicate the robustness of 
evidence to decision-makers – e.g., in evidence toolkits such as Conservation Evidence 
(Sutherland et al., 2019). We welcome future research to explore how best to apply, develop, 
and strengthen our accuracy weighting approach within evidence assessment and decision-
making processes. 
Overall, we have shown for the first time how much less accurate simpler study designs are 
compared to more complex ones, generating a new quantitative understanding of the relative 
accuracy of different designs. Further refinement and development of our accuracy weighting 
approach could also offer a powerful, yet versatile new approach to weighting evidence where 
studies use a range of different designs, with major implications for the future of meta-analysis 
and decision-making in automating evidence assessment. We hope our work encourages 
greater discussion of study design by scientists, managers, and policymakers across ecology 
and demonstrates the need to tackle the serious consequences of using different designs to 
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Figure S1 – Percentage of simulation repetitions in which the design’s effect size estimate 
had the correct direction. This is shown for multiple numbers of time steps simulated (T = 2, 
4, 6, 8, or 10) and levels of spatial replication (control and impact sites separately). Circle size 







Figure S2 – Percentage of simulation repetitions in which the entire range of uncertainty (95% 
Confidence Intervals) for the effect size estimate fell in the correct direction. This is shown for 
multiple numbers of time steps simulated (upper facet label – T = 2, 4, 6, 8, or 10) and levels 
of spatial replication (x-axis: impact sites – 2, 5, 10, 25, 50; lower facet label: control sites – 2, 







Figure S3 – Percentage of simulation repetitions in which the design’s the range of uncertainty 
(95% Confidence Intervals) for the effect size estimate overlapped with zero (Fig.S3-i; non-
significant direction) or fell entirely in the wrong direction (Fig.S3-ii). This is shown for 6 time 
steps and equal numbers of control and impact sites. See Table 1 in main text for the definition 







Figure S4 – Coverage probabilities of designs (probability true effect lies within 95% 
Confidence Intervals of each design’s effect size estimate). This is shown for multiple levels 
of spatial replication (x-axis: impact sites – 2, 5, 10, 25, 50; lower facet label: control sites – 2, 
5, 10, 25, 50) and for multiple numbers of time steps simulated (upper facet label: T = 2, 4, 6, 






Figure S5 – Percentage of simulation repetitions in which the entire range of uncertainty (95% 
Confidence Intervals) was either greater than (overestimate – upward triangle) or less than 
(underestimate – downward triangle) the true effect. This is shown for multiple levels of spatial 
replication (x-axis: impact sites – 2, 5, 10, 25, 50; lower facet label: control sites – 2, 5, 10, 25, 
50) and for multiple numbers of time steps simulated (upper facet label: T = 2, 4, 6, 8, or 10). 





Figure S6 – Percentage of simulation repetitions in which the design’s effect size was both 
within 10, 30 or 50% of the true effect size and had the correct direction for multiple levels of 
spatial replication (control and impact sites separately). Graphs show all possible 
combinations of accuracy thresholds (±10%, ±30%, or ±50%) and time steps simulated (T = 
2, 4, 6, 8, or 10). Circle size denotes the number of control sites. See Table 1 in main text for 







Greater proportional change in control sites from before to after the impact (C) reduced the 
performance of BA designs substantially (Fig.S7). When there was no change in control sites, 
and consequently zero bias, BA designs performed as well as RCI designs. BACI, RCI and CI 
designs actually increased in performance as the overall size of the true effect increased with 
increasing proportional change in C; there was negligible change in the performance of After 
designs (Fig.S7).  
 
Figure S7 – Percentage of simulation repetitions in which the design’s effect size was both 
within 30% of the true effect size and had the correct direction for multiple levels of the 
proportional change in control sites from before to after the impact (No bias: C = 1, Low bias: 
C = 1.1 or 0.9, High bias: C = 1.3 or 0.7). This is presented for multiple numbers of control and 
impact sites. The number of time steps simulated was set at 6 and the proportional initial 






Greater levels of the initial mean differences between control and impact groups in the before 
period (dCIB) reduced the performance of CI designs substantially (Fig.S8). When there was 
no initial difference, CI designs performed as well as RCI designs; there was negligible change 
in the performance of any other design as the overall size of the true effect did not change 
(since this is not related to dCIB; Fig.S8).  
 
Figure S8 – Percentage of simulation repetitions in which the design’s effect size was both 
within 30% of the true effect size and had the correct direction for multiple levels of the 
proportional initial difference between impact and control sites (No bias: dCIB = 1, Low bias: 
dCIB = 1.1 or 0.9, High bias: dCIB = 1.3 or 0.7). This is presented for multiple numbers of control 
and impact sites. The number of time steps simulated was set at 6 and proportional change 







The major parameters in this simulation include: the change between the before and after 
periods in both impact sites (𝐼) and control sites (𝐶) and the difference between impact and 
control group means before intervention (dCIB). The values of these three parameters were 
taken from 47 BACI datasets whereby the proportional change or difference (Table 3 in main 
text) was extracted for 2,002 effect sizes. We collated 45 datasets using a full search of the 
Web of Science with the search terms: [‘BACI’] OR [‘Before-After Control-Impact’] on the 18th 
December 2017. The search returned 674 results and we then refined this by selecting only 
‘Article’ as a document type and only the following Web of Science Categories: ‘Ecology’, 
‘Marine Freshwater Biology’, ‘Biodiversity Conservation’, ‘Fisheries’, ‘Oceanography’, 
‘Forestry’, ‘Zoology’, Ornithology’, ‘Biology’, ‘Plant Sciences’, ‘Entomology’, ‘Remote Sensing’, 
‘Toxicology’ and ‘Soil Science’. We were then left with 579 results. To be realistic about 
obtaining the data, we restricted the year of publication to 2002 (15 years prior to search), 
which reduced the number to 542. We then read the abstracts of all papers that we could 
access and excluded any studies that did not test the effect of an ecological intervention or 
threat using a BACI design with abundance, cover or density metrics of any taxon. This left 96 
studies for which we then contacted the corresponding authors to ask for their raw data and 
received 47 datasets (25 quantified the impacts of threats and 22 quantified interventions). 
These datasets may be affected by publication bias (i.e., that studies presenting statistically 
significant positive results are more likely to be published; Easterbrook et al. 1991). In this 
case, a BACI dataset is more likely to give a significant result if there are large, significant 
opposing changes in impact and control sites before versus after the impact (a time-impact 
interaction). Therefore, we might expect more BACI datasets to be published that show large, 
possibly unrepresentative changes in impacts and/or controls. To limit this bias, we extracted 
all the raw data from datasets, rather than just the published, focal data. We also tried to 
counteract extreme values from datasets by only considering data within the Interquartile 
Range (IQR) of each parameter, separately. These 25% and 75% quantiles became the 
minimum and maximum values of the subsetted data (number of values per parameter: 
𝐼=1,320; 𝐶=1,206; 𝑑𝐶𝐼𝐵=1,166). We randomly sampled this subsetted data for each parameter 
1,000 times with replacement (Table 3 in Results) to create 1,000 unique simulation scenarios. 
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BA =  0.208 
CI =  0.193 
After =  0.0800 
Here are two examples: 
1. França et al. (2016) used a BACI design, 29 impact and five control units and thus 




2. Potts et al. (2009) uses an RCI design with 12 impact and control sites and thus 
receives an accuracy weight of:  
1
1+𝑒−(0.0423+0.0231∙ln(12)+0.0236∙ln(12))
 = 0.536 
Use in meta-analysis 
To apply these weights to a random-effects model (REM) we can use the metafor package in 
R (Viechtbauer 2010). Our approach was to modify the inverse-variance weights matrix using 
our weights using the following R code: 
base_model <- rma.mv(yi, vi, random = 1|rand_eff, data = our_data) 
M <- base_model$M ###extract the marginal variance-covariance matrix 
W <- solve(M) ### Take the inverse of M to give the weights matrix 
C <- diag(our_data$acc_wei) ### create a diagonal matrix of accuracy weights 
WC <- sqrt(C)%*% W %*% sqrt(C) ### multiply weight matrix by accuracy weight matrix 
aw_model <- rma.mv(yi, vi, W = WC, random = 1|rand_eff, data = our_data) ### run REM 
where yi = effect size estimate of a study (e.g., SMD), vi = variance of effect size estimate, 
WC is the modified weight matrix using our accuracy weights, and acc_wei is a column within 
the dataframe our_data. There are similar arguments to W in other meta-analytical models in 
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R (and other statistical software) that take a vector of user-defined weights such as the weight 
matrix we modified with our accuracy weights. This methodology is preliminary and is likely to 
need refining and testing in future to ensure it is robust and unbiased. The results of 3 meta-
analyses (Sandstrӧm et al. 2019, Bernes et al. 2018, Eales et al. 2018) which we applied our 
accuracy weights to can be found on Zenodo: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4437010. We 
show the number of studies with different designs for each summary effect size (Table S1). 
Table S1 – All details of numbers of studies of different designs for all 128 extracted summary 
effect sizes from the 3 meta-analyses. Rows highlighted in grey show the excluded summary 
effect size comparisons due to only one type of study design being present. Summary effect 
ID refers to summary effect results detailed in data archived on Zenodo. 
 Number of studies 
Meta-analysis name 
  
Summary effect ID 
BACI BA CI Total 
Sandstrӧm et al. 2019 
S1 10 0 23 33 
Sandstrӧm et al. 2019 
S2 8 0 11 19 
Sandstrӧm et al. 2019 
S3 2 0 8 10 
Sandstrӧm et al. 2019 
S4 0 0 4 4 
Sandstrӧm et al. 2019 
S5 1 0 13 14 
Sandstrӧm et al. 2019 
S6 3 0 6 9 
Sandstrӧm et al. 2019 
S7 1 1 1 3 
Sandstrӧm et al. 2019 
S8 0 0 6 6 
Sandstrӧm et al. 2019 
S9 1 1 3 5 
Sandstrӧm et al. 2019 
S10 1 1 0 2 
Sandstrӧm et al. 2019 
S11 0 1 6 7 
Sandstrӧm et al. 2019 
S12 12 0 18 30 
Sandstrӧm et al. 2019 
S13 10 0 10 20 
Sandstrӧm et al. 2019 
S14 2 0 6 8 
Sandstrӧm et al. 2019 
S15 0 0 2 2 
Sandstrӧm et al. 2019 
S16 9 0 8 17 
Sandstrӧm et al. 2019 
S17 0 0 6 6 
Sandstrӧm et al. 2019 
S18 1 1 1 3 
Sandstrӧm et al. 2019 
S19 1 1 0 2 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B1 1 18 46 65 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B2 3 21 49 73 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B3 0 0 4 4 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B4 1 15 13 29 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B5 0 0 5 5 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B6 0 0 9 9 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B7 2 15 21 38 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B8 2 19 33 54 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B9 2 18 22 42 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B10 0 0 21 21 
Bernes et al. 2018 





Summary effect ID 
BACI BA CI Total 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B12 1 14 16 31 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B13 14 0 10 24 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B14 14 0 5 19 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B15 14 0 2 16 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B16 14 0 7 21 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B17 0 0 9 9 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B18 15 10 0 25 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B19 2 42 0 44 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B20 1 1 1 3 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B21 0 17 0 17 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B22 0 16 3 19 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B23 14 12 0 26 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B24 3 16 0 19 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B25 0 32 0 32 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B26 3 15 0 18 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B27 0 10 0 10 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B28 0 4 0 4 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B29 0 8 1 9 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B30 17 0 0 17 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B31 10 0 0 10 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B32 2 0 0 2 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B33 2 0 0 2 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B34 5 0 0 5 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B35 8 0 0 8 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B36 11 2 0 13 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B37 6 0 0 6 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B38 5 1 0 6 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B39 3 0 1 4 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B40 3 0 0 3 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B41 4 0 1 5 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B42 18 4 0 22 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B43 10 4 0 14 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B44 26 10 0 36 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B45 4 0 0 4 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B46 14 6 1 21 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B47 2 2 0 4 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B48 33 12 0 45 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B49 5 1 3 9 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B50 10 6 0 16 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B51 1 2 0 3 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B52 25 11 0 36 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B53 1 0 2 3 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B54 7 6 0 13 
Bernes et al. 2018 





Summary effect ID 
BACI BA CI Total 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B56 0 0 2 2 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B57 6 6 0 12 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B58 21 2 0 23 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B59 10 8 0 18 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B60 14 6 1 21 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B61 1 2 0 3 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B62 8 0 1 9 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B63 38 18 0 56 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B64 1 1 0 2 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B65 5 14 0 19 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B66 6 1 0 7 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B67 24 0 0 24 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B68 4 2 0 6 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B69 6 0 1 7 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B70 14 14 0 28 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B71 64 17 3 84 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B72 25 7 1 33 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B73 9 14 0 23 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B74 57 17 3 77 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B75 37 7 1 45 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B76 15 0 0 15 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B77 18 0 0 18 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B78 9 0 0 9 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B79 13 6 0 19 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B80 2 0 2 4 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B81 15 6 2 23 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B82 13 6 0 19 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B83 1 0 1 2 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B84 2 6 0 8 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B85 2 6 0 8 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B86 5 6 0 11 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B87 2 6 0 8 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B88 13 0 2 15 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B89 2 6 0 8 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B90 15 6 2 23 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B91 10 0 1 11 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B92 20 14 2 36 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B93 5 0 0 5 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B94 4 14 1 19 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B95 6 0 0 6 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B96 10 0 2 12 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B97 4 0 1 5 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B98 5 0 0 5 
Bernes et al. 2018 





Summary effect ID 
BACI BA CI Total 
Bernes et al. 2018 
B100 6 0 0 6 
Eales et al. 2018 
E1 27 5 31 63 
Eales et al. 2018 
E2 5 0 5 10 
Eales et al. 2018 
E3 7 3 12 22 
Eales et al. 2018 
E4 10 2 11 23 
Eales et al. 2018 
E5 5 2 6 13 
Eales et al. 2018 
E6 8 3 2 13 
Eales et al. 2018 
E7 3 1 1 5 
Eales et al. 2018 
E8 4 0 2 6 
Eales et al. 2018 
E9 4 0 6 10 
Other possible uses in evidence assessment 
After assigning each study a weight, the sum, mean or median weight for a set of studies could 
be used to indicate the relative strength of the evidence as a whole. For example, we could 
set categories for strong, moderate, and weak evidence for studies: strong evidence = 
mean/median weight ≥0.4, sum weight > =2; moderate evidence = mean/median weight <0.4 
and ≥0.2, sum weight >=1; weak evidence <0.2, sum weight <1. Systematic reviews or meta-
analyses could also be weighted as single pieces of evidence themselves using this method, 
either by totalling or by finding the median or mean weight of studies they include. There are 
many possible ways this could be done, and further work is needed to justify and find 
appropriate ways to covert these scores from a continuous scale to a categorical one for use 
in evidence assessment. 
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Here we present the equivalent results, accuracy weights and equations (Tables S1 and S4) 
as those in the main text, but instead for the percentage of simulation repetitions where the 
estimated effect size gave the correct direction and was within ±10% or ±50% of the true effect. 
We also present associated tables (Tables S2-3 and S5-6) to show how we selected the best 
beta GLM model for generating these equations and weights. 
±10% threshold 
BACI and RCI models with both impact sites and control sites as predictor variables were 
selected as the best models because they had the lowest values of AIC; although the model 
using an interaction term between impact and control sites was within 2 units of AIC, we 
selected the models without an interaction term because they were more parsimonious 
(Tables S1-S3). Both selected models were only slightly over-dispersed (RCI model: θ = 1.19; 
BACI model: θ = 1.19) and Pearson's χ2 residuals were non-significant (p>0.05) suggesting 
no significant patterns remained in the residuals. There were also no observable patterns 
between residuals and explanatory variables or fitted values. 
Table S1 – Results of Generalised Linear Models for BACI and RCI designs and accuracy 
weight equations for all designs based on data for the ±10% accuracy threshold. Coefficients 
are in log odds (3.s.f.). nI = number of independent impact units, nC = number of independent 
control units. 
 Intercept Number of impact 
sites 𝐥𝐧(𝒏𝑰) 
Number of control 
sites 𝐥𝐧(𝒏𝑪) 
Quasi- R2 
Design Coef. SE Coef. SE Coef. SE Coef. 
BACI −2.01 0.0256 0.0556 0.00714 0.0580 0.00714 0.838 
 
RCI −1.42 0.0145 0.0370 0.00409 0.0359 0.00409 0.865 
 Accuracy weights/equations 
BACI 1
1 + 𝑒−(−2.01+0.0556∙ln(𝑛𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠)+0.0580∙ln(𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠))
 
RCI 1










Table S2 – Models considered in model selection process for finding weighting equation for 
RCI design. 𝑁𝐼= Number of Impact sites, 𝑁𝐶= Number of Control sites. 
Model Parameters AIC 
A (Best model) 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐼)  + 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐶) -196.7415 
B 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐼) + 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐶) +  𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐼) ∗ 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐶) -194.7432 
C 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐶)  -162.3059 
D 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐼)  -163.4270 
Table S3 – Models considered in model selection process for finding weighting equation for 
BACI design. 
Model Parameters AIC 
A (Best model) 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐼)  + 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐶) -184.4541 
B 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐼) + 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐶) +  𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐼) ∗ 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐶) -182.4724 
C 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐶)  -155.3550 
D 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐼)  -153.8156 
 
±50% threshold 
BACI and RCI models with both impact sites and control sites as predictor variables were 
selected as the best models because they had the lowest values of AIC; although the model 
using an interaction term between impact and control sites was within 2 units of AIC, we 
selected the models without an interaction term because they were more parsimonious 
(Tables S4-6). Both selected models were only slightly over-dispersed (RCI model: θ = 1.19; 
BACI model: θ = 1.19) and Pearson's χ2 residuals were non-significant (p>0.05) suggesting 
no significant patterns remained in the residuals. There were also no observable patterns 
between residuals and explanatory variables or fitted values. 
Table S4 – Results of Generalised Linear Models for BACI and RCI designs and accuracy 
weight equations for all designs based on data from Fig.4 in main text and Fig.S3. Coefficients 
are in log odds (3.s.f.). nI = number of independent impact units, nC = number of independent 
control units. 
 Intercept Number of impact 
sites 𝐥𝐧(𝒏𝑰) 
Number of control 
sites 𝐥𝐧(𝒏𝑪) 
Quasi- R2 
Design Coef. SE Coef. SE Coef. SE Coef. 
BACI −0.404 0.0464 0.116 0.0132 0.112 0.0132 0.971 
RCI 0.286 0.0345 0.0844 0.00994 0.0854 0.00994 0.855 
 Accuracy weights/equations 
BACI 1
1 + 𝑒−(−0.404+0.116∙ln(𝑛𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠)+0.112∙ln(𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠))
 
RCI 1







Table S5 – Models considered in model selection process for finding weighting equation for 
RCI design. 𝑁𝐼= Number of Impact sites, 𝑁𝐶= Number of Control sites. 
Model Parameters AIC 
A (Best model) 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐼)  + 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐶) -139.8733 
B 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐼) + 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐶) +  𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐼) ∗ 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐶) -138.3100 
C 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐶)  -107.6753 
D 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐼)  -108.1101 
Table S6 – Models considered in model selection process for finding weighting equation for 
BACI design. 
Model Parameters AIC 
A (Best model) 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐼)  + 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐶) -120.35132 
B 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐼) + 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐶) +  𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐼) ∗ 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐶) -118.97371 
C 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐶)  -87.26081 




















Table S1 – Results of Generalised Linear Models for BACI and RCI designs and accuracy 
weight equations for all designs based on data for the 30% accuracy threshold from Fig.4 in 
main text, Fig.S3, and Equations 2 and 3. Coefficients are in log odds (3.s.f.). nI = number of 
independent impact units, nC = number of independent control units. For equations and 
weights for other accuracy thresholds see Appendix S3. 
 Intercept Number of impact 
sites 𝐥𝐧(𝒏𝑰) 
Number of control 
sites 𝐥𝐧(𝒏𝑪) 
Quasi- R2 
Design Coef. SE Coef. SE Coef. SE Coef. 
BACI −0.813 0.0340 0.0792 0.00960 0.0797 0.00960 0.847 
 
RCI −0.144 0.0226 0.0544 0.0646 0.0533 0.0646 0.847 
 Accuracy weights/equations 
BACI 1
1 + 𝑒−(−0.813+0.0792∙ln(𝑛𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠)+0.0797∙ln(𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠))
 
RCI 1

















Table S2 – Models considered in model selection process for finding weighting equation for 
RCI design. 𝑁𝐼= Number of Impact sites, 𝑁𝐶= Number of Control sites. 
Model Parameters AIC 
A (Best model) 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐼)  + 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐶) -155.7721 
 
B 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐼) + 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐶) +  𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐼) ∗ 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐶) -153.7780 
 
C 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐶)  -124.1265 
 
D 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐼)  -124.8542 
 
 
Table S3 – Models considered in model selection process for finding weighting equation for 
BACI design. 𝑁𝐼= Number of Impact sites, 𝑁𝐶= Number of Control sites. 
Model Parameters AIC 
A (Best model) 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐼)  + 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐶) -138.3087 
 
B 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐼) + 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐶) +  𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐼) ∗ 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐶) -136.3896 
 
C 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝐶)  -107.2681 
 


















Datasets that are openly accessible and available online that we used to parameterise 
simulations are listed below. 
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2019. Impacts of dead wood manipulation on the biodiversity of temperate and boreal forests. 
A systematic review. Journal of Applied Ecology 56, 1770–1781. https://doi.org/10.1111/1365-
2664.13395 
Sepúlveda, R.D., Valdivia, N., 2016. Localised effects of a mega-disturbance: spatiotemporal 
responses of intertidal sandy shore communities to the 2010 Chilean earthquake. PLOS ONE 
11, e0157910. 
Williams, D.E., Miller, M.W., Bright, A.J., Cameron, C.M., 2014. Removal of corallivorous 






























3 | Quantifying and addressing the prevalence and bias 
of study designs in the environmental and social 
sciences 
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Building trust in science and evidence-based decision-making depends heavily on the 
reliability of studies and their findings. Researchers employ many different study designs that 
vary in their risk of bias to evaluate the true effect of interventions or impacts. Here, we 
empirically quantify, on a large scale, the prevalence of different study designs and the 
magnitude of bias in their estimates. Randomised designs and controlled observational 
designs with pre-intervention sampling were used by just 23% of intervention studies in 
biodiversity conservation, and 36% of intervention studies in social science. We demonstrate, 
through pairwise within-study comparisons across 49 environmental datasets, that these types 
of designs usually give less biased estimates than simpler observational designs. We propose 
a model-based approach to combine study estimates that may suffer from different levels of 
study design bias, discuss the implications for evidence synthesis, and how to facilitate the 


















The ability of science to reliably guide evidence-based decision-making hinges on the 
accuracy and reliability of studies and their results (Donnelly et al., 2018; McKinnon et al., 
2015).  Well-designed, randomised experiments are widely accepted to yield more credible 
results than non-randomised, ‘observational studies’ that attempt to approximate and mimic 
randomised experiments (Rubin, 2008). Randomisation is a key element of study design that 
is widely used across many disciplines because of its ability to remove confounding biases 
(through random assignment of the treatment or impact of interest; Fisher, 1925; Peirce and 
Jastrow, 1884). However, ethical, logistical, and economic constraints often prevent the 
implementation of randomised experiments, whereas non-randomised observational studies 
have become popular as they take advantage of historical data for new research questions, 
larger sample sizes, less costly implementation, and more relevant and representative study 
systems or populations (Angrist and Pischke, 2008; de Palma et al., 2018; Sagarin and 
Pauchard, 2010; Shadish et al., 2002). Observational studies nevertheless face the challenge 
of accounting for confounding biases without randomisation, which has led to innovations in 
study design. 
We define ‘study design’ as an organised way of collecting data. Importantly, we distinguish 
between data collection and statistical analysis (as opposed to other authors; Rosenbaum, 
2010) because of the belief that bias introduced by a flawed design is often much more 
important than bias introduced by statistical analyses. This was emphasised by Light et al. 
(1990, p.5): “You can't fix by analysis what you bungled by design...”; and Rubin (2008): 
“Design trumps analysis.” Nevertheless, the importance of study design has often been 
overlooked in debates over the inability of researchers to reproduce the original results of 
published studies (so-called ‘reproducibility crises’; Ioannidis, 2005; Open Science 
Collaboration, 2015) as more attention is typically devoted to issues such as p-hacking (John 
et al., 2012) or Hypothesising After Results are Known (‘HARKing’; Kerr, 1998). 
To demonstrate the importance of study designs, we can use the following decomposition of 
estimation error equation (Zhao et al., 2019): 
Estimation error = (Estimator – True causal effect) = 
(Design bias + Modelling bias + Statistical noise) (Equation 1). 
This demonstrates that even if we improve the quality of modelling and analysis (to reduce 
modelling bias through a better bias-variance trade-off; Friedman et al., 2001) or increase 
sample size (to reduce statistical noise), we cannot remove the intrinsic bias introduced by the 
choice of study design (design bias) unless we collect the data in a different way. The 
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importance of study design in determining the levels of bias in study results therefore cannot 
be overstated. 
For the purposes of this study, we consider six commonly used study designs; differences and 
connections can be visualised in Figure 1. There are three major components that allow us to 
define these designs: randomisation, sampling before and after the impact of interest occurs, 
and the use of a control group. 
 
Figure 1 – Comparison of different study designs used to evaluate the effect of an impact. A 
hypothetical study set-up is shown where the abundance of birds in three impact and control 
replicates (e.g., fields represented by blocks in a row) are monitored before and after an impact 
(e.g., ploughing) that occurs in year zero. Different colours represent each study design and 
illustrate how replicates are sampled. Approaches for calculating an estimate of the impact for 
each design are also shown, along with synonyms from different disciplines. 
Of the non-randomised observational designs, the Before-After Control-Impact (BACI) design 
uses a control group and samples before and after the impact occurs (i.e., in the ‘before-
period’ and the ‘after-period’). Its rationale is to explicitly account for pre-existing differences 
between the impact group (exposed to the impact) and control group in the before-period, 
which might otherwise bias the estimate of the impact’s true effect (Angrist and Pischke, 2008; 
Stewart-Oaten and Bence, 2001; Underwood, 1991). 
The BACI design improves upon several other commonly used observational study designs, 
of which there are two uncontrolled designs: After, and Before-After (BA). An After design 
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monitors an impact group in the after-period, whilst a BA design compares the state of the 
impact group between the before- and after-periods. Both designs can be expected to yield 
poor estimates of the impact’s true effect (large design bias; Equation 1) because changes in 
the response variable could have occurred without the impact (e.g., due to natural seasonal 
changes; Fig.1). 
The other observational design is Control-Impact (CI), which compares the impact group and 
control group in the after-period (Fig.1). This design may suffer from design bias introduced 
by pre-existing differences between the impact group and control group in the before-period; 
bias that the BACI design was developed to account for (Eddy et al., 2014; Sher et al., 2018). 
These differences have many possible sources, including experimenter bias, logistical and 
environmental constraints, and various confounding factors (variables that change the 
propensity of receiving the impact), but can be adjusted for using certain data pre-processing 
techniques such as matching and stratification (Imbens and Rubin, 2015). 
Among the randomised designs, the most commonly used are counterparts to the 
observational CI and BACI designs: Randomised Control-Impact (R-CI) and Randomised 
Before-After Control-Impact (R-BACI) designs. The R-CI design, often termed ‘Randomised 
Controlled Trials’ (RCTs) in medicine and hailed as the ‘gold standard’ (Greenhalgh, 2019; 
Salmond, 2008), removes any pre-impact differences in a stochastic sense, resulting in zero 
design bias (Equation 1). Similarly, the R-BACI design should also have zero design bias, and 
the impact group measurements in the before-period could be used to improve the efficiency 
of the statistical estimator. No randomised equivalents exist of After or BA designs as they are 
uncontrolled. 
It is important to briefly note that there is debate over two major statistical methods that can 
be used to analyse data collected using BACI and R-BACI designs, and which is superior at 
reducing modelling bias (Geijzendorffer et al., 2017; Equation 1). These statistical methods 
are: i.) Differences in Differences (DiD) estimator; and ii.) covariance adjustment using the 
before-period response, which is an extension of Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) for 
generalised linear models ― herein termed ‘covariance adjustment’ (Fig.1). These estimators 
rely on different assumptions to obtain unbiased estimates of the impact’s true effect. The DiD 
estimator assumes that the control group response accurately represents the impact group 
response had it not been exposed to the impact (‘parallel trends’; Dimick and Ryan, 2014; 
Underwood, 1991), whereas covariance adjustment assumes there are no unmeasured 




With similar sample sizes, randomised designs (R-BACI and R-CI) are expected (based on 
Equation 1) to be less biased than controlled, observational designs with sampling in the 
before-period (BACI), which in turn should be superior to observational designs without 
sampling in the before-period (CI) or without a control group (BA and After designs (Christie 
et al., 2019; de Palma et al., 2018). Between randomised designs, we might expect that an R-
BACI design performs better than a R-CI design because utilising extra data before the impact 
may improve the efficiency of the statistical estimator by explicitly characterising pre-existing 
differences between the impact group and control group. 
Given the likely differences in bias associated with different study designs, concerns have 
been raised over the use of poorly designed studies in several scientific disciplines (Christie 
et al., 2020a, 2020b; de Palma et al., 2018; Goldenhar and Schulte, 1994; Junker et al., 2020; 
Kilkenny et al., 2009; Moscoe et al., 2015; Watson et al., 2019). Some disciplines, such as the 
social and medical sciences, commonly undertake direct comparisons of results obtained by 
randomised and non-randomised designs within a single study (Altindag et al., 2019; Chaplin 
et al., 2018; Cook et al., 2008) or between multiple studies (between-study comparisons; 
Benson and Hartz, 2000; dos Santos Ribas et al., 2020; Ioannidis et al., 2001) to specifically 
understand the influence of study designs on research findings. However, within-study 
comparisons are limited in their scope (e.g., a single study; França et al., 2016; Smokorowski 
et al., 2017) and between-study comparisons can be confounded by variability in context or 
study populations (Duvendack et al., 2012). Overall, we lack quantitative estimates of the 
prevalence of different study designs and the levels of bias associated with their results. 
In this work, we aim to first quantify the prevalence of different study designs in the social and 
environmental sciences. To fill this knowledge gap, we take advantage of summaries for 
several thousand biodiversity conservation intervention studies in the Conservation Evidence 
database (Sutherland et al., 2019; www.conservationevidence.com) and social intervention 
studies in systematic reviews by the Campbell Collaboration (www.campbellcollaboration 
.org). We then quantify the levels of bias in estimates obtained by different study designs (R-
BACI, R-CI, BACI, BA, and CI) by applying a hierarchical model to approximately 1,000 within-
study comparisons across 49 raw environmental datasets from a range of fields. We show 
that R-BACI, R-CI, and BACI designs are poorly represented in studies testing biodiversity 
conservation and social interventions, and that these types of designs tend to give less biased 
estimates than simpler observational designs. We propose a model-based approach to 
combine study estimates that may suffer from different levels of design bias, discuss the 
implications for evidence synthesis, and how to facilitate the use of more reliable designs. 
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Materials and methods 
Quantifying the use of different designs 
We compared the use of different study designs in the literature that quantitatively tested 
interventions between the fields of biodiversity conservation (4,260 studies collated by 
Conservation Evidence; Sutherland et al., 2019) and social science (1,009 studies found by 
32 systematic reviews produced by the Campbell Collaboration: 
www.campbellcollaboration.org).  
Conservation Evidence is a database of intervention studies, each of which has quantitatively 
tested a conservation intervention (e.g., sowing strips of wildflower seeds on farmland to 
benefit birds), that is continuously being updated through comprehensive, manual searches 
of conservation journals for a wide range of fields in biodiversity conservation (e.g., amphibian, 
bird, peatland, and farmland conservation; Sutherland et al., 2019). To obtain the proportion 
of studies with each design from Conservation Evidence, we simply extracted the type of study 
design used by each study from the database in 2019 – the study design was determined 
using a standardised set of criteria; reviews were not included (Table 1). We checked if the 
designs reported in the database accurately reflected the designs in the original publication 
and found that for a random subset of 356 studies, 95.1% were accurately described. 
Each systematic review produced by the Campbell Collaboration collates and analyses 
studies that test a specific social intervention; we collated reviews that tested a variety of social 
interventions across several fields in the social sciences, including education, crime and 
justice, international development, and social welfare (Appendix S1). We retrieved systematic 
reviews produced by the Campbell Collaboration by searching their website 
(www.campbellcollaboration.org) for reviews published between 2013‒2019 (as of 8th 
September 2019) ― we limited the date range as we could not go through every review. As 
we were interested in the use of study designs in the wider social-science literature, we only 
considered reviews (32 in total) that contained sufficient information on the number of included 
and excluded studies that used different study designs. Studies may be excluded from 
systematic reviews for several reasons, such as their relevance to the scope of the review 
(e.g., testing a relevant intervention) and their study design. We only considered studies if the 
sole reason for their exclusion from the review was their study design – i.e., reviews clearly 
reported that the study was excluded because it used a particular study design, and not 
because of any other reason, such as its relevance to the review’s research questions. We 
calculated the proportion of studies that used each design in each systematic review (using 
the same criteria as for the biodiversity-conservation literature – see Table 1) and then 
averaged these proportions across all reviews. 
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Table 1 – Definitions used to categorise studies based on the study design they used. See 
also Figure 1 for visual illustration and comparison of designs. Reviews from the Conservation 
Evidence database were not included. 
 
Within-study comparisons of different study designs 
We wanted to make direct within-study comparisons between the estimates obtained by 
different study designs (e.g., see Cook et al., 2008, LaLonde, 1986, Long et al., 2008 for single 
within-study comparisons) for many different studies. If a dataset contains data collected using 
a BACI design, subsets of these data can be used to mimic the use of other study designs (a 
BA design using only data for the impact group, and a CI design using only data collected after 
the impact occurred). Similarly, if data were collected using a R-BACI design, subsets of these 
data can be used to mimic the use of a BA design and a R-CI design. Collecting BACI and R-
BACI datasets would therefore allow us to make direct within-study comparisons of the 
estimates obtained by these designs. 
We collated BACI and R-BACI datasets by searching the Web of Science Core Collection 
(Thomson Reuters, 2019), which included the following citation indexes: Science Citation 
Index Expanded (SCI-EXPANDED) 1900-present; Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI) 
1900-present Arts & Humanities Citation Index (A&HCI) 1975-present; Conference 
Proceedings Citation Index - Science (CPCI-S) 1990-present; Conference Proceedings 
Citation Index - Social Science & Humanities (CPCI-SSH) 1990-present; Book Citation Index 
- Science (BKCI-S) 2008-present; Book Citation Index - Social Sciences & Humanities (BKCI-
SSH) 2008-present; Emerging Sources Citation Index (ESCI) 2015-present; Current Chemical 
Reactions (CCR-EXPANDED) 1985-present (Includes Institut National de la Propriete 
Industrielle structure data back to 1840); Index Chemicus (IC) 1993-present. The following 
search terms were used: [‘BACI’] OR [‘Before-After Control-Impact’] and the search was 
conducted on the 18th December 2017. Our search returned 674 results, which we then 
refined by selecting only ‘Article’ as the document type and using only the following Web of 
Science Categories: ‘Ecology’, ‘Marine Freshwater Biology’, ‘Biodiversity Conservation’, 
‘Fisheries’, ‘Oceanography’, ‘Forestry’, ‘Zoology’, Ornithology’, ‘Biology’, ‘Plant Sciences’, 
Study design Controlled? Sampling 
before impact 
occurs? 
Randomised allocation of 
replicates to the impact 
group and control group? 
After No No No 
Before-After (BA) No Yes No 
Control-Impact (CI) Yes No No 
Before-After Control-Impact (BACI) Yes Yes No 
Randomised Control-Impact (R-CI) Yes No Yes 
Randomised Before-After Control-
Impact (R-BACI) 
Yes Yes Yes 
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‘Entomology’, ‘Remote Sensing’, ‘Toxicology’ and ‘Soil Science’. This left 579 results, which 
we then restricted to articles published since 2002 (15 years prior to search) to give us a 
realistic opportunity to obtain the raw datasets, thus reducing this number to 542. We were 
able to access the abstracts of 521 studies and excluded any that did not test the effect of an 
environmental intervention or threat using an R-BACI or BACI design with response measures 
related to the abundance (e.g., density, counts, biomass, cover), reproduction (reproductive 
success), or size (body length, body mass) of animals or plants. Many studies did not test a 
relevant metric (e.g., they measured species richness), did not use a BACI or R-BACI design, 
or did not test the effect of an intervention or threat ― this left 96 studies for which we 
contacted all corresponding authors to ask for the raw dataset. We were able to fully access 
54 raw datasets, but upon closer inspection we found that three of these datasets either: did 
not use a BACI design; did not use the metrics we specified; or did not provide sufficient data 
for our analyses. This left 51 datasets in total that we used in our preliminary analyses 
(Appendix S2). 
All the datasets were originally collected to evaluate the effect of an environmental intervention 
or impact. Most of them contained multiple response variables (e.g., different measures for 
different species, such as abundance or density for species A, B, and C). Within a dataset, we 
use the term “response” to refer to the estimation of the causal effect on one response variable. 
There were 1,968 responses in total across 51 datasets. We then excluded 932 responses 
(resulting in the exclusion of one dataset) where one or more of the four time-period and 
treatment subsets (Before Control, Before Impact, After Control, and After Impact data) 
consisted of entirely zero measurements, or two or more of these subsets had more than 90% 
zero measurements. We also excluded one further dataset as it was the only one to not contain 
repeated measurements at sites in both the before- and after-periods. This was necessary to 
generate reliable standard errors when modelling these data. We modelled the remaining 
1,036 responses from across 49 datasets (Table S1). 
We applied each study design to the appropriate components of each dataset 
using Generalised Linear Models (GLMs; Bolker et al., 2009; Stroup, 2012) because of their 
generality and ability to implement the statistical estimators of many different study designs. 
The model structure of GLMs was adjusted for each response in each dataset based on the 
study design specified, response measure, and dataset structure (Table S2). We quantified 
the effect of the time period for the BA design (After vs Before the impact) and the effect of 
the treatment type for the CI and R-CI designs (Impact vs Control) on the response variable 
(Table S2). For BACI and R-BACI designs, we implemented two statistical estimators: 1.) a 
DiD estimator that estimated the true effect using an interaction term between time and 
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treatment type; and 2.) a covariance adjustment estimator that estimated the true effect using 
a term for the treatment type with a lagged variable (Table S2). 
As there were large numbers of responses, we used general a priori rules to specify models 
for each response. These rules determined the error family of each GLM based on the nature 
of the measure used and preliminary data exploration as follows: count measures (e.g., 
abundance) = Poisson; density measures (e.g., biomass or abundance per unit area) = 
Quasipoisson, as data for these measures tended to be overdispersed; percentage measures 
(e.g., percentage cover) = Quasibinomial; and size measures (e.g., body length) = Gaussian. 
Whilst using general a priori rules may have led to some model misspecification, this is unlikely 
to have substantially affected our pairwise comparison of estimates from different designs. 
We treated each year or season in which data were collected as independent observations 
because the implementation of a seasonal term in models is likely to vary on a case-by-case 
basis; this will depend on the research questions posed by each study and was not feasible 
for us to consider given the large number of responses we were modelling. The log link 
function was used for all models to generate a standardised log response ratio as an estimate 
of the true effect for each response; a fixed effect coefficient (a variable named treatment 
status; Table S2) was used to estimate the log response ratio (Gurevitch and Hedges, 1999). 
If the response had at least ten ‘sites’ (independent sampling units) and two measurements 
per site on average, we used the random effects of subsample (replicates within a site) nested 
within site to capture the dependence within a site and subsample (i.e., a Generalised Linear 
Mixed Model or GLMM (Bolker et al., 2009; Stroup, 2012) was implemented instead of a GLM); 
otherwise, we fitted a GLM with only the fixed effects (Table S2). 
We fitted all models using R version 3.5.1 (R Core Team, 2019), and packages lme4 (Bates 
et al., 2015) and MASS (Venables and Ripley, 2002). Code to replicate all analyses is 
available from Zenodo: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3560856. We compared the estimates 
obtained using each study design (both in terms of point estimates and estimates with 
associated standard error) by their magnitude and sign. 
A model-based quantification of the bias in study design estimates 
We used a hierarchical Bayesian model motivated by the decomposition in Equation 1 to 
quantify the bias in different study design estimates. This model takes the estimated 
intervention effects and their standard errors as inputs. Let ?̂?𝑖𝑗 be the true effect estimator in 




Our hierarchical model assumes: 
?̂?𝑖𝑗  = 𝛽𝑖  + 𝛾𝑖𝑗 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗, 
𝛽𝑖  ∼  N(0,  𝜎𝛽
2), 𝛾𝑖𝑗 ∼  N(0,  𝜎𝑗
2), 𝜀𝑖 ∼  N(0, 𝛬), (Equation 2) 
where 𝛽i is the true effect for response 𝑖, 𝛾𝑖𝑗 is the bias of design 𝑗 in response 𝑖, and 𝜀𝑖𝑗 is the 
sampling noise of the statistical estimator. Although 𝛾𝑖𝑗 technically incorporates both the 
design bias and any misspecification (modelling) bias due to using GLMs or GLMMs (Equation 
1), we expect the modelling bias to be much smaller than the design bias (Light et al., 1990; 
Rubin, 2008). We assume the statistical errors 𝜀𝑖 within a response are related to the 
estimated standard errors through the following joint distribution: 
𝛬 =  𝜆 ⋅ diag(?̂?𝑖)𝛺diag(?̂?𝑖), (Equation 3) 
where 𝛺 is the correlation matrix for the different estimators in the same response and λ is a 
scaling factor to account for possible over/under-estimation of the standard errors. 
This model effectively quantifies the bias of design 𝑗 using the value of 𝜎𝑗 (larger values = 
more bias) by accounting for within-response correlations using the correlation matrix 𝛺 and 
for possible under-estimation of the standard error using 𝜆. We randomised the sign of ?̂?𝑖𝑗  as 
our model assumes that the bias of each design is randomly distributed across datasets and 
is on average zero. We ensured that the prior distributions we used had large variances so 
they would have a very small effect on the posterior distribution ― accordingly we placed the 
following disperse priors on the variance parameters: 
𝜎𝛽 , 𝜎1, … ,  𝜎𝐽  ∼   Inv-Gamma(1, 0.02), 𝜆 ∼  Gamma(2,2), 𝛺 ∼  LKJ(1)    (Equation 4). 
We fitted the hierarchical Bayesian model in R version 3.5.1 using the Bayesian inference 
package rstan (Stan Development Team, 2020). All data and code analysed in this study are 







Prevalence of study designs 
We found that the biodiversity-conservation (Conservation Evidence) and social-science 
(Campbell Collaboration) literature had similarly high proportions of intervention studies that 
used CI designs and After designs, but low proportions of intervention studies that used R-
BACI, BACI, or BA designs (Fig.2). There were slightly higher proportions of R-CI designs in 
social-science reviews than in the biodiversity-conservation literature (Fig.2). The R-BACI, R-
CI, and BACI designs were used by 23% of studies on biodiversity conservation interventions, 
and 36% of studies on social interventions. 
 
Figure 2 – Percentage of studies with different study designs in the biodiversity-conservation 
and social-science literature. Studies from the biodiversity-conservation literature were 
screened from the Conservation Evidence database (n=4,260 studies) and studies from the 
social-science literature were screened from 32 Campbell Collaboration systematic reviews 
(n=1,009 studies – note studies excluded by these reviews based on their study design were 
still counted). Percentages for the social-science literature were calculated for each systematic 
review (blue data points) and then averaged across all 32 reviews (blue bars and black vertical 
lines represent mean and 95% Confidence Intervals, respectively). Percentages for the 
biodiversity-conservation literature are absolute values (green bars) calculated from the entire 
Conservation Evidence database (excluding reviews). BA = Before-After, CI = Control-Impact, 
BACI = Before-After-Control-Impact, R-BACI = Randomised BACI, R-CI = Randomised CI. 
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Influence of different study designs on study results 
In non-randomised datasets, we found that estimates of BACI (with covariance adjustment) 
and CI designs were very similar, whilst the point estimates for most other designs often 
differed substantially in their magnitude and sign. We found similar results in randomised 
datasets for R-BACI (with covariance adjustment) and R-CI designs. For approximately 30% 
of responses, in both non-randomised and randomised datasets, study design estimates 
differed in their statistical significance (i.e., p<0.05 versus p>=0.05), except for estimates of 
(R-)BACI (with covariance adjustment) and (R-)CI designs (Table 2; Fig.3). It was rare for the 
95% confidence intervals of different designs’ estimates to not overlap – except when 
comparing estimates of BA designs to (R-)BACI (with covariance adjustment) and (R-)CI 
designs (Table 2). It was even rarer for estimates of different designs to have significantly 
different signs (i.e., one estimate with entirely negative confidence intervals versus one with 
entirely positive confidence intervals; Table 2, Fig.3). Overall, point estimates often differed 
greatly in their magnitude and, to a lesser extent, in their sign between study designs, but did 
not differ as greatly when accounting for the uncertainty around point estimates – except in 
















Table 2 – Pairwise comparison of estimates obtained using different study designs. This 
shows the proportion of responses in which there were differences in the magnitude (by 
>100%) and sign of estimates, and differences in the significance, sign and overlap between 
associated 95% confidence intervals. For randomised datasets, BACI and CI labels refer to 
R-BACI and R-CI designs (denoted by ‘R-’). The 100% difference in magnitude criterion is set 
relative to the smaller estimate. DiD = Difference in Differences; CA = covariance adjustment. 
95% Conf. Ints. refers to 95% Confidence Intervals and P.E. refers to point estimate. BA = 
Before-After, CI = Control-Impact, BACI = Before-After-Control-Impact. 
Randomised (R-) 





















BACI DiD BACI CA 0.01 0.68 0.27 0.32 0.00 
BACI DiD CI 0.01 0.69 0.27 0.32 0.00 
BACI DiD BA 0.01 0.68 0.29 0.34 0.00 
BACI CA CI 0.00 0.04 0.05 0.01 0.00 
BACI CA BA 0.16 0.82 0.33 0.47 0.06 
CI BA 0.16 0.82 0.30 0.47 0.07 
Non-randomised 





















BACI DiD BACI CA 0.04 0.58 0.31 0.27 0.00 
BACI DiD CI 0.05 0.61 0.28 0.30 0.01 
BACI DiD BA 0.04 0.61 0.22 0.25 0.01 
BACI CA CI 0.00 0.18 0.08 0.08 0.00 
BACI CA BA 0.14 0.74 0.34 0.36 0.03 




Figure 3 – Pairwise comparisons of t-statistics for estimates obtained using different study 
designs for responses across 49 different datasets (non-randomised or randomised). t-
statistics are obtained from two-sided t-tests of estimates obtained by each design for different 
responses in each dataset using Generalised Linear Models (see Materials and methods). For 
randomised datasets, BACI and CI axis labels refer to R-BACI and R-CI designs (denoted by 
‘R-’). DiD = Difference in Differences; CA = covariance adjustment. Lines at t-statistic values 
of 1.96 denote boundaries between cells and colours of points indicate differences in direction 
and statistical significance (p<0.05; grey = same sign and significance, orange = same sign 
but difference in significance, red = different sign and significance). Numbers refer to the 






Levels of bias in estimates of different study designs 
We modelled study design bias using a random effect across datasets in a hierarchical 
Bayesian model; σ is the standard deviation of the bias term, and assuming bias is randomly 
distributed across datasets and is on average zero, larger values of σ will indicate a greater 
magnitude of bias (see Materials and methods). We found that, for randomised datasets, 
estimates of both R-BACI (using covariance adjustment; CA) and R-CI designs were affected 
by negligible amounts of bias (very small values of σ; Table 3). When the R-BACI design used 
the DiD estimator, it suffered from slightly more bias (slightly larger values of σ), whereas the 
BA design had very high bias when applied to randomised datasets (very large values of σ; 
Table 3). There was a highly positive correlation between the estimates of R-BACI (using 
covariance adjustment) and R-CI designs (Ω[R-BACI CA, R-CI] was close to 1; Table 3). 
Estimates of R-BACI using the DiD estimator were also positively correlated with estimates of 
R-BACI using covariance adjustment and R-CI designs (moderate positive mean values of 
Ω[R-BACI CA, R-BACI DiD] and Ω[R-BACI DiD, R-CI]; Table 3). 
For non-randomised datasets, controlled designs (BACI and CI) were substantially less biased 
(far smaller values of σ) than the uncontrolled BA design (Table 3). A BACI design using the 
DiD estimator was slightly less biased than the BACI design using covariance adjustment, 
which was, in turn, slightly less biased than the CI design (Table 3). 
Standard errors estimated by the hierarchical Bayesian model were reasonably accurate for 
the randomised datasets (see λ in Materials and methods and Table 3), whereas there was 











Table 3 – Results of hierarchical Bayesian model for randomised and non-randomised 
datasets. In randomised datasets, BACI and CI terms refer to R-BACI and R-CI designs 
(denoted by ‘R-’). The σ terms are the standard deviations of the bias of each design, so larger 
σ values correspond to more biased designs. σβ refers to the standard deviation of the true 
effect across all datasets. 𝛺 represents the within-response correlations between study design 
estimates, and λ models systematic underestimation (λ>1) or overestimation (λ<1) of the 
statistical error using GLM(M)s. See Materials and methods for more details. BA = Before-
After, CI = Control-Impact, BACI = Before-After-Control-Impact. 
Randomised (R-) 
Term Posterior mean 95% Credible Interval 
σβ 0.746 [0.679, 0.813] 
λ 1.119 [0.980, 1.276] 
σ[BACI DiD] 0.029 [0.005, 0.097] 
σ[BACI CA] 0.005 [0.002, 0.008] 
σ[CI] 0.005 [0.002, 0.008] 
σ[BA] 0.773 [0.699, 0.846] 
Ω[BACI DiD, BACI CA] 0.268 [0.152, 0.379] 
Ω[BACI DiD, CI] 0.239 [0.122, 0.354] 
Ω[BACI DiD, BA] 0.849 [0.770, 0.914] 
Ω[BACI CA, CI] 0.995 [0.994, 0.996] 
Ω[BACI CA, BA] -0.168 [-0.332, 0.002] 
Ω[CI, BA] -0.184 [-0.349, -0.015] 
Non-randomised 
Term Posterior mean 95% Credible Interval 
σβ 0.700 [0.628, 0.776] 
λ 1.822 [1.595, 2.098] 
σ[BACI DiD] 0.017 [0.004, 0.049] 
σ[BACI CA] 0.049 [0.005, 0.128] 
σ[CI] 0.091 [0.008, 0.137] 
σ[BA] 0.645 [0.573, 0.720] 
Ω[BACI DiD, BACI CA] 0.140 [0.010, 0.263] 
Ω[BACI DiD, CI] 0.036 [-0.106, 0.176] 
Ω[BACI DiD, BA] 0.798 [0.718, 0.865] 
Ω[BACI CA, CI] 0.939 [0.923, 0.954] 
Ω[BACI CA, BA] -0.127 [-0.285, 0.026] 












Our approach provides a principled way to quantify the levels of bias associated with different 
study designs. We found that randomised study designs (R-BACI and R-CI) and observational 
BACI designs are poorly represented in the environmental and social sciences; collectively, 
the After design (a post-impact time series), the uncontrolled BA design, and the observational 
CI design made up a substantially greater proportion of intervention studies (Fig.2). And yet 
R-BACI, R-CI, and BACI designs were found to be quantifiably less biased than other 
observational designs. 
As expected, the R-CI and R-BACI designs (using a covariance adjustment estimator) 
performed well; the R-BACI design using a DiD estimator performed slightly less well, probably 
because the differencing of pre-impact data by this estimator may introduce additional 
statistical noise compared to covariance adjustment, which controls for these data using a 
lagged regression variable. Of the observational designs, the BA design performed very poorly 
(when analysing both randomised and non-randomised data) as expected, being uncontrolled 
and therefore prone to severe design bias (Christie et al., 2019; de Palma et al., 2018). The 
CI design also tended to be more biased than the BACI design (using a DiD estimator) due to 
pre-existing differences between the impact and control groups. For BACI designs, we 
recommend that the underlying assumptions of DiD and CA estimators are carefully 
considered before choosing to apply them to data collected for a specific research question 
(Angrist and Pischke, 2008; Ding and Li, 2019). Their levels of bias were negligibly different, 
and their known bracketing relationship suggests they will typically give estimates with the 
same sign, although their tendency to over- or underestimate the true effect will depend on 
how well the underlying assumptions of each are met (most notably, parallel trends for DiD 
and no unmeasured confounders for CA; see Introduction; Angrist and Pischke, 2008; Ding 
and Li, 2019). Overall, these findings demonstrate the power of large within-study 
comparisons to directly quantify differences in the levels of bias associated with different 
designs. 
We must acknowledge that the assumptions of our hierarchical model (that the bias for each 
design (j) is on average zero and normally distributed) cannot be verified without gold standard 
randomised experiments and that, for observational designs, the model was overdispersed 
(potentially due to underestimation of statistical error by GLM(M)s or positively correlated 
design biases). The exact values of our hierarchical model should therefore be treated with 
appropriate caution, and future research is needed to refine and improve our approach to 
quantify these biases more precisely. Responses within datasets may also not be independent 
as multiple species could interact; therefore, the estimates analysed by our hierarchical model 
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are statistically dependent on each other, and although we tried to account for this using a 
correlation matrix (see Materials and methods, Equation 3), this is a limitation of our model. 
We must also recognise that we collated datasets using non-systematic searches 
(Gusenbauer and Haddaway, 2020; Konno and Pullin, 2020) and therefore our analysis 
potentially exaggerates the intrinsic biases of observational designs (i.e., our data may 
disproportionately reflect situations where the BACI design was chosen to account for 
confounding factors). We nevertheless show that researchers were wise to use the BACI 
design because it was less biased than CI and BA designs across a wide range of datasets 
from various environmental systems and locations. Without undertaking costly and time-
consuming pre-impact sampling and pilot studies, researchers are also unlikely to know the 
levels of bias that could affect their results. Finally, we did not consider sample size, but it is 
likely that researchers might use larger sample sizes for CI and BA designs than BACI 
designs. This is, however, unlikely to affect our main conclusions because larger sample sizes 
could increase type I errors (false positive rate) by yielding more precise, but biased estimates 
of the true effect (Christie et al., 2019). 
Our analyses provide several empirically supported recommendations for researchers 
designing future studies to assess an impact of interest. First, using a controlled and/or 
randomised design (if possible) was shown to strongly reduce the level of bias in study 
estimates. Second, when observational designs must be used (as randomisation is not 
feasible or too costly), we urge researchers to choose the BACI design over other 
observational designs — and when that is not possible, to choose the CI design over the 
uncontrolled BA design. Although we did not quantify the bias associated with the After design, 
we know from previous studies (Christie et al., 2019; de Palma et al. 2018) that this design 
suffers from both of the biases associated with BA and CI designs, and is only appropriate to 
describe or monitor rates of change over time after an impact has occurred. We acknowledge 
that limited resources, short funding timescales, and ethical or logistical constraints (Butsic et 
al., 2017) may force researchers to use the CI design (if randomisation and pre-impact 
sampling are impossible) or the BA design (if appropriate controls cannot be found; Christie 
et al., 2019). To facilitate the usage of less biased designs, longer-term investments in 
research effort and funding are required (França et al., 2016). Far greater emphasis on study 
designs in statistical education (Brownstein et al., 2019) and better training and collaboration 
between researchers, practitioners, and methodologists, is needed to improve the design of 
future studies. For example, we can potentially improve the CI design by pairing or matching 
the impact group and control group (Imbens and Rubin, 2015), or improve the BA design using 
regression discontinuity methods (Butsic et al., 2017; Hahn et al., 2001). Where the choice of 
study design is limited, researchers must transparently communicate the limitations and 
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uncertainty associated with their results. Researchers should also consider the costs involved 
in poor inferences resulting from the use of more biased study designs, including the costs of 
implementing ineffective or harmful decisions and interventions, as well as the potential costs 
to the credibility of scientific evidence from misinforming decision-makers (Wauchope, 2020, 
p127-128). 
Our findings also have wider implications for evidence synthesis, specifically the exclusion of 
certain observational study designs from syntheses (the ‘rubbish in, rubbish out’ concept; 
Slavin, 1995, 1986). We believe that observational designs should be included in systematic 
reviews and meta-analyses, but that careful adjustments are needed to account for their 
potential biases. Exclusion of observational studies often results from subjective, checklist-
based ‘Risk of Bias’ or quality assessments of studies (e.g., AMSTRAD 2 (Shea et al., 2017), 
ROBINS-I (Sterne et al., 2016), or GRADE (Guyatt et al., 2013)) that are not data-driven and 
often neglect to identify the actual direction, or quantify the magnitude, of possible bias 
introduced by observational studies when rating the quality of a review’s recommendations. 
We also found that there was a small proportion of studies that used randomised designs (R-
CI or R-BACI) or observational BACI designs (Fig.2), suggesting that systematic reviews and 
meta-analyses risk excluding a substantial proportion of the literature and limiting the scope 
of their recommendations if such exclusion criteria are used (Christie et al., 2020b; Davies and 
Gray, 2015; Lortie et al., 2015). This problem is compounded by the fact that, at least in 
conservation science, studies using randomised or BACI designs are strongly concentrated in 
Europe, Australasia, and North America (Christie et al., 2020a). Systematic reviews that rely 
on these few types of study designs are therefore likely to fail to provide decision-makers 
outside of these regions with locally relevant recommendations that they prefer (Gutzat and 
Dormann, 2020). The Covid-19 pandemic has highlighted the difficulties in making locally 
relevant evidence-based decisions using studies conducted in different countries with different 
demographics and cultures, and on patients of different ages, ethnicities, genetics, and 
underlying health issues (Greenhalgh, 2020). This problem is also acute for decision-makers 
working on biodiversity conservation in the tropical regions, where the need for conservation 
is arguably the greatest (i.e., where most of Earth's biodiversity exists; Barlow et al., 2018) but 
they either have to rely on very few well-designed studies that are not locally relevant (i.e., 
have low generalisability), or more studies that are locally relevant but less well-designed 
(Christie et al., 2020a, 2020b). Either option could lead decision-makers to take ineffective or 
inefficient decisions. In the long-term, improving the quality and coverage of scientific evidence 
and evidence syntheses across the world will help solve these issues, but shorter-term 
solutions to synthesising patchy evidence bases are required. 
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Our work furthers sorely needed research on how to combine evidence from studies that vary 
greatly in their design. Our approach is an alternative to conventional meta-analyses which 
tend to only weight studies by their sample size or the inverse of their variance (Gurevitch and 
Hedges, 1999); when studies vary greatly in their study design, simply weighting by inverse 
variance or sample size is unlikely to account for different levels of bias introduced by different 
study designs (see Equation 1). For example, a BA study could receive a larger weight if it 
had lower variance than a BACI study, despite our results suggesting a BA study usually 
suffers from greater design bias. Our model provides a principled way to weight studies by 
both the likely amount of bias introduced by their study design and their variance and is 
therefore a form of ‘bias-adjusted meta-analysis’ (Efthimiou et al., 2017; Rhodes et al., 2020; 
Stone et al., 2020; Turner et al., 2009; Welton et al., 2009). However, instead of relying on 
elicitation of subjective expert opinions on the bias of each study, we provide a data-driven, 
empirical quantification of study biases – an important step that was called for to improve such 
meta-analytic approaches (Turner et al., 2009; Welton et al., 2009). 
Future research is needed to refine our methodology, but our empirically grounded form of 
bias-adjusted meta-analysis could be implemented as follows: 1.) collate studies for the same 
true effect, their effect size estimates, standard errors, and the type of study design; 2.) enter 
these data into our hierarchical model, where effect size estimates share the same intercept 
(the true effect), a random effect term due to design bias (whose variance is estimated by the 
method we used), and a random effect term for statistical noise (whose variance is estimated 
by the reported standard error of studies); 3.) fit this model and estimate the shared 
intercept/true effect. Heuristically, this can be thought of as weighting studies by both their 
design bias and their sampling variance and could be implemented on a dynamic meta-
analysis platform (such as www.metadataset.com; Shackelford et al., 2021). This approach 
has substantial potential to develop evidence synthesis in fields (such as biodiversity 
conservation; Christie et al., 2020a, 2020b) with patchy evidence bases, where reliably 
synthesising findings from studies that vary greatly in their design is a fundamental challenge.  
The utility of this approach is also important in the context of the exponential growth of scientific 
evidence bases (Bornmann and Mutz, 2015; Larsen and von Ins, 2010) and the need to design 
systems of collating, synthesising and critically appraising evidence that are more efficient 
(Marshall and Wallace, 2019; O’Connor et al., 2018; Thomas et al., 2017; Wallace et al., 
2014). Automation of evidence assessment using a model-based approach such as ours could 
help to speed up evidence assessment; however, these approaches need to be rigorously 
tested further to ensure we maintain the high standards of rigour in evidence synthesis that 
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we strive to achieve (Marshall et al., 2020, 2015; Marshall and Wallace, 2019; O’Connor et 
al., 2018; Tsafnat et al., 2013; Wallace et al., 2014). 
Our study has highlighted an often overlooked aspect of debates over scientific reproducibility: 
that the reliability of studies is fundamentally determined by study design. Testing the 
effectiveness of conservation and social interventions is undoubtedly of great importance 
given the current challenges facing biodiversity and society in general and the serious need 
for more evidence-based decision-making (Donnelly et al., 2018; Sutherland et al., 2004). And 
yet our findings suggest that quantifiably less biased study designs are poorly represented in 
the environmental and social sciences. Greater methodological training of researchers and 
funding for intervention studies, as well as stronger collaborations between methodologists 
and practitioners is needed to facilitate the use of less biased study designs. Better 
communication and reporting of the uncertainty associated with different study designs is also 
needed, as well as more meta-research (the study of research itself) to improve standards of 
study design (Ioannidis, 2018). Our hierarchical model provides a principled way to combine 
studies using a variety of study designs that vary greatly in their risk of bias, enabling us to 
make more efficient use of patchy evidence bases. Ultimately, we hope that researchers and 
practitioners testing interventions will think carefully about the types of study designs they use, 
and we encourage the evidence synthesis community to embrace alternative methods for 
combining evidence from heterogeneous sets of studies to improve evidence-based decision-
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Figure S1 – Pairwise comparisons of point estimates obtained using different study designs 
for 49 different datasets (non-randomised or randomised). For randomised datasets, BACI 
and CI axis labels refer to R-BACI and R-CI designs (denoted by ‘R-’). DiD = Difference in 
Differences; CA = covariance adjustment. Red lines are a 1:1 line for visualising relationship. 
Two extreme outliers were removed to aid data visualisation of (non-randomised) BACI CA 
estimates. Source data are provided as a Source Data file. BA = Before-After, CI = Control-









Table S1 – Summary of different datasets used in within-study comparison analyses, 
including: the unique identifier of each dataset, the number of responses extracted and 
modelled from each, the number of sites and subsamples, whether randomisation was used 
in the collection of the original data (Y = randomised, N = non-randomised), the response 
measures used, and whether the impact group and control group were compared within sites 









Randomised Response measure Within 
site 
contrast 
1 2 6 6 N Density Y 
2 1 5 5 N Density N 
3 15 6 18 N Count N 
4 57 6 6 Y Density Y 
5 3 24 24 N Density  N 
6 3 2 20 N Count Y 
7 5 3 108 N Count N 
8 2 3 108 N Count N 
9 4 3 9 N Count, Density N 
10 1 8 61 N Size N 
11 6 20 20 N Density Y 
12 30 37 220 N Count, Density Y 
13 1 4 4 N Density Y 
14 53 26 26 N Density N 
15 9 3 18 N Density Y 
16 37 3 35 N Count N 
17 2 2 382 N Count N 
18 3 34 34 N Count, Density Y 
19 28 6 6 N Density Y 
20 4 2 2 N Density N 
21 2 31 31 N Percentage N 
22 30 28 28 N Percentage N 
23 3 2 2 N Density N 
24 50 35 35 N Count N 
25 8 2 12 N Density, Size, Count Y 
26 55 11 11 N Density, Count Y 
27 21 1 1 N Count Y 
28 1 18 18 N Count N 
29 3 5 5 N Density Y 
30 17 2 24 N Count Y 
31 10 2 20 N Count Y 
32 7 6 6 N Count N 
33 2 8 32 Y Count Y 
34 2 6 6 Y Density Y 
35 13 4 467 N Count Y 
36 1 3 3 N Count N 
37 11 5 5 N Count N 
38 2 4 4 N Density Y 
39 18 6 6 N Density Y 
40 29 3 3 N Count N 
41 7 4 4 N Count Y 
42 21 3 3 N Count Y 











Randomised Response measure Within 
site 
contrast 
44 10 4 40 N Percentage N 
45 9 5 5 N Density Y 
46 1 3 18 Y Density Y 
47 2 3 3 N Count, Size Y 
48 2 4 4 N Count, Size N 












Count: 27 datasets 
 




































Table S2 – Information on how different designs, and statistical methods therein, were applied 
to different subsets of each dataset using Generalised Linear (Mixed) Models (GL(M)Ms). DiD 
= Difference in Differences, CA = Covariance Adjustment. Response refers to the value of the 
response measure; treatment type refers to the impact or control group; time refers to the time 
period (before or after the impact occurred); treatment status refers to whether the site was 
subjected to the impact in that time period. BA = Before-After, CI = Control-Impact, BACI = 





Subset of dataset used Fixed Effects Model structure 
BACI  
R-BACI 
DiD All data Response ~ treatment type + time + 
treatment status 
CA All data Post-impact within-site average ~ treatment 
status + pre-impact within-site average 
CI 
R-CI 
Difference Data collected after impact 
(time = After) 
Response ~ treatment status 
BA Difference Impact data 
(treatment type = Impact) 
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Conservation efforts to tackle the current biodiversity crisis need to be as efficient and effective 
as possible given the chronic underfunding of conservation. To inform decision-makers of the 
most effective conservation actions, it is important to identify biases and gaps in the 
conservation literature to prioritise future evidence generation. We assessed the state of this 
global literature base on amphibians and birds using the Conservation Evidence database, a 
comprehensive collection of quantitative tests of conservation actions (interventions) from the 
published literature. We investigated the spatial and taxonomic spread of studies from this 
database, as well as the distribution across biomes, effectiveness metrics, and study designs 
for these two taxonomic groups. Studies were heavily concentrated in Western Europe and 
North America for birds and particularly for amphibians, whilst temperate forest and grassland 
biomes were highly represented relative to the percentage of the Earth’s terrestrial area they 
covered. Studies that used the most reliable study designs – Before-After Control-Impact and 
Randomised Control-Impact (or Randomised Controlled Trials) – were the most 
geographically restricted and scarce in the evidence base. Furthermore, there were negative 
spatial relationships between the numbers of studies and the numbers of threatened and data-
deficient species across the world. Taxonomic biases and gaps were apparent for amphibians 
and birds – some entire orders were absent from the evidence base, whilst others were poorly 
represented relative to the proportion of threatened species they contained. The metrics used 
to evaluate the effectiveness of a given conservation action were often inconsistent between 
studies, potentially making them less directly comparable, and evidence synthesis more 
difficult. Future research should prioritise testing conservation actions on threatened species 
outside of Western Europe, North America, and Australasia. Standardising metrics and 
improving the rigor of study designs used to test conservation actions would also improve the 









Biodiversity conservation receives insufficient funding to effectively combat the biodiversity 
crisis (Dirzo et al., 2014). This means that conservation researchers and funders must 
prioritise research effort to maximise its potential to inform conservation efforts. Whilst 
evidence-based conservation is ultimately likely to lead to more efficient conservation efforts, 
this approach requires a reliable evidence base. Efforts to summarise the evidence in 
conservation relating to the effectiveness of different conservation actions (‘interventions’; 
Sutherland et al., 2004) have produced a substantial evidence base (Sutherland et al., 2019), 
yet little is known about the biases and gaps in this evidence. Characterising the current state 
of the evidence base for conservation is crucial to prioritising future research efforts (Aranda 
et al., 2011). In this paper, we focus on studies that test conservation interventions, such as 
restoring grasslands for birds or creating ponds for amphibians. 
The lack of resources in conservation research are likely to lead to several forms of bias in the 
evidence base for conservation. Such biases may limit our ability to provide relevant evidence-
based recommendations to decision-makers or make the process of evidence synthesis more 
challenging. For example, geographical and taxonomic biases towards certain regions or 
groups (e.g., wealthier countries or charismatic species) may lead to little evidence being 
available for certain local contexts. Alternatively, bias could be useful if research effort is 
prioritised to where it is needed most in conservation – for example, focusing the majority of 
studies on threatened species. Wealthier countries (e.g., those in North America, Europe, and 
Australia) perform the majority of conservation research and so we may expect that patterns 
of evidence will follow physical proximity to these countries (Reddy and Dávalos, 2003), as 
well as various socio-economic variables (e.g., GDP per capita, affluence, language, security, 
conflict, and infrastructure; Amano and Sutherland, 2013; Hickisch et al., 2019; Martin et al., 
2012; Meyer et al., 2016). These factors are likely to cause publication bias (i.e., 
underrepresentation of studies from non-English speaking countries; Amano et al., 2016; 
Nuñez et al., 2019) and affect the representation of different habitats in the evidence base 
(Fazey et al., 2005). Research effort is also known to vary with taxonomic group (Clark and 
May, 2002; Donaldson et al., 2016; Murray et al., 2015), and to depend on the range size, 
diet, and body size of species (Brooke et al., 2014), contributing to biases towards larger, more 
detectable species (e.g., Brodie, 2009; Cardoso et al., 2011). These forms of bias affect the 
external validity of studies in the evidence base and are therefore important to help us 
understand how much evidence is available to inform conservation in different contexts. 
Other forms of bias may also complicate the synthesis of evidence. Bias in the usage of 
different types of metrics to assess the effectiveness of the same conservation intervention 
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may make approaches such as meta-analyses difficult to use. This is because studies are less 
directly comparable if they use different types of metrics to assess effectiveness, thus reducing 
the number of studies that can be combined in a meta-analysis. For example, it would be 
difficult to combine a set of studies measuring reproductive success, reductions in adult 
mortality, numbers of individuals, and species richness of birds using nest boxes in a 
conventional meta-analysis on the effectiveness of nest boxes. Clearly, different metrics may 
be useful to assess different aspects of an intervention’s effectiveness, as well as to give 
greater confidence about the overall effectiveness of an intervention. However, wide variation 
in metrics used to test the same intervention could cause confusion for decision-makers, 
especially if studies using different metrics yield different results (Capmourteres and Anand, 
2016).  
Differences in study quality due to different study designs may also make it more difficult to 
decide which studies to trust over others, particularly if they give conflicting results. Several 
different study designs are used to assess impacts of threats and interventions in ecology 
(Christie et al., 2019; de Palma et al., 2018), all of which are affected by different sources and 
levels of bias and noise. These range from relatively reliable designs such as experimental 
Randomised Control-Impact (RCI) (also known as Randomised Controlled Trials or RCTs) 
and quasi-experimental Before-After Control-Impact designs (BACI), to less reliable designs 
such as Control-Impact (CI), Before-After (BA) and After (Table 1). Evidence may also come 
in the form of systematic reviews and meta-analyses, generally considered reliable depending 
on their methodology and the reliability of the studies they include. Typically, the conservation 
literature is thought to have relatively few studies with reliable study designs, due to logistical, 
funding, and time-based constraints (Christie et al., 2019; de Palma et al., 2018). However, 
we do not know how this broad pattern varies geographically (i.e., are reliable study designs 
used more often in certain regions?), or the prevalence of these study designs in the literature 
that tests conservation interventions. To our knowledge, previous research (Burivalova et al., 
2019) has only quantified this in the tropics for evidence on the effectiveness of tropical forest 
conservation strategies, and not on a global scale for a variety of conservation interventions. 
Insufficient reliable evidence in certain regions would mandate greater efforts to improve, 
where possible, the types of study design implemented in those locations. 
The aim of this study is to improve our empirical and quantitative understanding of the biases 
and gaps in the evidence base for conservation. To do this, we present a series of analyses 
of the Conservation Evidence database (Sutherland et al., 2019), a comprehensive collection 
of 5,816 publications (as of March 2020) that have quantitatively tested the effectiveness of 
conservation interventions. To quantify bias in this evidence base we set out to answer several 
research questions for two taxa (amphibians and birds): 1) what is the geographic distribution 
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of studies?; 2) how does this distribution vary for studies with different designs?; 3) what is the 
taxonomic distribution of studies?; and for studies on a given conservation intervention, how 
much variation is there in the use of 4) different study designs, and 5) different metrics? 
Identifying patterns, biases, and knowledge gaps in the evidence base can help in setting 
priorities for future research. With a more reliable and complete evidence base, research can 





















Materials and methods 
Conservation Evidence database 
The Conservation Evidence project summarises studies that have quantitatively tested the 
effect of a conservation intervention (Sutherland et al., 2019). Conservation interventions are 
defined as “actions that have been or could be used to conserve biodiversity”, and the effect 
that is quantified can be “on any aspect of biodiversity (e.g., abundance of a focal species, 
survival rates of translocated individuals, use of nest boxes, extent of habitat) or human 
behaviour related to biodiversity conservation (e.g., levels of hunting, or sales of products 
detrimental to biodiversity).” (Sutherland et al., 2019, p.3). These studies are found using 
systematic manual searches of the conservation literature, including over 290 English and 150 
non-English language journals (Sutherland et al., 2019). The Conservation Evidence website 
(www.conservationevidence.com), as of March 2020, is structured into 2,105 different 
interventions (e.g., control invasive mammals on islands) contained within 16 synopses (e.g., 
Bird Conservation) and displays a summary of each study included, or multiple summaries if 
a study’s results apply to several interventions (e.g., both pond creation and translocation of 
amphibians). A list of interventions is created for each synopsis through consulting initial 
literature scans (but before systematic manual searches) and an advisory board (a range of 
academics, practitioners, and policymakers with subject-specific expertise from different parts 
of the world; Sutherland et al., 2019). Interventions are usually described at a fine scale (for 
example, “set longlines at the side of the boat to reduce seabird bycatch” is a separate 
intervention to “set lines underwater to reduce seabird bycatch”). 
As we wanted to assess the number of studies per intervention for certain subsets of studies 
(e.g., by the metric or study design used), we grouped similar interventions that focused on 
single taxa or habitats (e.g., “create ponds for frogs” and “create ponds for toads” would be 
grouped into “create ponds”; see Table S1). This ensured that the scope of interventions was 
appropriate for our analysis and did not act as a constraint on the numbers of studies per 
intervention. 
We extracted metadata from the database for every study within the amphibian (n=410; Smith 
and Sutherland, 2014) and bird synopses (n=1,239; Williams et al., 2013), including latitude 
and longitude coordinates (mean coordinates where a study used multiple sites). We only 
considered studies for amphibians and birds as these taxa had the most complete and 
comprehensive metadata in the database. The literature searches that retrieved these studies 
(Sutherland et al., 2019) were last conducted in 2012 for amphibians and 2011 for birds. Whilst 
these searches are not as recent as we might wish, these data provide the only way to 
reasonably assess biases using a large number of studies that have tested the effectiveness 
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of conservation interventions. For all analyses we excluded interventions that did not contain 
any studies (i.e., no studies present regardless of biome, metric, or design types; 31 
interventions for Amphibians and 56 for birds). 
Patterns in evidence for different metrics and designs 
A standardised set of keywords are used to describe study design in the Conservation 
Evidence database (Table 1). A single report or paper summarised in the database may use 
multiple study designs if several tests are described. Each study design used within a report 
or paper constitutes an individual study, each of which were counted separately. An individual 
study can also be assigned to multiple interventions and multiple synopses if it contains 
relevant information. We used the number of studies per intervention as the major variable of 
interest. To determine the accuracy of reported study designs, we manually checked the 
original papers of a random 5% of studies in the database (n=21 for Amphibians; n=62 for 
Birds). The correct design was reported to 95% of amphibian studies (one study with an After 
design was misreported as a Before-After design; Table S2) and 94% of bird studies (one CI 
study misreported as After, one BACI study misreported as CI, two RCI studies misreported 
as CI; Table S2). As we were estimating the mean number of studies per intervention that 
used different study designs across many interventions, and the global geographical 
distribution of many studies using different designs (see next section), these misclassifications 














Table 1 – Definitions for each study design based on the criteria used to define them, and the 
keywords used, in the Conservation Evidence database (Sutherland et al. 2019). Experimental 
designs use randomised allocation of independent experimental units to treatment and control 
groups (RCI); quasi-experimental designs are not randomised but have a control group 
(Control-Impact or Before-After Control-Impact); and non-experimental designs lack a control 













Design acronym   BA CI BACI RCI 
Control? No No Yes Yes Yes 
Sampling before 
intervention? 
No Yes No Yes Yes or No 
Randomised? No No No No Yes 
Matching or 
pairing? 





















































To identify the metrics used by each study to measure the effectiveness of interventions, we 
first used web scraping to obtain summaries of studies from the Conservation Evidence 
website – using the XML package (Lang, 2019) and RCurl package (Lang and CRAN team, 
2018) in R statistical software version 3.5.1 (R Core Team, 2019). We also used the doParallel 
package (Microsoft Corporation and Weston, 2019) to increase computational performance. 
Once summaries were obtained, we created and tested a set of regular expression rules (e.g., 
matching keywords and patterns; Appendix S1) to detect the following metric groups used by 
each study: 1. abundance, density, and cover; 2. mortality and survival; 3. diversity and 
species richness; 4. reproductive success. This was necessary as this information is currently 
unavailable in the database and allowed us to quantify the number of studies using each 
metric, and the number of unique metrics used, in each intervention. 
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For a random 5% of studies (n=21 amphibians, n=62 birds) we found that the metric groups 
identified by regular expressions were correct for 90% of amphibian studies and 95% of bird 
studies (Table S3). For amphibians, all misclassifications were false negatives (failure to 
detect abundance, density, and cover in two studies). For birds, there were false positives for 
two studies (3.2% – one erroneous detection of reproductive success and one of 
mortality/survival) and a false negative for one study (1.6% – failure to detect diversity and 
species richness). As we were using this automated classification to gain an overall estimate 
of the mean number of studies per intervention across a large number of interventions for each 
metric group, these misclassifications will have made little difference to these overall 
estimates. Automating the extraction of effectiveness metrics also offers the most feasible and 
reproducible methodology to analyse the entire evidence base and controls for some potential 
biases that would affect manual classification. 
Patterns in evidence spatially and taxonomically 
We mapped the spatial distribution of studies in the database by creating a raster layer with 
the raster package (Hijmans, 2020), summing the number of studies using different study 
designs for each 4x4-degree cell using longitude and latitude coordinates – we chose a 4x4-
degree resolution to aid data visualisation for the maps we produced (Figs.1 & 2). We excluded 
reviews from our analyses as they were often global or regional in scale. To estimate the 
geographical coverage of studies we counted the number of countries and continents they 
were present in. We also compared the number of studies in each 2x2-degree cell with the 
number of species, threatened species and data-deficient species for extant amphibian and 
bird species using data downloaded from the International Union for Conservation of Nature 
(IUCN) Red List (IUCN, 2019). We chose a 2x2-degree grid cell resolution as this was the 
maximum appropriate resolution recommended by Hurlbert and Jetz (2007) when using range 
map data. We excluded grid cells containing zero studies and zero species and normalised 
the number of studies and species to between 0-1: 𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑠 =  (𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑠 – 𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛) /
 (𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 – 𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛). We then quantified the relationship between the normalised 
number of studies (as the response variable) and species (as the explanatory variable) in each 
grid cell using a generalised linear model with a binomial error distribution and log link function. 
We repeated this normalisation and modelling separately for the number of threatened species 
and the number of data deficient species. A square root transformation of the explanatory 
variable (number of species, threatened species or data deficient species) did not substantially 
improve model fit (AIC values were not reduced by more than two units and R2 values 
remained unchanged or only marginally increased; Table S4). We therefore chose 
untransformed models as these were more parsimonious. All modelling assumptions held in 
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terms of no overdispersion, and no substantial patterns between residuals and the explanatory 
variable or fitted values. 
We assessed the relative under or overrepresentation of different biomes in the database by 
calculating the difference between the percentage of studies conducted in each biome and 
the percentage of the Earth’s terrestrial area covered by each biome (Dinerstein et al., 2017). 
We assigned studies to each biome using longitude and latitude coordinates for each study, 
a shapefile of 14 terrestrial biomes (Dinerstein et al., 2017), and the sp package in R (Bivand 
et al., 2013; Pebesma and Bivand, 2005). We excluded studies conducted outside terrestrial 
biomes (e.g., studies considering seabirds over oceans). 
To investigate the distribution of evidence taxonomically, we found the percentage of studies 
that tested an intervention on each of the major bird orders based on a cladogram from Prum 
et al. (2015). For amphibians, we did the same for the three major amphibian orders using a 
trimmed cladogram from Pyron and Wiens (2011). To investigate the representation of 
taxonomic orders in the evidence base, we calculated the difference between the proportion 
of studies: and 1) the proportion of threatened species in each order (relative to the number 
of all threatened amphibian or bird species); and 2) the proportion of amphibian and bird 
species in each order (relative to the number of all amphibian or bird species). We obtained 
data on the number of species and threatened species (with vulnerable, endangered, or 
critically endangered status) in each order from the IUCN Red List (IUCN, 2019). 













There was substantial bias in the spatial distribution of evidence on conservation interventions. 
Approximately 90% of amphibian studies and 84% of bird studies were conducted in either 
North America, Europe, or Australasia. Additionally, 64% of amphibian studies and 63% of 
bird studies were conducted in just three countries: the United Kingdom, United States and 
Australia. There were large spatial gaps in evidence in South America, Africa, Asia, and 
Russia for both amphibians and birds. There were also few studies in the tropics or close to 
the poles (Figs.1 & 2). 
 
Figure 1 – Spatial distribution of studies for amphibians using a Robinson projection and grid 
cells at a 4x4-degree resolution. Definitions of design acronyms are as follows: BA = Before-
After; CI = Control-Impact; BACI = Before-After Control-Impact; RCI = Randomised Control-





Figure 2 – Spatial distribution of studies for birds using a Robinson projection and grid cells 
at a 4x4-degree resolution. Definitions of design acronyms are as follows: BA = Before-After; 
CI = Control-Impact; BACI = Before-After Control-Impact; RCI = Randomised Control-Impact 











The geographical distribution of studies varied considerably by study design. Amphibian 
studies with the most reliable study designs, BACI and RCI, were concentrated in North 
America and Europe; these designs were almost absent from the tropics (Fig.1). No BACI or 
RCI studies for amphibians were conducted in South America, Africa, or Australasia (as well 
as Asia for RCI studies), and both types of study design were only used in six countries (Table 
S5; Fig.1). BA studies for amphibians were found in 23 countries (but none from South 
America), whilst CI studies were found in fewer countries (18) but were present in all 
continents where amphibians exist. Amphibian studies using After designs covered the 
greatest number of countries (31) across all possible continents (Table S5). 
The evidence for birds had a greater geographical coverage than for amphibians, particularly 
in the tropics (Fig.2). No RCI studies were conducted in Antarctica or South America, whilst 
studies using other designs were present in all seven continents. RCI and BACI studies were 
also present in considerably fewer countries than After, CI, and BA studies (Table S5). 
There was no statistically significant spatial relationship (p=0.37; Table S6) between the 
number of studies and the number of amphibian species, and a small, but statistically 
significant positive spatial relationship with the number of bird species (p<0.01; Fig.3; Table 
S6). Conversely, the number of studies significantly decreased with the number of threatened 
species (birds: p<0.01; amphibians: p=0.03) and data deficient species (birds: p=0.03; 
amphibians: p=0.04) – however, the magnitude of this decrease was small for birds (Fig.3; 
Table S6). For amphibians, the grid cell with the most studies (normalised value of 1; Fig.3) 
covered central England, whilst for birds, the two grid cells with the most studies covered 














Figure 3 – Comparison of the normalised number of studies and the number of species (all 
species, threatened species and data deficient species) in 2x2-degree grid cells for 
amphibians and birds (with one representing the cells with the most studies or species and 
zero being the fewest). Cells with both zero studies and zero species were excluded. Red 
fitted lines are based on binomial generalised linear models where statistically significant 
increases or decreases were detected (p<0.05; see Materials and methods for details). Note 
that the slopes of the regression lines were negative for threatened and data deficient 
amphibian and bird species. The size of points is proportional to the number of points at that 
position on the figure to aid visualisation. Threatened species are those classified as 









There was also substantial variation in the representation of different amphibian and bird 
orders in the evidence base relative to the proportion of threatened species each order 
contained. For birds, the most well represented orders were shorebirds (Charadriiformes), 
waterfowl (Anseriformes), and falcons (Falconiformes), respectively – i.e., high proportions of 
studies relative to proportions of threatened species (Fig.4). Songbirds (Passeriformes), 
parrots (Psittaciformes), pigeons (Columbiformes), and nightjars, hummingbirds, and swifts 
(Caprimulgiformes), were the least well represented bird orders – i.e., low proportions of 
studies relative to threatened species. No studies were present for several bird orders, such 
as hornbills and hoopoes (Bucerotiformes; see names in red in Figure 4). For amphibians, 
frogs (Anura) were the least well represented, whilst salamanders (Caudata) were the most 
well represented. There was only a single study for the entire order of Caecilians 
(Gymnophiona; Fig.4). Patterns were different when considering the proportion of studies 
relative to the proportion of species in each bird order; most bird orders were relatively well 
represented apart from songbirds and orders for which there were no studies (Figure S1). For 
amphibians, patterns in representation were similar for both the proportion of species and 




Figure 4 – Percentage of studies minus percentage of threatened species in each order of 
amphibians and birds – percentages are relative to the total number of amphibian or bird 
studies and species. Red names indicate zero studies for that order and black crosses indicate 
that order contains zero threatened species. Darker blue colours represent higher proportions 
of studies relative to the proportion of threatened species, whilst darker red colours indicate 
relatively lower proportions of studies. 
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Certain biomes were better represented (in terms of the total number of studies conducted in 
each biome) relative to the percentage of the Earth’s terrestrial area they covered – notably 
Temperate Broadleaf & Mixed Forests, Temperate Grasslands, Savannas & Shrublands, 
Temperate Conifer Forests, and Mediterranean Forests, Woodlands & Scrub for both 
amphibians and birds (Fig.5). The three most underrepresented biomes for both amphibians 
and birds were Deserts & Xeric Shrublands, Tropical & Subtropical Grasslands, Savannas & 
Shrublands, and Tropical & Subtropical Moist Broadleaf Forests (Fig.5). For amphibians, there 
were no studies in Tropical & Subtropical Coniferous Forests, Tropical & Subtropical Dry 
Broadleaf Forests, and Tundra (red outlines to circles in Figure 5). 
 
Figure 5 – Percentage of amphibian and bird studies conducted in each biome minus the 
percentage of Earth’s terrestrial area covered by each biome. Circles with red outlines and 
crosses through them indicate that no studies were conducted in that biome. 
The total number of interventions (containing at least one study) was 243 for birds and 74 for 
amphibians. On average, there were more studies per intervention for amphibians than for 
birds (although the total number of studies was greater for birds than amphibians). There was 
a higher proportion of interventions for birds that contained one study (34%) than amphibians 
(24%) – i.e., a more right skewed distribution of studies per intervention for birds than 
amphibians (Figure S2). 
The most commonly used metrics in amphibian conservation were mortality/survival (3.9 
studies per intervention) and reproductive success (3.8 studies per intervention), whilst for 
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birds, mortality/survival (3.9 studies per intervention) and abundance/density/cover (3.8 
studies per intervention; Figure S3) were the most common. On average, the effectiveness of 
each intervention was measured using 2.1 different metrics for amphibians and 3.3 metrics for 
birds. 
There was a low number of studies per intervention that used reliable BACI or RCI designs 
(fewer than 0.3 studies per intervention for both amphibians and birds; Figure S3). Studies 
most commonly used the least reliable After design, followed by CI and BA designs, for both 
amphibians and birds – note declines in number of studies per intervention when excluding 





















Our work demonstrates that the evidence base for amphibian and bird conservation suffers 
from severe geographical and taxonomic biases that may hamper our ability to make locally 
relevant evidence-based recommendations to decision-makers. Geographically, studies were 
concentrated in North America, Europe, and Australasia, and there were negative spatial 
relationships between the number of studies and the number of threatened species and data 
deficient species for both taxa. That the most well represented biomes in the evidence base 
were Temperate Broadleaf & Mixed Forests and Temperate Grasslands, Savannas & 
Shrublands also indicated strong geographic bias. Taxonomically, certain orders were better 
studied relative to the number of threatened species they contained (e.g., salamanders for 
amphibians and shorebirds, falcons, and waterfowl for birds), whilst some orders were not 
studied at all (e.g., hornbills and hoopoes). 
These results show even more severe geographic biases than other studies of the wider 
conservation literature; the clear paucity of evidence from the polar regions (expected for 
amphibians but concerning for birds), Africa, Russia, the Middle East, and South America 
appear more severe than those shown by di Marco et al. (2017), Hickisch et al. (2019), and 
Wilson et al. (2016). The United Kingdom also rivalled the United States as a hotspot of 
evidence for these two taxonomic groups, which was not as apparent in Wilson et al. (2016) 
or Hickisch et al. (2019) but was in di Marco et al. (2017). This hotspot contrasts, particularly 
for amphibians, with their low species richness in the United Kingdom (only seven native 
amphibian species). In their review of the effectiveness of terrestrial protected areas, 
Geldmann et al. (2013) found different geographic biases, away from North America and 
Europe towards Latin America, Africa, and Asia. We believe this is because we considered a 
different subset of studies, focusing only on studies that had quantitatively tested a variety of 
conservation interventions, as opposed to the effectiveness of terrestrial protected areas.  
That the number of studies testing conservation interventions had a negative relationship with 
the number of threatened species and data deficient species is also concerning. This pattern 
has not previously been found by studies of the wider conservation literature, which instead 
reported positive relationships with the number of threatened species in the tropics (Reboredo 
Segovia et al., 2020). Such patterns clearly suggest that greater research effort needs to be 
targeted at testing conservation actions in regions with large numbers of threatened species 
that urgently require effective conservation. 
However, we must acknowledge that some of the geographic bias we found could be 
attributable to the low number of studies from non-English language journals that are currently 
included in the Conservation Evidence database. Publications from over 317 journals 
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published in 10 languages are being added to the database through the Transcending 
Language Barriers to Environmental Sciences project (translatE). However, language bias is 
a common problem affecting most scientific evidence syntheses (Neimann Rasmussen and 
Montgomery, 2018) that is often ignored. As researchers conducting evidence synthesis, we 
must do more to seek out and collate evidence published in non-English languages and the 
grey literature. This is particularly important given that approximately 36% of the wider 
conservation literature is found in non-English language journals (Amano et al., 2016). 
However, where non-English literature was included in Conservation Evidence searches (e.g., 
relevant ecology and conservation journals in Portuguese and Spanish for the Bat 
Conservation synopsis), the percentage of studies testing conservation actions was small at 
0.4% (six studies out of 1,492 studies systematically searched; Berthinussen et al., 2014). 
More generally, for all non-English journals searched to date for Conservation Evidence 
(across all synopses), the verified rate of studies testing conservation actions is smaller at 
0.18% or 643 studies out of 345,119 (S. Petrovan, personal communication, March 20 2020). 
This suggests that few studies testing conservation actions would be added from the non-
English literature – possibly because a substantial proportion of non-English studies may 
describe conservation threats and ecology, rather than quantitatively test conservation 
actions. Therefore, language bias is unlikely to have substantially affected the broad patterns 
in our results. However, non-English studies that test conservation actions are potentially the 
only available studies for certain species and geographical areas (Berthinussen et al., 2014) 
and so it is still important to synthesise these studies to inform future conservation efforts. 
Some taxonomic orders were well represented in the evidence on conservation effectiveness 
relative to the percentage of threatened species in each order, whilst other orders were very 
poorly represented (Fig.4) – as found in analyses of the wider conservation literature (Clark 
and May, 2002; Donaldson et al., 2016; Fazey et al., 2005; Murray et al., 2015). Most bird 
species and thus most threatened bird species were songbirds (Passeriformes; 46% of all 
threatened bird species) but this order was represented the poorest (31% of studies), followed 
by parrots (Psittaciformes; 8% of all threatened bird species but only 2% of studies). 
Conversely, shorebirds (Charadriiformes) and waterfowl (Anseriformes) were the most well 
represented (3% and 2% of all threatened bird species and 13% and 8% of studies, 
respectively). These differences in representation probably reflect the relative difficulty in 
studying threatened songbird species (e.g., small-bodied, forest species with small range 
sizes) and parrots (often found in less easily accessible tropical locations), compared to 
shorebirds and waterfowl (which generally have larger range sizes that often overlap with 
hotspots of research effort in North America and Europe). 
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Among amphibians, salamanders were well represented as they contained only 14% of all 
threatened amphibian species, and yet appeared in 30% of studies. This is potentially because 
certain non-threatened, protected species such as Great Crested Newts (Triturus cristatus) (a 
European protected species with an IUCN Red List status of Least Concern) are highly studied 
in relation to the effectiveness of mitigation interventions and that one third of salamander 
species exist in North America where research effort is concentrated. Frogs (Anura) were 
underrepresented (70% of studies versus ~86% of threatened amphibian species) possibly 
because many threatened frog species exist in less easily accessible tropical locations. 
Caecilians (Gymnophiona) were only represented by a single study, but this was in proportion 
to the number of threatened species they represent (only ~0.6% of all threatened amphibian 
species). 
An underrepresentation of threatened species is concerning because information on the 
effectiveness of interventions targeting threatened species is urgently required – particularly 
given substantial declines of bird fauna (Rosenberg et al., 2019) and severe threats to 
amphibians (Grant et al., 2019). Whilst it can be challenging to design reliable studies on rare 
species, where feasible, conservation scientists should prioritise testing the effectiveness of 
conservation interventions for threatened species. Equally, the absence of some orders from 
the literature testing conservation interventions is problematic, because functional and 
ecological differences between taxonomic groups may make generalisation of the 
effectiveness of interventions difficult or inappropriate. Investigating which interventions are 
likely to be effective in many local contexts is extremely important to prioritise the most 
important taxonomic gaps in evidence that need to be addressed. 
Types of bias that may complicate the process of evidence synthesis were also present; for 
example, studies with more reliable designs (e.g., RCI or BACI) tended to be strongly 
concentrated in North America and Europe (particularly the United Kingdom) compared to less 
reliable designs (e.g., BA, CI, and After designs; Figs.1 & 2). Combined geographic and study 
design bias has not been previously found (e.g., Burivalova et al. (2019) did not find patterns 
across continents in the tropical forest conservation literature) and suggests that we not only 
lack studies outside of North America and Europe, but that the few studies that do exist outside 
these regions are likely to be of low reliability (Christie et al., 2019). This may be because 
studies conducted outside North America and Europe face greater constraints – e.g., logistical, 
funding, and time constraints – on the types of study design they can use when assessing the 
effectiveness of conservation actions. Therefore, funders, journals, and researchers need to 
facilitate tests of conservation interventions using reliable study designs in these 
underrepresented regions and the publication of their results. 
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Amphibian and bird studies also used a variety of metrics to quantify the effectiveness of the 
same intervention. Although using several metrics may help us better understand the overall 
effectiveness of an intervention, too many could make evidence hard to synthesise in 
systematic reviews and meta-analyses (by reducing the number of directly comparable 
studies), and difficult to interpret for decision-makers. This highlights the need for greater 
standardisation of the sets of metrics used to assess the effectiveness of certain interventions 
(Capmourteres and Anand, 2016; McQuatters-Gollop et al., 2019) to help make studies more 
directly comparable. 
The gaps and biases we have highlighted in the literature on the effectiveness of conservation 
interventions represents a serious issue for the field of conservation. Although we could only 
analyse the literature up until 2012 for amphibians and 2011 for birds, these gaps and biases 
are still likely to persist. However, with limited resources we cannot afford to allocate research 
effort inefficiently. Our results are therefore extremely important for determining where future 
research effort on testing the effectiveness of conservation interventions should be invested. 
Future studies should not only focus on testing conservation interventions on the poorly 
represented threatened taxa, regions, and biomes we identified, using reliable study designs 
where possible, but also other poorly represented taxa that Conservation Evidence is 
beginning to, or has yet to, summarise the evidence on (e.g., plants, insects, and reptiles). 
Future work could also identify whether there are system- or species-specific interventions 
that are not included in the Conservation Evidence database, particularly in relatively poorly 
studied regions. Interventions are defined by an advisory board before systematic literature 
searches occur but are often updated and reframed when studies are found to mention or test 
additional interventions – listed interventions therefore reflect those described in the 
conservation literature. Whilst possible bias in interventions does not affect the inclusion of 
studies in the database (as studies are included in the database if they quantitatively test any 
conservation intervention), identifying possible interventions that are not listed at 
www.conservationevidence.com would be useful to prioritise the testing of future 
interventions, particularly for underrepresented regions or taxa. This work would also benefit 
from a more systematic, hierarchical classification system for describing interventions. 
Future work is needed to identify specific research priorities for testing conservation 
interventions for taxonomic groups other than amphibians and birds, although the broad 
biases we identified here are likely to apply to other taxa. We hope that by addressing 
geographic and taxonomic biases in the evidence base for conservation we can ensure more 
relevant evidence-based recommendations can be made to decision-makers. Similarly, 
addressing the geographic bias in the use of reliable study designs, and in the variability in 
the types of metrics used by studies, will hopefully allow evidence synthesis to be more 
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efficient and effective. A more complete, reliable, and standardised evidence base will enable 
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Figure S1 – Percentage of studies minus percentage of species in each order of amphibians 
and birds (percentages relative to the total number of amphibian or bird studies and species) 
(red, 0 studies for that order; dark blue, high proportions of studies relative to the proportion 





Figure S2 – Distribution of the number of studies in each conservation intervention for 
amphibians and birds based on the Conservation Evidence database. Interventions containing 















Figure S3 – Mean number of studies per intervention with different designs and effectiveness 
metrics. For the top panel, ‘Any Design’ refers to the mean number of studies per intervention 
using any of the study designs. Other categories show how this mean value changes when 
excluding studies using certain designs. | symbolises ‘or’ – for example, BACI|RCI means 
studies with BACI or RCI designs. For the bottom panel, ‘All’ refers to the mean number of 
studies per intervention using any of the four groups of metrics. Error bars show bootstrapped 





Table S1 – Groupings of similar interventions for amphibians and birds. 
Amphibians 
GroupedInterventionID Original_intervention_name 
1 Head-start amphibians for release 
2 Translocate amphibians 
2 Translocate frogs 
2 Translocate great crested newts 
2 Translocate natterjack toads 
2 Translocate salamanders (including newts) 
2 Translocate toads 
2 Translocate wood frogs 
3 Release captive-bred amphibians 
3 Release captive-bred frogs 
3 Release captive-bred green and golden bell frogs 
3 Release captive-bred Mallorcan midwife toads 
3 Release captive-bred salamanders (including newts) 
3 Release captive-bred toads 
4 Freeze sperm or eggs for future use 
5 Use artificial fertilization in captive breeding 
6 Use hormone treatment to induce sperm and egg release during captive breeding 
7 Captive breeding frogs 
7 Captive breeding harlequin toads (Atelopus species) 
7 Captive breeding Mallorcan midwife toads 
7 Captive breeding salamanders (including newts) 
7 Captive breeding toads 
8 Legal protection of species 
9 Use legislative regulation to protect wild populations 
10 Protect habitats for amphibians 
11 Reduce impact of amphibian trade 
12 Pay farmers to cover the costs of conservation measures 
13 Engage landowners and other volunteers to manage land for amphibians  
14 Engage volunteers to collect amphibian data (citizen science) 
15 Provide education programmes about amphibians 
15 Raise awareness amongst the general public through campaigns and public 
information 
16 Exclude fish with barriers 
17 Remove or control fish by drying out ponds 
18 Remove or control fish by catching 
19 Remove or control fish using rotenone 
20 Remove or control invasive bullfrogs 
21 Remove or control invasive Cuban tree frogs 
22 Remove or control viperine snakes 
23 Exclude domestic animals or wild hogs by fencing 
24 Remove or control mammals 




26 Immunize amphibians against chytridiomycosis infection 
27 Use antifungal skin bacteria or peptides to reduce chytridiomycosis infection 
28 Use antibacterial treatment to reduce chytridiomycosis infection 
29 Use antifungal treatment to reduce chytridiomycosis infection 
30 Treat amphibians with chytridiomycosis in the wild or pre-release 
31 Use temperature treatment to reduce chytridiomycosis infection 
32 Remove the chytrid fungus from ponds 
33 Sterilize equipment when moving between amphibian sites 
34 Use gloves to handle amphibians 
35 Add salt to ponds to reduce chytridiomycosis 
36 Install culverts or tunnels as road crossings 
37 Install barrier fencing along roads 
38 Use humans to assist migrating amphibians across roads 
39 Close roads during seasonal amphibian migration 
40 Use signage to warn motorists 
41 Retain riparian buffer strips during timber harvest 
42 Plant riparian buffer strips 
43 Restore habitat connectivity 
44 Retain connectivity between habitat patches 
45 Retain buffer zones around core habitat 
46 Mechanically remove mid-storey or ground vegetation 
47 Use herbicides to control mid-storey or ground vegetation 
48 Clear vegetation 
49 Control invasive plants 
50 Remove tree canopy to reduce pond shading 
51 Use prescribed fire or modifications to burning regime in forests 
52 Use prescribed fire or modifications to burning regime in grassland 
53 Use leave-tree harvesting instead of clearcutting 
54 Use patch retention instead of clearcutting 
55 Use shelterwood harvesting instead of clearcutting 
56 Thin trees within forests  
57 Harvest groups of trees instead of clearcutting 
58 Replant vegetation 
59 Restore wetland 
59 Create wetland 
60 Manage ditches 
61 Regulate water levels 
62 Add lime to water bodies to reduce acidification 
63 Create ponds for amphibians 
63 Create ponds for frogs 
63 Create ponds for great crested newts 
63 Create ponds for green toads 
63 Create ponds for natterjack toads 
63 Create ponds for salamanders (including newts) 
63 Create ponds for toads 




65 Deepen, de-silt or re-profile ponds 
66 Artificially mist habitat to keep it damp 
67 Create refuges 
67 Create artificial hibernacula or aestivation sites 
68 Leave coarse woody debris in forests 
69 Leave standing deadwood/snags in forests 
70 Manage grazing regime 
71 Change mowing regime 
72 Reduce pesticide, herbicide or fertilizer use  
73 Create walls or barriers to exclude pollutants 
74 Modify gully pots and kerbs 
Birds 
GroupedInterventionID Original_intervention_name 
1 Alter artificial nest sites to discourage brood parasitism 
2 Reduce nest ectoparasites by providing beneficial nesting material 
3 Remove/treat endoparasites and diseases 
4 Use false brood parasite eggs to discourage brood parasitism 
5 Remove brood parasite eggs from target species nests 
6 Remove ectoparasites from feathers to increase survival or reproductive success 
7 Remove ectoparasites from nests to increase survival or reproductive success  
8 Clean nest boxes to increase occupancy or reproductive success 
9 Artificially incubate and hand-rear bustards in captivity 
9 Artificially incubate and hand-rear cranes in captivity 
9 Artificially incubate and hand-rear gamebirds in captivity 
9 Artificially incubate and hand-rear parrots in captivity 
9 Artificially incubate and hand-rear penguins in captivity 
9 Artificially incubate and hand-rear rails in captivity 
9 Artificially incubate and hand-rear raptors in captivity 
9 Artificially incubate and hand-rear seabirds in captivity 
9 Artificially incubate and hand-rear songbirds in captivity 
9 Artificially incubate and hand-rear storks and ibises in captivity 
9 Artificially incubate and hand-rear vultures in captivity 
9 Artificially incubate and hand-rear waders in captivity 
9 Artificially incubate and hand-rear wildfowl in captivity 
9 Artificially incubate eggs or warm nests  
10 Use artificial visual and auditory stimuli to induce breeding in wild populations  
11 Foster eggs or chicks of bustards with wild conspecifics 
11 Foster eggs or chicks of cranes with wild conspecifics 
11 Foster eggs or chicks of cranes with wild non-conspecifics (cross-fostering)  
11 Foster eggs or chicks of gannets and boobies with wild conspecifics 
11 Foster eggs or chicks of ibises with wild non-conspecifics (cross-fostering)  
11 Foster eggs or chicks of owls with wild conspecifics 
11 Foster eggs or chicks of parrots with wild conspecifics  
11 Foster eggs or chicks of petrels and shearwaters with wild non-conspecifics (cross-
fostering)  




11 Foster eggs or chicks of songbirds with wild non-conspecifics (cross-fostering)  
11 Foster eggs or chicks of vultures with wild conspecifics 
11 Foster eggs or chicks of waders with wild conspecifics 
11 Foster eggs or chicks of waders with wild non-conspecifics (cross-fostering)  
11 Foster eggs or chicks of woodpeckers with wild conspecifics 
13 Provide artificial nesting sites for burrow-nesting seabirds 
13 Provide artificial nesting sites for divers/loons 
13 Provide artificial nesting sites for falcons 
13 Provide artificial nesting sites for gamebirds 
13 Provide artificial nesting sites for grebes 
13 Provide artificial nesting sites for ground and tree-nesting seabirds 
13 Provide artificial nesting sites for ibises and flamingos 
13 Provide artificial nesting sites for oilbirds 
13 Provide artificial nesting sites for owls  
13 Provide artificial nesting sites for parrots 
13 Provide artificial nesting sites for pigeons 
13 Provide artificial nesting sites for rails 
13 Provide artificial nesting sites for raptors 
13 Provide artificial nesting sites for rollers 
13 Provide artificial nesting sites for songbirds 
13 Provide artificial nesting sites for swifts 
13 Provide artificial nesting sites for trogons 
13 Provide artificial nesting sites for waders 
13 Provide artificial nesting sites for wildfowl 
13 Provide artificial nesting sites for wildfowl using artificial/floating islands 
13 Provide artificial nesting sites for woodpeckers 
14 Provide nesting habitat for birds that is safe from extreme weather 
15 Provide nesting material for wild birds 
16 Water nesting mounds to increase incubation success in malleefowl 
17 Provide bird feeding materials to families with young children 
18 Provide calcium supplements to increase survival or reproductive success 
19 Provide food for vultures to reduce mortality from diclofenac 
20 Can supplementary feeding increase predation or parasitism? 
20 Provide supplementary food 
20 Provide supplementary food after release 
20 Provide supplementary food for auks to increase reproductive success 
20 Provide supplementary food for cranes to increase adult survival 
20 Provide supplementary food for gamebirds to increase adult survival 
20 Provide supplementary food for gamebirds to increase reproductive success 
20 Provide supplementary food for gannets and boobies to increase reproductive 
success 
20 Provide supplementary food for gulls, terns and skuas to increase adult survival 
20 Provide supplementary food for gulls, terns and skuas to increase reproductive 
success 
20 Provide supplementary food for hummingbirds to increase adult survival 
20 Provide supplementary food for ibises to increase reproductive success 




20 Provide supplementary food for nectar-feeding songbirds to increase adult survival 
20 Provide supplementary food for owls to increase reproductive success 
20 Provide supplementary food for parrots to increase reproductive success 
20 Provide supplementary food for petrels to increase reproductive success 
20 Provide supplementary food for pigeons to increase adult survival 
20 Provide supplementary food for pigeons to increase reproductive success 
20 Provide supplementary food for rails and coots to increase reproductive success 
20 Provide supplementary food for raptors to increase adult survival 
20 Provide supplementary food for raptors to increase reproductive success 
20 Provide supplementary food for songbirds to increase adult survival 
20 Provide supplementary food for songbirds to increase reproductive success 
20 Provide supplementary food for vultures to increase adult survival 
20 Provide supplementary food for vultures to increase reproductive success 
20 Provide supplementary food for waders to increase adult survival 
20 Provide supplementary food for waders to increase reproductive success 
20 Provide supplementary food for wildfowl to increase adult survival 
20 Provide supplementary food for wildfowl to increase reproductive success 
20 Provide supplementary food for woodpeckers to increase adult survival 
20 Provide supplementary food through the establishment of food populations  
20 Provide supplementary food to allow the rescue of a second chick 
21 Provide supplementary water to increase survival or reproductive success 
22 Use perches to increase foraging success 
23 Use decoys to attract birds to safe areas 
24 Use flashing lights to reduce mortality from artificial lights 
25 Use high-visibility mesh on gillnets to reduce seabird bycatch 
26 Use lights low in spectral red to reduce mortality from artificial lights 
27 Use perch-deterrents to stop raptors perching on pylons 
28 Use shark liver oil to reduce seabird bycatch 
29 Use repellents to deter birds from landing on pools polluted by mining 
30 Use visual and acoustic scarers to deter birds from landing on pools polluted by 
mining or sewage 
31 Use vocalisations to attract birds to safe areas 
32 Weight baits or lines to reduce longline bycatch of seabirds 
33 Add perches to electricity pylons to reduce electrocution 
34 Bury or isolate power lines to reduce incidental bird mortality 
35 Insulate power pylons to prevent electrocution 
36 Use streamer lines to reduce seabird bycatch on longlines 
37 Angle windows to reduce collisions by birds 
38 Place feeders close to windows to reduce collisions 
39 Deter birds from landing on shellfish culture gear by suspending oyster bags under 
water 
40 Deter birds from landing on shellfish culture gear using spikes on oyster cages 
41 Dye baits to reduce seabird bycatch 
42 Mark fences to reduce bird collision mortality 
43 Mark or tint windows to reduce collision mortality 
44 Mark power lines to reduce incidental bird mortality 




46 Paint wind turbines to increase their visibility 
47 Use raptor models to deter birds and so reduce incidental mortality 
48 Reduce electrocutions by using plastic, not aluminium, leg rings to mark birds 
49 Set lines underwater to reduce seabird bycatch 
50 Remove earth wires to reduce incidental bird mortality 
51 Set longlines at night to reduce seabird bycatch 
52 Shield lights to reduce mortality from artificial lights 
53 Thaw bait before setting lines to reduce seabird bycatch 
54 Thicken earth wire to reduce incidental bird mortality 
55 Turn deck lights off during night-time setting of longlines to reduce bycatch 
56 Turn off lights to reduce mortality from artificial lights 
57 Use a line shooter to reduce seabird bycatch 
58 Use a sonic scarer when setting longlines to reduce seabird bycatch 
59 Use acoustic alerts on gillnets to reduce seabird bycatch 
60 Use bait throwers to reduce seabird bycatch 
61 Use bird exclusion devices (BEDs) such as Brickle curtains to reduce seabird 
mortality when hauling longlines 
62 Use coloured baits to reduce accidental mortality during predator control 
63 Reduce seabird bycatch by releasing offal overboard when setting longlines  
64 Reduce conflict by deterring birds from taking crops using bird scarers 
65 Scare or otherwise deter birds from airports 
66 Scare birds from fish farms 
67 Disturb birds at roosts 
68 Disturb birds using foot patrols 
69 Spray water to deter birds from ponds 
70 Alter habitat to encourage birds to leave an area 
71 Use electric fencing to exclude fish-eating birds 
72 Use mussel socks to prevent birds from attacking shellfish 
73 Use netting to exclude fish-eating birds 
74 Use in-water devices to reduce fish loss from ponds 
75 Increase water turbidity to reduce fish predation by birds 
76 Reduce conflict by deterring birds from taking crops using repellents 
77 Remove/control adult brood parasites  
78 Reduce competition between species by providing nest boxes 
79 Reduce inter-specific competition for food by removing or controlling competitor 
species 
80 Reduce inter-specific competition for nest sites by modifying habitats to exclude 
competitor species 
81 Reduce inter-specific competition for nest sites of ground nesting seabirds by 
removing competitor species 
82 Reduce inter-specific competition for nest sites of songbirds by removing 
competitor species 
83 Reduce inter-specific competition for nest sites of woodpeckers by removing 
competitor species 
84 Exclude or control reservoir species to reduce parasite burdens 
85 Control avian predators on islands 
86 Control invasive ants on islands 
87 Control mammalian predators on islands 




87 Control mammalian predators on islands for parrots 
87 Control mammalian predators on islands for pigeons  
87 Control mammalian predators on islands for rails 
87 Control mammalian predators on islands for raptors  
87 Control mammalian predators on islands for seabirds 
87 Control mammalian predators on islands for songbirds 
87 Control mammalian predators on islands for waders 
87 Control mammalian predators on islands for wildfowl 
88 Control or remove habitat-altering mammals  
89 Control predators not on islands 
89 Control predators not on islands for cranes 
89 Control predators not on islands for gamebirds 
89 Control predators not on islands for parrots 
89 Control predators not on islands for rails 
89 Control predators not on islands for seabirds 
89 Control predators not on islands for songbirds 
89 Control predators not on islands for waders 
89 Control predators not on islands for wildfowl  
89 Remove or control predators to enhance bird populations and communities 
90 Use snakeskin to deter mammalian nest predators 
91 Use naphthalene to deter mammalian predators 
92 Use repellents on baits for predator control 
93 Distribute poison bait for predator control using dispensers  
93 Do birds take bait designed for pest control? 
94 Reduce adverse habitat alterations by excluding problematic aquatic species 
95 Reduce adverse habitat alterations by excluding problematic terrestrial species 
96 Can nest protection increase nest abandonment? 
96 Can nest protection increase predation of adults and chicks? 
96 Physically protect nests from predators using non-electric fencing 
96 Physically protect nests with individual exclosures/barriers or provide shelters for 
chicks of ground nesting seabirds 
96 Physically protect nests with individual exclosures/barriers or provide shelters for 
chicks of songbirds 
96 Physically protect nests with individual exclosures/barriers or provide shelters for 
chicks of storks and ibises 
96 Physically protect nests with individual exclosures/barriers or provide shelters for 
chicks of waders 
96 Protect nests from livestock to reduce trampling  
96 Reduce nest predation by excluding predators from nests or nesting areas 
97 Guard nests to increase nest success 
98 Increase on-the-ground protection to reduce unsustainable levels of exploitation 
99 Introduce voluntary maximum shoot distances 
100 Mark nests during harvest  
101 Mark eggs to reduce their appeal to egg collectors 
102 Protect bird nests using electric fencing 
103 Protect nest sites from competitors 
104 Protect nests from ants 




106 Use supplementary feeding to reduce predation  
107 Use wildlife refuges to reduce hunting disturbance 
108 Reduce predation by translocating nest boxes 
109 Reduce predation by translocating predators  
110 Use artificial nests that discourage predation 
111 Use differently-coloured artificial nests 
112 Use aversive conditioning to reduce nest predation by avian predators 
113 Use aversive conditioning to reduce nest predation by mammalian predators 
114 Use collar-mounted devices to reduce predation 
115 Use copper strips to exclude snails from nests 
116 Remove eggs from wild nests to increase reproductive output  
117 Repair/support nests to support breeding 
118 Replace nesting substrate following severe weather 
119 Use mowing techniques to reduce chick mortality 
120 Use multiple barriers to protect nests 
121 Use nest covers to reduce the impact of research on predation of ground-nesting 
seabirds 
122 Habituate birds to human visitors 
123 Use voluntary agreements with local people to reduce disturbance 
124 Use signs and access restrictions to reduce disturbance at nest sites 
125 Raise awareness amongst the general public through campaigns and public 
information 
125 Use education programmes and local engagement to help reduce persecution or 
exploitation of species 
126 Start educational programmes for personal watercraft owners 
127 Employ local people as biomonitors 
128 Legally protect habitats 
129 Offer per clutch payment for farmland birds 
130 Pay farmers to cover the costs of bird conservation measures 
131 Use legislative regulation to protect wild populations 
132 Wash contaminated semen and use it for artificial insemination 
133 Freeze semen for use in artificial insemination 
134 Use artificial insemination in captive breeding 
135 Can captive breeding have deleterious effects on individual fitness? 
135 Use captive breeding to increase or maintain populations of bustards 
135 Use captive breeding to increase or maintain populations of cranes 
135 Use captive breeding to increase or maintain populations of pigeons 
135 Use captive breeding to increase or maintain populations of rails 
135 Use captive breeding to increase or maintain populations of raptors 
135 Use captive breeding to increase or maintain populations of seabirds 
135 Use captive breeding to increase or maintain populations of songbirds 
135 Use captive breeding to increase or maintain populations of storks and ibises 
135 Use captive breeding to increase or maintain populations of tinamous 
136 Use appropriate populations to source released populations 
137 Use microlites to help birds migrate  
138 Use flying training before release 




140 Ensure translocated birds are familiar with each other before release 
141 Release birds as adults or sub-adults, not juveniles 
142 Release birds in coveys 
143 Release birds in groups 
144 Release captive-bred individuals into the wild to restore or augment wild 
populations of bustards 
144 Release captive-bred individuals into the wild to restore or augment wild 
populations of cranes 
144 Release captive-bred individuals into the wild to restore or augment wild 
populations of gamebirds 
144 Release captive-bred individuals into the wild to restore or augment wild 
populations of owls 
144 Release captive-bred individuals into the wild to restore or augment wild 
populations of parrots 
144 Release captive-bred individuals into the wild to restore or augment wild 
populations of pigeons 
144 Release captive-bred individuals into the wild to restore or augment wild 
populations of rails 
144 Release captive-bred individuals into the wild to restore or augment wild 
populations of raptors 
144 Release captive-bred individuals into the wild to restore or augment wild 
populations of songbirds 
144 Release captive-bred individuals into the wild to restore or augment wild 
populations of storks and ibises 
144 Release captive-bred individuals into the wild to restore or augment wild 
populations of vultures 
144 Release captive-bred individuals into the wild to restore or augment wild 
populations of waders 
144 Release captive-bred individuals into the wild to restore or augment wild 
populations of wildfowl 
145 Relocate birds following oil spills 
146 Relocate nestlings to reduce poaching 
147 Relocate nests at harvest time to reduce nestling mortality 
148 Use holding pens at release sites 
149 Translocate auks 
149 Translocate birds away from fish farms 
149 Translocate gamebirds 
149 Translocate herons, storks and ibises 
149 Translocate individuals 
149 Translocate megapodes 
149 Translocate nests to avoid disturbance 
149 Translocate owls  
149 Translocate parrots 
149 Translocate pelicans 
149 Translocate petrels and shearwaters 
149 Translocate rails 
149 Translocate raptors 
149 Translocate songbirds 
149 Translocate wildfowl 
149 Translocate woodpeckers 
150 Move fish-eating birds to reduce conflict with fishermen 
151 Use puppets to increase the survival or growth of hand-reared chicks 




153 Clip birds wings on release 
154 Rehabilitation of injured and treated birds 
155 Clean birds following oil spills 
156 Add woody debris to forests 
157 Create beetle banks 
158 Clear or open patches in forests 
159 Clearcut and re-seed forests 
160 Manually control or remove midstorey and ground-level vegetation (including 
mowing, chaining, cutting etc) in forests 
160 Manually control or remove midstorey and ground-level vegetation (including 
mowing, chaining, cutting etc) in shrubland 
161 Apply herbicide to mid- and understorey vegetation 
162 Coppice trees 
163 Control scrub on farmland 
164 Convert to or maintain organic farming systems  
165 Delay haying/mowing 
166 Leave headlands in fields unsprayed (conservation headlands) 
167 Exclude grazers from semi-natural habitats  
168 Create scrapes and pools in wetlands and wet grasslands 
169 Create skylark plots for bird conservation 
170 Create uncultivated margins around intensive arable or pasture fields for birds 
171 Employ grazing in artificial grasslands/pastures 
171 Employ grazing in natural grasslands 
171 Employ grazing in non-grassland habitats 
172 Create open patches or strips in permanent grassland 
173 Mow or cut natural grasslands  
173 Mow or cut semi-natural grasslands/pastures 
173 Mowing roadside verges 
174 Mow or cut reedbeds 
175 Use traditional breeds of livestock 
176 Plough habitats  
177 Increase the proportion of natural/semi-natural vegetation in the farmed landscape 
178 Increase crop diversity to benefit birds 
179 Ensure connectivity between habitat patches 
180 Leave overwinter stubbles 
181 Fertilize artificial grasslands  
182 Leave refuges in fields during harvest  
182 Leave uncropped, cultivated margins or plots, including lapwing and stone curlew 
plots 
182 Provide or retain set-aside areas in farmland 
182 Provide or retain un-harvested buffer strips 
183 Leave uncut rye grass in silage fields for birds  
184 Maintain species-rich, semi-natural grassland 
185 Maintain traditional orchards 
186 Maintain traditional water meadows 
187 Maintain upland heath/moor 




189 Manage hedges to benefit birds 
190 Manage water level in wetlands 
191 Manage woodland edges for birds 
192 Plant cereals for whole crop silage 
193 Plant cereals in wide-spaced rows 
194 Plant grass buffer strips/margins around arable or pasture fields for birds 
195 Plant more than one crop per field (intercropping) 
196 Plant nectar flower mixture/wildflower strips for birds 
197 Plant new hedges 
198 Plant trees to act as windbreaks 
199 Plant wild bird seed or cover mixture 
200 Promote sustainable alternative livelihoods  
201 Provide refuges for fish within ponds 
202 Provide sacrificial grasslands to reduce the impact of wild geese on crops 
203 Provide short grass for waders 
204 Raise mowing height on grasslands to benefit birds 
205 Raise water levels in ditches or grassland 
206 Reduce chemical inputs in permanent grassland management 
207 Reduce grazing intensity  
208 Reduce management intensity on permanent grasslands for birds 
209 Treat wetlands with herbicide 
210 Reduce pesticide or herbicide use generally 
211 Reduce tillage 
212 Use buffer zones to reduce the impact of invasive plant control 
213 Remove coarse woody debris from forests 
214 Remove midstorey from savannas 
215 Remove problematic vegetation  
216 Remove vegetation to create nesting areas 
217 Replace non-native species of tree/shrub 
218 Re-seed grasslands 
219 Restore or create coastal and intertidal wetlands 
220 Restore or create forests 
221 Restore or create grasslands 
222 Restore or create inland wetlands  
223 Restore or create kelp forests 
224 Restore or create lagoons 
225 Restore or create shrubland  
226 Restore or create traditional water meadows 
227 Restrict certain pesticides or other agricultural chemicals for birds 
228 Revert arable land to permanent grassland 
229 Sow crops in spring rather than autumn 
230 Take field corners out of management 
231 Undersow spring cereals, with clover for example 
232 Use lime to reduce acidification in lakes 
233 Use environmentally sensitive flood management  




235 Use greentree reservoir management 
236 Use mosaic management 
237 Use prescribed burning on Australian sclerophyll forest 
237 Use prescribed burning on coastal habitats 
237 Use prescribed burning on deciduous forests 
237 Use prescribed burning on grasslands 
237 Use prescribed burning on pine forests 
237 Use prescribed burning on savannas 
237 Use prescribed burning on shrublands 
238 Use variable retention management during forestry operations 
239 Use selective harvesting/logging instead of clearcutting  
240 Use patch retention harvesting instead of clearcutting  
241 Thin trees within forests 
242 Use shelterwood cutting instead of clearcutting 




















Table S2 – Records of accuracy checks of the study design detected for a random subset of 
studies (approximately 5% of the total number of studies for each synopsis). ID = unique study 
identifier; Correct = whether the correct study design was identified; Detected_design = if there 
was an error, which design was detected?; True_design = if there was an error, what was the 
true design based on the original text of study?; Synopsis = which synopsis was the study in?; 
Intervention_name_original = Original name of intervention (matched to website – see Table 
S1 to match to grouped interventions we used). 
Amphibians 
ID Correct Detected_design True_design Synopsis Intervention_name_original 
4828 Y NA NA Amphibian 
Conservation 
Restore ponds 
4828 Y NA NA Amphibian 
Conservation 
Manage grazing regime 
4845 Y NA NA Amphibian 
Conservation 
Captive breeding toads 
4845 Y NA NA Amphibian 
Conservation 
Use hormone treatment to induce sperm 
and egg release during captive breeding 
4869 Y NA NA Amphibian 
Conservation 
Create ponds for natterjack toads 
4869 Y NA NA Amphibian 
Conservation 
Translocate natterjack toads 
4869 Y NA NA Amphibian 
Conservation 
Add lime to water bodies to reduce 
acidification 
4878 Y NA NA Amphibian 
Conservation 
Use antifungal treatment to reduce 
chytridiomycosis infection 
4895 Y NA NA Amphibian 
Conservation 
Replant vegetation 
4963 Y NA NA Amphibian 
Conservation 
Clear vegetation 
4963 Y NA NA Amphibian 
Conservation 
Manage grazing regime 
4966 Y NA NA Amphibian 
Conservation 
Translocate great crested newts 
4966 Y NA NA Amphibian 
Conservation 
Clear vegetation 
4996 Y NA NA Amphibian 
Conservation 
Create ponds for great crested newts 
5012 Y NA NA Amphibian 
Conservation 
Translocate toads 
5012 Y NA NA Amphibian 
Conservation 
Head-start amphibians for release 
5018 N BA After Amphibian 
Conservation 
Create wetland 
5100 Y NA NA Amphibian 
Conservation 
Remove or control invasive bullfrogs 
5107 Y NA NA Amphibian 
Conservation 
Engage landowners and other volunteers to 
manage land for amphibians 
5119 Y NA NA Amphibian 
Conservation 
Captive breeding Mallorcan midwife toads 
5124 Y NA NA Amphibian 
Conservation 
Use antifungal treatment to reduce 
chytridiomycosis infection 
Birds 
ID Correct Detected_design True_design Synopsis Intervention_name_original 
222 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Control mammalian predators on islands 
for seabirds 
1137 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Provide artificial nesting sites for songbirds 
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ID Correct Detected_design True_design Synopsis Intervention_name_original 
1195 N After CI Bird 
Conservation 
Provide artificial nesting sites for songbirds 
1281 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Remove/treat endoparasites and diseases 
1311 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Translocate songbirds 
1321 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Provide supplementary food for songbirds 
to increase adult survival 
1322 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Provide supplementary food for waders to 
increase reproductive success 
1325 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Provide supplementary food for gulls, terns 
and skuas to increase reproductive 
success 
1331 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Provide artificial nesting sites for songbirds 
1345 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Provide supplementary food for gannets 
and boobies to increase reproductive 
success 
1364 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Use education programmes and local 
engagement to help reduce persecution or 
exploitation of species 
1364 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Release birds as adults or sub-adults, not 
juveniles 
1376 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Mow or cut natural grasslands  
1394 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Foster eggs or chicks of woodpeckers with 
wild conspecifics 
1432 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Provide artificial nesting sites for wildfowl 
1469 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Provide artificial nesting sites for ground 
and tree-nesting seabirds 
1523 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Restore or create forests 
1574 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Provide supplementary food for vultures to 
increase adult survival 
1574 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Restrict certain pesticides or other 
agricultural chemicals for birds 
1574 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Use legislative regulation to protect wild 
populations 
1583 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Release birds as adults or sub-adults, not 
juveniles 
1646 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Remove/control adult brood parasites  
1684 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Reduce seabird bycatch by releasing offal 
overboard when setting longlines  
1684 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Set longlines at night to reduce seabird 
bycatch 
1684 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Turn deck lights off during night-time setting 
of longlines to reduce bycatch 
1702 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Remove/control adult brood parasites  
1788 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Use prescribed burning on coastal habitats 
1934 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Exclude grazers from semi-natural habitats  
2075 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Use netting to exclude fish-eating birds 
2083 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Disturb birds using foot patrols 
2091 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Use visual and acoustic scarers to deter 
birds from landing on pools polluted by 
mining or sewage 
2113 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Use prescribed burning on savannas 
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ID Correct Detected_design True_design Synopsis Intervention_name_original 
2116 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Use prescribed burning on pine forests 
2119 N CI BACI Bird 
Conservation 
Thin trees within forests 
2143 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Employ grazing in artificial 
grasslands/pastures 
2229 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Restore or create traditional water 
meadows 
2252 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Physically protect nests with individual 
exclosures/barriers or provide shelters for 
chicks of waders 
2368 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Raise water levels in ditches or grassland 
2370 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Manage water level in wetlands 
2428 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Manually control or remove midstorey and 
ground-level vegetation (including mowing, 
chaining, cutting etc) in shrubland 
2428 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Apply herbicide to mid- and understorey 
vegetation 
3134 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Use streamer lines to reduce seabird 
bycatch on longlines 
3146 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Translocate gamebirds 
3270 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Reduce adverse habitat alterations by 
excluding problematic terrestrial species 
3270 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Restore or create forests 
3270 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Exclude grazers from semi-natural habitats  
3338 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Provide supplementary food for songbirds 
to increase reproductive success 
3357 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Manually control or remove midstorey and 
ground-level vegetation (including mowing, 
chaining, cutting etc) in forests 
3420 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Control predators not on islands for wildfowl  
3560 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Plant new hedges 
3560 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Reduce grazing intensity  
3560 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Restore or create grasslands 
3603 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Use streamer lines to reduce seabird 
bycatch on longlines 
3603 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Weight baits or lines to reduce longline 
bycatch of seabirds 
3643 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Control mammalian predators on islands 
for gamebirds 
3672 N CI RCI Bird 
Conservation 
Remove ectoparasites from nests to 
increase survival or reproductive success  
3677 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Use false brood parasite eggs to 
discourage brood parasitism 
3753 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Provide supplementary food for songbirds 
to increase reproductive success 
3754 N CI RCI Bird 
Conservation 
Provide supplementary food for songbirds 
to increase reproductive success 
3768 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Provide supplementary food for gamebirds 
to increase adult survival 
3778 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Provide supplementary food through the 
establishment of food populations  
3835 Y NA NA Bird 
Conservation 
Artificially incubate and hand-rear 





Table S3 – Records of accuracy checks of the metrics detected for a random subset of studies 
(approximately 5% of the total number of studies for each synopsis). ID = unique study 
identifier; Metric_group_correct = whether the correct metric group was identified; 
Metric_group_error = if there was an error, which metric group was it for?; False_pos = was it 
a false positive?; False_neg = was it a false negative? 
Amphibians 
ID Metric_group_correct Metric_group_error False_pos False_neg 
4799 1 NA NA NA 
4814 1 NA NA NA 
4872 1 NA NA NA 
4894 1 NA NA NA 
4895 1 NA NA NA 
4900 1 NA NA NA 
4916 1 NA NA NA 
4925 1 NA NA NA 
4942 1 NA NA NA 
4973 1 NA NA NA 
4989 1 NA NA NA 
4995 0 Abundance, density, and cover 0 1 
5003 1 NA NA NA 
5013 1 NA NA NA 
5053 1 NA NA NA 
5078 1 NA NA NA 
5114 0 Abundance, density, and cover 0 1 
5123 1 NA NA NA 
5142 1 NA NA NA 
5158 1 NA NA NA 
5268 1 NA NA NA 
Birds 
ID Metric_group_correct Metric_group_error False_pos False_neg 
43 1 NA NA NA 
110 1 NA NA NA 
492 1 NA NA NA 
691 1 NA NA NA 
717 1 NA NA NA 
781 1 NA NA NA 
828 0 Survival 1 0 
1167 1 NA NA NA 
1229 1 NA NA NA 
1305 1 NA NA NA 
1330 1 NA NA NA 
1336 1 NA NA NA 
1355 1 NA NA NA 
1363 1 NA NA NA 
1389 1 NA NA NA 
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ID Metric_group_correct Metric_group_error False_pos False_neg 
1423 1 NA NA NA 
1450 1 NA NA NA 
1454 1 NA NA NA 
1466 1 NA NA NA 
1494 1 NA NA NA 
1503 1 NA NA NA 
1583 1 NA NA NA 
1586 1 NA NA NA 
1686 1 NA NA NA 
1898 1 NA NA NA 
2072 1 NA NA NA 
2076 1 NA NA NA 
2091 1 NA NA NA 
2096 1 NA NA NA 
2135 1 NA NA NA 
2236 1 NA NA NA 
2245 1 NA NA NA 
2259 1 NA NA NA 
2377 1 NA NA NA 
2406 1 NA NA NA 
2411 1 NA NA NA 
2413 1 NA NA NA 
2457 1 NA NA NA 
2859 1 NA NA NA 
3159 1 NA NA NA 
3161 1 NA NA NA 
3198 1 NA NA NA 
3209 1 NA NA NA 
3273 1 NA NA NA 
3302 1 NA NA NA 
3330 1 NA NA NA 
3343 1 NA NA NA 
3440 0 Reproductive success 1 0 
3526 0 Diversity and species richness 0 1 
3640 1 NA NA NA 
3647 1 NA NA NA 
3648 1 NA NA NA 
3664 1 NA NA NA 
3669 1 NA NA NA 
3676 1 NA NA NA 
3707 1 NA NA NA 
3742 1 NA NA NA 
3815 1 NA NA NA 
3822 1 NA NA NA 
3829 1 NA NA NA 
3830 1 NA NA NA 




Table S4 – Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) and quasi-R2 values used in model selection 
process for binomial Generalised Linear Models with a logistic link. The spatial relationship 
between the number of studies and the number of species, threatened species and data-
deficient species within 2x2-degree grid cells was tested by three separate models for 
amphibians and birds. All untransformed models were selected and are presented in Table 
S6. 
Taxon Model Transformation AIC quasi-R2 
Amphibians Species None 79.7 0.01 
Square root 79.3 0.01 
Threatened species None 68.8 0.22 
Square root 68.7 0.24 
Data-deficient species None 68.9 0.41 
Square root 68.9 0.41 
Birds Species None 87.0 0.04 
Square root 86.6 0.08 
Threatened species None 84.7 0.07 
Square root 85.3 0.07 
Data-deficient species None 66.2 0.43 

















Table S5 – Number of countries where at least one study using a given study design was 
present and continents where no studies using a given design were present (see Table 1 for 
details of designs). The ‘Continents unrepresented’ column for amphibians excludes 



































































Table S6 – Results of binomial Generalised Linear Models with a logistic link testing the spatial 
relationship between the number of studies and the number of species, threatened species 
and data-deficient species within 2x2-degree grid cells in three separate models for 
amphibians and birds. Coefficients and standard errors are in log odds (3.s.f.). p-values with 
an asterisk are statistically significant (p<0.05). All models are untransformed (see Table S4 
for description of AIC and quasi-R2 values used for model selection). 
Taxon Model Intercept Number of species 
Coef. SE Coef. SE p-value 
Amphibians Species  -4.72 0.257 -1.67 1.86 0.37 
Threatened 
species 
-2.76 0.221 -12.6 5.70 0.03* 
Data-deficient 
species 
-2.75 0.214 -25.5 12.1 0.04* 
Birds Species -6.86 0.280 2.79 0.829 0.00* 
Threatened 
species 
-5.20 0.354 -7.42 2.44 0.00* 
Data-deficient 
species 




















Appendix S1 – Code to detect the metric type used by a study that can be pasted into a .R 








#### function to web scrape the conservation evidence website 
masterloop <- function(zeta){ 
  #### website page ID = unique study ID 
  z=zeta 
  #### download website page text 
  st2835 = getURL(paste("https://www.conservationevidence.com/individual-study/", 
z,sep=""),ssl.verifypeer=FALSE) ### access conservation evidence website and summary of study 
with ID zeta (e.g., 1, 2, 3 ...) 
 
  st2835tree = htmlTreeParse(st2835,useInternal = TRUE) 
   
  st2835tree.html=do.call(paste, as.list(capture.output(st2835tree))) 
 
  masterlog = NULL 
  if(length(grep("<h2>Summary</h2>",st2835tree.html))==0){ ### Only look at website pages that do 
not have an old-style heading, these are archived  
### and not used anymore and are not assgined to an intervention or synopsis 
         
    st2835tree.parse = unlist(xpathApply(st2835tree,path="//p",fun=xmlValue)) 
 
    ####### select study paragraphs and remove extra paragraphs that are on website 
    if (length(grep("This option allows you to download this individual study.",st2835tree.parse))==0){ 
      st2835.txt = list() 
      j=1 
      for (i in 4:(length(st2835tree.parse)-3)) { 
        st2835.txt[[j]] = tolower(as.character(st2835tree.parse[i])) 
        j=j+1 
      } 
    } 
         
    if (length(grep("This option allows you to download this individual study.",st2835tree.parse))>0){ 
      st2835.txt = list() 
      j=1 
      for (i in 4:(max(grep("This option allows you to download this individual 
study.",st2835tree.parse))-1)) { 
        st2835.txt[[j]] =     tolower(as.character(st2835tree.parse[i])) 
        j=j+1 
      } 
    } 
         
    ###### use regular expressions to identify metrics separately (then group later during analysis – 
see Materials and methods for details) 
    masterlog = matrix(ncol=10,nrow=length(st2835.txt)) 
     
    for(i in 1:length(st2835.txt)){ 
       
      ###density 
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      if(length(grep("/plot",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 |length(grep("volume of arthropods",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 
|length(grep("earthworms/m2",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 |length(grep(" per fish",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 
|length(grep("density",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 |length(grep("densities",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 
|length(grep("captures increased",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0|length(grep("captures 
decreased",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0){masterlog[i,1]=1} 
      if(length(grep("/plot",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 &length(grep("volume of arthropods",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 
0 &length(grep("earthworms/m2",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 &length(grep(" per fish",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 
&length(grep("density",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 &length(grep("densities",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 
&length(grep("captures increased",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0&length(grep("captures 
decreased",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0){masterlog[i,1]=0} 
      if(length(grep("effect of.{,20}density",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 | length(grep("effect 
of.{,20}density",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0){masterlog[i,1]=0} 
       
      ##abundance 
      if(length(grep("were counted",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 |length(grep("more nest-
searching",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 |length(grep("more foraging",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 |length(grep("number 
of breeding",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 |length(grep("more microorganisms",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 
|length(grep("similar numbers",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 |length(grep("more numerous",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 
|length(grep("numbers of nest-searching",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 |length(grep("numbers of 
foraging",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 |length(grep("pest numbers",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 |length(grep("doubled a 
population",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 |length(grep("population.{,30}doubl",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 |length(grep(" 
more pollinators ",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 |length(grep(" more.{,25}were seen ",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 
|length(grep("counts of",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 |length(grep("total number",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 
|length(grep("abundance",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 |length(grep("more abundant",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 
|length(grep("less abundant",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 
|length(grep("population.{,50}increase",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 
|length(grep("population.{,50}decrease",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 
|length(grep("in.{,25}number",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0|length(grep("crease 
in.{,35}population",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0|length(grep("numbers.{,20}..creased",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 
0|length(grep("higher.{,20}number",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 
0|length(grep("lower.{,20}number",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0){masterlog[i,2]=1} 
      if(length(grep("were counted",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 &length(grep("more nest-
searching",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 &length(grep("more foraging",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 
&length(grep("number of breeding",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 &length(grep("more 
microorganisms",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 &length(grep("similar numbers",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 
&length(grep("more numerous",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 &length(grep("numbers of nest-
searching",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 &length(grep("numbers of foraging",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 
&length(grep("pest numbers",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 &length(grep("doubled a 
population",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 &length(grep("population.{,30}doubl",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 
&length(grep(" more pollinators ",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 &length(grep(" more.{,25}were seen 
",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 &length(grep("counts of",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 &length(grep("total 
number",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0&length(grep("abundance",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 & length(grep("more 
abundant",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 &length(grep("less abundant",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 
&length(grep("population.{,50}increase",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 
&length(grep("population.{,50}decrease",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0&length(grep("crease 
in.{,35}population",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0&length(grep("numbers.{,20}..creased",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 
0&length(grep("higher.{,20}number",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 
0&length(grep("lower.{,20}number",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0){masterlog[i,2]=0} 
       
      ##diversity 
      if(length(grep(" more.{,25}species ",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 |length(grep("richness",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 
|length(grep(" diversity ",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0|length(grep(" numbers of species ",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 
|length(grep(" number of species ",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0|length(grep(" numbers of.{,25}species 
",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 |length(grep(" number of.{,25}species ",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 
|length(grep("community composition",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0|length(grep("species 
composition",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0){masterlog[i,3]=1} 
      if(length(grep(" more.{,25}species ",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 &length(grep("richness",st2835.txt[[i]])) 
== 0 &length(grep(" diversity ",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0&length(grep(" numbers of species 
",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0&length(grep(" number of species ",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0&length(grep(" numbers 
of.{,25}species ",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0&length(grep(" number of.{,25}species ",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 
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0&length(grep("community composition",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0&length(grep("species 
composition",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0){masterlog[i,3]=0} 
      if(length(grep(" small numbers of these species ",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0){masterlog[i,3]=0} 
       
      ##cover 
      if(length(grep("effect on.{,15}cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 |length(grep("herbaceous 
cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 |length(grep("percentage.{,15}cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 |length(grep("% 
cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 |length(grep("average.{,15}cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0|length(grep("species 
cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0|length(grep("greater.{,15}cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 
0|length(grep("lower.{,15}cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0|length(grep("higher.{,15}cover ",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 
0|length(grep("less.{,15}cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0|length(grep("more.{,15}cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 
0|length(grep(" cover of",st2835.txt[[i]]))>0|length(grep(" cover decreased",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 
0|length(grep(" cover increased",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 
0|length(grep("decreased.{,15}cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 
0|length(grep("..creased.{,15}cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0|length(grep("less.{,25}cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) 
> 0|length(grep("more.{,25}cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 |length(grep("total.{,25}cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 
0 | length(grep("proportion of.{,15}cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 | length(grep("cover was 
higher",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 | length(grep("cover was lower",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 | length(grep("% of the 
surface was cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 ){masterlog[i,4]=1} 
      if(length(grep("effect on.{,15}cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 &length(grep("herbaceous 
cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 &length(grep("percentage.{,15}cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 
&length(grep("% cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 &length(grep("average.{,15}cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 
0&length(grep("species cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0&length(grep("greater.{,15}cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) 
== 0&length(grep("lower.{,15}cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0&length(grep("higher.{,15}cover 
",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0&length(grep("less.{,15}cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 
0&length(grep("more.{,15}cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0&length(grep(" cover of",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 
0&length(grep(" cover decreased",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0&length(grep(" cover 
increased",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0&length(grep("decreased.{,15}cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 
0&length(grep("..creased.{,15}cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 
0&length(grep("less.{,25}cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0&length(grep("more.{,25}cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) 
== 0 &length(grep("total.{,25}cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 &length(grep("proportion 
of.{,15}cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 &length(grep("cover was higher",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 
0&length(grep("cover was lower",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0&length(grep("% of the surface was 
cover",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0){masterlog[i,4]=0} 
      if(length(grep(" cover plot",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0){masterlog[i,4]=0} 
 
      #####survival 
      if(length(grep("surviv..",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 ){masterlog[i,5]=1} 
      if(length(grep("surviv..",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 ){masterlog[i,5]=0} 
       
      #####reproductive success 
      if(length(grep("breeding pairs ..creased",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 |length(grep("fledg",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 
0 |length(grep("brood",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 |length(grep("% of egg",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 
|length(grep("nestlings produced",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 |length(grep("proportion of females with 
chicks",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 |length(grep(" success ",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 | 
length(grep("clutch",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 | length(grep("significantly fewer (.*?) nests",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 
0| length(grep("significantly less (.*?) nests",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0| length(grep("significantly more (.*?) 
nests",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0| length(grep("more nests",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 | length(grep("less 
nests",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 | length(grep("fewer nests",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0){masterlog[i,6]=1} 
      if(length(grep("breeding pairs ..creased",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 &length(grep("fledg",st2835.txt[[i]])) 
== 0 &length(grep("brood",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 &length(grep("% of egg",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 
&length(grep("nestlings produced",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 &length(grep("proportion of females with 
chicks",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 &length(grep(" success ",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 & 
length(grep("clutch",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0& length(grep("significantly fewer (.*?) nests",st2835.txt[[i]])) 
== 0& length(grep("significantly less (.*?) nests",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0& length(grep("significantly more 
(.*?) nests",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0& length(grep("more nests",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 & length(grep("less 
nests",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 & length(grep("fewer nests",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0){masterlog[i,6]=0} 
       
      #####mortality 
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      if(length(grep("% predation",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 |length(grep("mortality",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 
|length(grep("predation rate",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 ){masterlog[i,7]=1} 
      if(length(grep("% predation",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 &length(grep("mortality",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 
&length(grep("predation rate",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 ){masterlog[i,7]=0} 
      
      ###Error 
      if(length(grep("url was not found",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 ){masterlog[i,]=rep(NA,NCOL(masterlog))} 
      if(length(grep("server error",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 ){masterlog[i,]=rep(NA,NCOL(masterlog))} 
      if(length(grep("summarised by",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 ){masterlog[i,]=rep(NA,NCOL(masterlog))} 
      if(length(grep("no summary",st2835.txt[[i]])) > 0 ){masterlog[i,]=rep(NA,NCOL(masterlog))} 
             
      ###blank text 
      if(length(grep("t",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 ){masterlog[i,]=rep(NA,NCOL(masterlog))} 
      if(length(grep("laboratory",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 &length(grep("comparison",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 
&length(grep("study",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 & length(grep("experiment",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 & 
length(grep("trial",st2835.txt[[i]])) == 0 ){masterlog[i,]=rep(NA,NCOL(masterlog))} 
       
      masterlog[,8] = z 
    } 
     
    ###### find synopsis name 
    masterlog = masterlog[which(is.na(masterlog[,1])==FALSE),] 
    synops = regmatches(st2835tree.html, gregexpr('(?<=alt=\").*?(?=\">)', st2835tree.html, perl=T)) 
    if(length(synops[[1]]) == 0) {synops2 = NA} 
    if(length(synops[[1]]) == 1) {synops2 = synops[[1]]} 
    if(length(synops[[1]]) > 1 ) {synops2 = synops[[1]][1:(length(synops[[1]])-1)]} 
    if(is.null(nrow(masterlog))==TRUE){ 
      masterlog[9] = synops2[1] 
    } 
     
    ##### find intervention name 
    interv = unlist(c(regmatches(st2835tree.html, gregexpr('(?<=actions/).*?(?=</a>)', 
st2835tree.html, perl=T)))) 
    interv = gsub('\">','',interv) 
    interv = gsub('\\d','',interv) 
     
    if(length(interv) == 0) {interv2 = NA} 
    if(length(interv) == 1) {interv2 = interv} 
    if(length(interv) > 1 ) {interv2 = interv[1:(length(interv))]} 
    if(is.null(nrow(masterlog))==TRUE){ 
      masterlog[10] = interv2[1] 
    } 
     
    if(is.null(nrow(masterlog))==FALSE){ 
      masterlog[,9] = synops2[1:nrow(masterlog)] 
      masterlog[,10] = interv2[1:nrow(masterlog)] 
      if(length(which(duplicated(masterlog)==TRUE))>0){ 
        masterlog = masterlog[-which(duplicated(masterlog)==TRUE),] 
      }       
    } 
     
    if(NROW(masterlog)>1 & NCOL(masterlog)>1){ 
      for(o in 1:NROW(masterlog)){ 
        if(is.na(masterlog[o,1])==TRUE){masterlog[o,]=rep(NA,NCOL(masterlog))} 
      } 
    } 
    if(NROW(masterlog)<2 | NCOL(masterlog)<2){ 
      if(is.na(masterlog[1])==TRUE){masterlog=rep(NA,length(masterlog))} 
    } 
  } 
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  if(length(masterlog)==0){ masterlog = c(rep(NA,7),z,rep(NA,2))} 
  return(masterlog) 
} 
 




#### Run in parallel 
y = c(1:1697,1699:nstud) #webpage 1698 causes an error and contains and old study not assigned 
to a synopsis 
 
ncores=8 
c1 <- makeCluster(ncores) ### number of cores your machine can run this in parallel 
 
###tell cluster what packages it needs too 
clusterEvalQ(c1,c(library(RCurl),library(tm),library(XML))) 
 




##### output results 





















5 | Poor availability of context-specific evidence 
hampers decision-making in conservation 
 
This chapter was published as:  
Christie, A.P., Amano, T., Martin, P.A., Petrovan, S.O., Shackelford, G.E., Simmons, 
B.I., Smith, R.K., Williams, D.R., Wordley, C.F.R., Sutherland, W.J., 2020. Poor 
availability of context-specific evidence hampers decision-making in conservation. 



















Evidence-based conservation relies on reliable and relevant evidence. Practitioners often 
prefer locally relevant studies whose results are more likely to be transferable to the context 
of planned conservation interventions. To quantify the availability of relevant evidence for 
amphibian and bird conservation we reviewed Conservation Evidence, a database of 
quantitative tests of conservation interventions. Studies were geographically clustered, and 
few locally conducted studies were found in Western sub-Saharan Africa, Russia, South East 
Asia, and Eastern South America. Globally there were extremely low densities of studies per 
intervention – fewer than one study within 2,000km of a given location. The availability of 
relevant evidence was extremely low when we restricted studies to those studying biomes or 
taxonomic orders containing high percentages of threatened species, compared to the most 
frequently studied biomes and taxonomic orders. Further constraining the evidence by study 
design showed that only 17-20% of amphibian and bird studies used reliable designs. Our 
results highlight the paucity of evidence on the effectiveness of conservation interventions, as 
well as the disparity between the availability of evidence for local contexts that are frequently 
studied versus those where conservation needs are greatest. Addressing the serious global 
shortfall in context-specific evidence requires a step change in the frequency of testing 
conservation interventions, greater use of reliable study designs and standardised metrics, 














Tackling the biodiversity crisis with limited resources requires efficient and effective 
conservation action (Dirzo et al., 2014; Sutherland et al., 2004). To inform which conservation 
actions (‘interventions’) are effective and which are not, we need a large and reliable evidence 
base, ideally including large numbers of studies (replication of evidence; Fig.1A) with high 
internal validity (quality; Fig.1A) and external validity (relevance; Fig.1A). However, the limited 
resources available for conservation research mean that the evidence base for conservation 
is geographically and taxonomically biased (Christie et al., 2020; Donaldson et al., 2016; 
Murray et al., 2015; Spooner et al., 2015). This is likely to limit the quality and relevance of 
evidence and hinder effective decision-making (Cook et al., 2013b). Quantifying the availability 
of relevant, reliable studies is necessary to understand the strength of evidence upon which 
decisions are made, and to prioritise research on the effectiveness of conservation 
interventions. 
The replication of evidence – the number of studies in the evidence base – is important as 
greater numbers of studies demonstrating repeatable and reproducible effectiveness will give 
us greater confidence in the overall strength of the evidence. Decision-makers should rightly 
be wary of basing decisions on a low number of studies where reproducible effectiveness has 
not been or cannot be demonstrated – particularly given the current reproducibility crisis 
(Begley and Ioannidis, 2015; Nosek and Errington, 2017; Open Science Collaboration, 2015). 
However, the overall number of studies is not the only indicator of the strength of the evidence, 
since studies with low internal validity (e.g., poor study designs) and/or external validity (i.e., 
low relevance) may not constitute reliable evidence. 
The reliability of an evidence base – the internal validity of its studies – ultimately determines 
the overall quality of the evidence base and depends to a large extent on study design (Christie 
et al., 2019; de Palma et al., 2018; Spake and Doncaster, 2017). As the evidence base for 
conservation contains a wide variety of study designs (de Palma et al., 2018), there is likely to 
be variation in the reliability of inferences that can be drawn (Christie et al., 2019). This 
variation may lead scientists to make misleading recommendations to practitioners, ultimately 
reducing the effectiveness of conservation practice, and making it difficult for decision-makers 
to weigh the strength of evidence provided by different studies. 
Practitioners and policymakers typically prefer to base their decisions on evidence that is 
relevant to their local context (i.e., with high external validity; Fig.1; Addison et al., 2016; 
Geijzendorffer et al., 2017; Gutzat and Dormann, 2020). For example, evidence that is drawn 
from a similar habitat, species, and socioeconomic context (to the one that a decision-maker 
is interested in) to maximise the likelihood that the findings of this evidence will apply there. 
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As a result, decision-makers typically use their own ‘local knowledge’ (e.g., Local Ecological 
Knowledge (LEK) or tacit knowledge), based on the experience or intuition of practitioners, 
stakeholders, and decision-makers to make decisions (Tanner et al., 2020; Wheeler and Root-
Bernstein, 2020). To inform practitioners with locally valid evidence from the scientific literature 
to build upon this local knowledge and strengthen evidence-based decision-making, we need 
to consider the different factors that determine the relevance of scientific evidence to 
practitioners. The relevance of conservation studies to a given context will span multiple 
dimensions, including: (i) bioclimatic (i.e., similarity between habitats or regions); (ii) 
taxonomic/functional (i.e., similarity between taxa in terms of ecological function or taxonomic 
groups); and (iii) which metric was used to quantify the effectiveness of an intervention (i.e., 
the response variables or metrics of interest; Fig.1B). Other dimensions may also be 
important, such as the similarity between a study’s and a practitioner’s socioeconomic and 
political contexts, but we focus on the three dimensions depicted (Fig.1).  
The first of these dimensions – bioclimatic relevance – refers to the similarity between the 
study ecosystem and the practitioner’s ecosystem (Fig.1B). The second dimension – 
taxonomic/functional relevance – concerns the similarity between the focal taxa of a study and 
the taxa of interest to the practitioner (Fig.1B). Together, these determine the ecological 
similarity between study and practitioner local contexts. This is vital because responses to 
interventions will vary between ecosystems and taxa. For example, the effectiveness of 
artificial nest boxes varies between different countries and habitats (Finch et al., 2019), whilst 
the effectiveness of translocation for New Zealand robins (Petroica australis) is unlikely to be 
relevant to a practitioner translocating Kakapo (Strigops habroptila) as the latter is a flightless 
bird. Practitioners who are interested in broader functional groups (e.g., seed dispersers or 
pollinators), taxa (e.g., birds, amphibians), or even whole ecosystems, may focus more on the 
functional relevance rather than taxonomic similarity of studied species. 
The third dimension of relevance is the metric used to measure the effectiveness of an 
intervention. Practitioners may be interested in different responses to interventions depending 
on their focus (e.g., species or ecosystem-level responses) and effectiveness may vary 
depending on the metric used (Capmourteres and Anand, 2016; Marshall et al., 2019). For 
example, at the ecosystem-level, the effectiveness of bird boxes may be measured using the 
species richness or diversity of birds using them (Caine and Marion, 1991), whilst at the 
species-level, the number of individuals (Brawn and Balda, 1988), fledglings (Male et al., 2006; 
Purcell et al., 1997), or brood size (Browne, 2006) may be measured. Similarly, the 
effectiveness of road mitigation interventions (e.g., tunnels or bridges) may be measured by 
the numbers of individuals of different species using the structures but could also be measured 
in terms of levels of road mortality (Helldin and Petrovan, 2019). Therefore, the type of metric 
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Figure 1 – Framework of the desirable aspects of an ideal evidence base (stronger colours = 
more desirable). Fig.1A shows the three major desirable factors that an evidence base should 
have; large replication of evidence that is highly reliable (high internal validity) and highly 
relevant (high external validity). Fig.1B refers to the three dimensions that we will focus on that 
influence the overall relevance of evidence: i) bioclimatic (e.g., the study system), ii) 
taxonomic/functional (the study taxa) and iii) effectiveness measure (how you define and 
measure conservation success). 
Currently, we have a poor quantitative understanding of the availability of relevant and reliable 
studies in the literature that tests conservation interventions. In this study, we assess whether 
studies testing conservation interventions are distributed across different contexts 
(bioclimatically, taxonomically, and by the metric used to measure effectiveness) in ways that 
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reflect the needs of conservation (i.e., is research effort focused on testing interventions on 
threatened species or in locations where more threatened species occur?). We also quantify 
other desirable aspects of the evidence base for conservation in terms of the quantity and 
quality of locally relevant studies (i.e., how many studies test conservation actions within the 
locality of a given practitioner, and how many of these use reliable study designs?). 
Materials and methods 
Conservation Evidence database 
We assessed the availability of relevant evidence for conservation practice using 
Conservation Evidence, a database of 5,525 publications as of January 2020 (Conservation 
Evidence, 2020a) that have quantitatively assessed the effectiveness of conservation 
interventions. Interventions are defined as management actions that a practitioner may 
undertake to benefit biodiversity (see Sutherland et al. (2019) for detailed methods). When we 
refer to the number of studies per intervention, we refer to the number of different tests of 
interventions – single publications may report multiple tests of different interventions. We 
assessed the availability of evidence for amphibians and birds based on synopses compiled 
in 2014 (n=419 studies; Smith and Sutherland, 2014) and 2012 (n=1,232 studies; Williams et 
al., 2013), respectively. More recent publications will obviously have increased the evidence 
base, but the broad patterns we quantify are unlikely to have changed in the intervening years. 
We excluded meta-analyses and reviews from our analyses as these typically cannot be 
attributed to a particular local context (e.g., biome or taxon). We also only included 
interventions for which studies were present in the database. Since 32% (n=33) of 
interventions for amphibians and 25% (n=80) of interventions for birds had no associated 
studies in the database (i.e., were untested or tests were unpublished) or only included 
reviews or meta-analyses, the following analyses are likely to be an optimistic assessment of 
the availability of evidence in conservation. We used R statistical software version 3.5.1 (R 
Core Team, 2019) for all analyses. 
Local availability of studies by geographical distance 
To calculate the average number of studies within a certain distance of somewhere a 
practitioner may wish to implement an intervention, we generated and then measured the 
distance of studies to 1,000 regularly spaced coordinates across the world. We regularly 
spaced coordinates over the terrestrial landmasses for birds, and within the combined extent 
of all amphibian species ranges for amphibians (IUCN, 2019). The spacing of coordinates was 
designed to represent the possible range of locations in which a practitioner might conduct an 
intervention to conserve amphibians or birds. Terrestrial landmasses were chosen for birds 
because although the combined distribution of all bird species is almost global, most 
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practitioners are likely to conduct interventions to conserve birds terrestrially. Although non-
terrestrial interventions are carried out by practitioners, the vast area covered by the ocean 
would severely underestimate the availability of studies to a practitioner’s likely location. 19 
non-terrestrial interventions for birds were found in the database (e.g., ‘use streamer lines to 
reduce seabird bycatch on longlines’ or ‘use high-visibility mesh on gillnets to reduce seabird 
bycatch’) containing 33 studies in total – these were still included in our analysis as these 
studies tended to be conducted within close proximity to a terrestrial landmass (i.e., coastal). 
To account for coastal and island interventions for birds, we buffered the terrestrial 
landmasses used to regularly space coordinates by 1-degree (~111km depending on latitude; 
Fig.S9-S10). With the appropriate shapefiles for amphibians and birds, we first generated a 
regularly spaced grid of coordinates, checked which coordinates fell within the appropriate 
shapefile (from the IUCN (2019) for amphibians and OpenStreetMap (2019) for birds), and 
adjusted until we produced the desired number of regularly spaced coordinates (see Fig.S9-
S12 for final maps of coordinates). We used R statistical software version 3.5.1 (R Core Team, 
2019) and the packages sp (Bivand et al., 2013; Pebesma and Bivand, 2005), rgdal (Bivand 
et al., 2019) and rgeos (Bivand and Rundel, 2019) – R code to perform all analyses is available 
at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3634780. 
We then calculated the Great Circle Distance from each study to each coordinate (this 
incorporates the curvature of the Earth when calculating distances) – we used the geosphere 
package (Hijmans, 2017) in R. Studies in each intervention were then binned into a series of 
categories based on the Great Circle Distance between studies and coordinates (100 km, 
1,000 km and then every 1,000 km up to and including 19,000 km). We also calculated the 
‘Global Mean’, which is the mean number of studies per intervention in the entire database – 
equivalent to approximately 20,000 km at the equator, the maximum distance separating any 
two coordinates. We then calculated the mean number of studies within each distance bin 
across all coordinates, as well as the number of studies that used different categories of study 
designs: i) any design, ii) Before-After (BA), Control-Impact (CI), Before-After Control-Impact 
(BACI) or Randomised Control-Impact (RCI); iii) CI, BACI or RCI; iv) BACI or RCI designs (see 
Materials and methods in Christie, Amano, Martin, Petrovan, et al. 2020 for definitions of each 
design). 
We then repeated each analysis using the same number of coordinates (n=1,000), but this 
time by randomly selecting coordinates from amphibian and bird studies in the database 
(sampling with replacement from amphibian studies as there were fewer than 1,000). Using 
both approaches provided likely upper and lower bounds of evidence availability: regular 
coordinates likely underestimated the availability of evidence to practitioners, giving equal 
weighting to locations where conservation interventions are unlikely to occur (e.g., Antarctica) 
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and those that are more intensively managed (e.g., Europe). In contrast, using locations from 
existing publications will likely overestimate study availability as this assumes that practitioners 
only conduct interventions in locations where they have previously been tested. 
 
We compared the results of the first analysis (regularly spaced coordinates) to the expected 
patterns we would observe if studies were regularly distributed. We did this by generating 
equal numbers of regularly spaced coordinates (‘expected studies’) as the number of 
amphibian and bird studies in total summed across interventions (564 and 1,560 coordinates, 
respectively, since some studies test multiple interventions) using the same methods and 
shapefiles as before. We then calculated the number of these ‘expected studies’ within each 
distance bin and divided by the total number of amphibian or bird interventions. This gave the 
expected mean number of studies per intervention in each distance bin had the studies been 
regularly spaced around the world. 
To illustrate spatially explicit differences in the local availability of studies, we generated maps 
of the distance to the nearest study from each of the 1,000 regular coordinates for amphibians 
and birds. We used the longitude and latitude coordinates as centroid positions to display grid 
cells that were colour-coded by the distance to the nearest study (in km). 
Context-specific availability of studies 
To quantify the amount of relevant and reliable evidence on the effectiveness of different 
conservation interventions, we required metadata that described each study’s local context 
and study design. By adapting previously described methods (Christie et al., 2020; Appendix 
S1), we extracted the biome, taxonomic order, and reported metric type used by each study 
(to quantify the number of relevant studies), as well as the broad category of study design 
used (to quantify the number of reliably designed studies). When metric metadata was 
extracted, we grouped similar metrics into the following nine metric types: count-based, 
diversity, activity-based, physiological, survival, reproductive success, education-based, 
regulation-based, and biomass (Appendix S1). 
We quantified the number of studies per conservation intervention that met certain relevance 
and study design criteria, to give an estimate of the availability of relevant and reliable 
evidence. To ensure that we did not artificially constrain the number of studies per intervention 
for different subsets of studies (e.g., taxonomic order or biome), we grouped certain 
interventions that were focused on single taxa or habitats but were fundamentally the same 
type of intervention (e.g., ‘create ponds for newts’ and ‘create ponds for toads’ would be 
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grouped into ‘create ponds’; see Appendix S1 in Chapter 4 for these groupings). This resulted 
in a total of 71 and 226 interventions for amphibians and birds, respectively. 
Using these interventions, we then undertook two analyses to quantify the availability of 
evidence under two different scenarios: (i) where we optimistically assume a given practitioner 
is interested in the most frequently studied local context; and (ii) where we assume that a 
given practitioner is interested in local contexts in which a greater percentage of species are 
threatened (i.e., those classified as Vulnerable, Endangered or Critically Endangered status 
on the IUCN (2019) Red List). We intersected shapefiles from the IUCN Red List with 
shapefiles of the world’s terrestrial biomes (Dinerstein et al., 2017) to determine the number 
of threatened species in each biome. We assumed that interventions could be tested by 
studies in any biome and on any taxonomic order – this will likely mean that our estimates for 
the second scenario are underestimates of study availability, for example, as certain 
interventions are unlikely to be conducted in certain biomes. However, we grouped 
interventions so that they were not defined as taxon or habitat-specific and used coarse criteria 
(biome and taxonomic order) to limit this underestimation. 
The first analysis (Fig.S13) calculated the mean number of studies per intervention for both 
scenarios in terms of three separate relevance criteria: biome, taxonomic order, and metric. 
For the first scenario (i) we calculated the number of studies with the most frequently studied 
biome, order or metric relative to each intervention. For the second scenario (ii) to reflect 
conservation needs, we calculated the number of studies with a randomly selected biome, 
taxonomic order, or metric from a weighted list (averaged over 1,000 repeated runs). This 
weighted list was generated so that the probability of selection for biomes and taxonomic 
orders was determined by the number of threatened species that each biome and taxonomic 
order contained (i.e., those classified as Vulnerable, Endangered or Critically Endangered 
status on the IUCN (2019) Red List). The probability of selecting a given metric was relative 
to the number of times each metric was reportedly used in studies within each intervention. 
For the second analysis (Fig.S14), we used a stepwise process to calculate the number of 
studies that met one or more of the relevance criteria – only carrying forward studies if they 
met all previous criteria. For example, considering the first scenario (most frequently studied 
context), we counted the number of studies featuring the most frequently studied biome, then 
studies featuring the most frequently studied biome AND taxonomic order, and then studies 
featuring the most frequently studied biome AND taxonomic order AND metric. We also 
repeated this for all possible orderings of biome, taxonomic order, and metric (Fig.5 and 
Figs.S2-S6), as well as for the second scenario (weighting towards biomes and taxonomic 
orders with greater percentages of threatened species). Taxonomic orders could only be 
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selected if at least one species in that order was present in the previously selected biome – 
we determined which taxonomic orders were present in each biome by intersecting shapefiles 
from the (IUCN, 2019) Red List with shapefiles of terrestrial biomes (Dinerstein et al., 2017). 
The same was true for biomes when taxonomic order was the first relevance criterion to be 
selected (i.e., only biomes in which that taxonomic order is present could be selected). In the 
final step, we also calculated the number of studies that used different categories of study 
designs (any design; BA, CI, BACI or RCI; CI, BACI or RCI; BACI or RCI). We chose to report 
the mean number of studies per intervention because using median values led to 
uninformative figures (as the majority of interventions had zero relevant studies for certain 
criteria) and did not facilitate our exploration of the data. We include figures showing median 
numbers (Fig.S1, S7 & S8) – our qualitative conclusions do not vary with the measure of 
central tendency used. 



















We considered a total of 71 and 226 interventions for amphibians and birds (mean = 7.9 and 
6.9 studies per intervention; Fig.2), respectively, that contained at least one study. Studies 
were not evenly distributed geographically; the mean number of amphibian and bird studies 
per intervention (large black circles in Fig.2) deviated, particularly for amphibians, from what 
we would have expected if the same number of studies were regularly distributed (orange 
triangles in Fig.2). On average, there was less than one study per intervention available within 
2,000km from a given regular point (see vertical and horizontal lines on Fig.2). When 
restricting analyses to increasingly reliable designs, the availability of studies decreased 
substantially, with a higher proportion of amphibian studies using BA designs, compared to 
birds, but a smaller proportion using CI (see drop-offs from orange to blue, and blue to green 
lines, respectively; Fig.2). 
When considering distance of studies to randomly selected study coordinates, the mean 
number of studies per intervention generally declined more gradually compared to a regular 
grid of coordinates (Fig.2), implying that studies are clustered in space. At distances below 
5,000km these differences were particularly pronounced; for example, on average, 2.2 
amphibian studies and 1.5 bird studies were within 2,000km of a random study coordinate, 
compared to only 0.5 amphibian studies and 0.2 bird studies within 2,000km of regularly 
spaced coordinate (see vertical and horizontal lines on Fig.2). This suggests that studies are 





Figure 2 – The mean number of amphibian and bird studies per intervention using different 
study designs found within a certain distance of different sets of coordinates. The maximum 
distance from a coordinate that a study must be conducted within is shown on the x axis, 
starting with the Global Mean (mean number of studies per intervention considering all studies 
in the database) and decreasing to a distance of 100 km. Regular coordinates (large circle, 
thick line) show the mean number of studies within a certain distance from a set of regularly 
distributed coordinates. Expected coordinates (orange triangle) mimic how the availability of 
studies would be expected to change if studies were regularly distributed (this is only shown 
for studies using any study design). Random Study coordinates (small circle, thin line) show 
the mean number of studies within a certain distance from a set of randomly selected 
coordinates where previous studies have been conducted. Dotted vertical and horizontal lines 




Several regions in the combined range of all amphibian species contained few locally 
conducted studies; there were large distances (from 1500-4000km) to the nearest available 
study for regions including: Western sub-Saharan Africa, Central and North East South 
America, Russia, India, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, and South East Asia (Fig.3). For birds, 
locations lacking locally conducted studies included: Western sub-Saharan Africa, Russia, 
Antarctica (except the Western Antarctic Peninsula), Eastern South America, and certain parts 
of South East Asia and Polynesia (Fig.3). For both amphibians and birds, most locations in 
North America, Europe, and Australasia had far smaller distances to the nearest study 
(<1500km, mostly less than 500km; Fig.3). 
 
Figure 3 – Maps illustrating the distance to the nearest amphibian or bird study in the 
conservation evidence database from 1,000 regularly spaced coordinates (at centroid position 
of grid cells) using a Robinson projection. Regularly spaced coordinates for amphibians sit 
within the combined extent of all extant amphibian species based on IUCN range maps (IUCN, 
2019), whilst coordinates for birds sit within terrestrial land masses buffered by 1-degree to 
account for coastal interventions. 
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The mean number of studies per intervention was substantially greater for the most frequently 
studied biome (Amphibians: 5.0 (95% Confidence Intervals (CIs) = [3.3, 6.8]; Birds: 3.5 [2.6, 
4.5]), relative to each intervention, compared to biomes with higher percentages of species 
that are threatened (Amphibians: 0.4 [0.2, 0.6]; Birds: 0.4 [0.2, 0.5]; Fig.4). Similarly, the mean 
number of studies per intervention was substantially greater for the most frequently studied 
order in each intervention (Amphibians: 7.2 [4.8, 9.5]; Birds: 4.4 [3.2, 5.5]), compared to 
taxonomic orders with higher percentages of species that are threatened (Amphibians: 0.4 
[0.0, 1.0]; Birds: 0.01 [0.0, 0.01]; Fig.4). There was a smaller difference in the mean number 
of studies per intervention between studies that used the most frequently used metric 
(Amphibians: 5.2 [3.7, 6.9]; Birds: 4.8 [3.4, 6.3]), relative to each intervention, and studies that 
used a randomly selected metric from within each intervention (Amphibians: 4.5 [3.4, 5.6]; 
Birds: 3.9 [2.9, 4.9]; Fig.4). The mean numbers of biomes, taxonomic orders, and metrics per 
intervention were 2.7 [2.2, 3.2], 2.6 [2.3, 3.0], and 3.1 [2.7, 3.5] for amphibians, respectively, 
and 2.4 [2.1, 2.7], 6.1 [5.1, 7.0], and 2.6 [2.3, 2.8] for birds, respectively. 
 
Figure 4 – Mean number of studies per intervention when studies were counted based on 
whether they considered the most frequently studied biome, metric, or order, and whether they 
considered a randomly selected biome, metric, or taxonomic order from a weighted list. These 
weightings were based on the proportion of threatened species found in each biome or 
taxonomic order.  ‘All’ indicates the mean number of studies per intervention when considering 
all studies. Error bars show bootstrapped 95% Confidence Intervals. 
The mean number of studies per intervention was also greater when we constrained by the 
most frequently studied biome, taxonomic order, and metric in a stepwise process Fig.5A), 
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compared to biomes and taxonomic orders with higher percentages of threatened species 
(Fig.5B). When we constrained by the most frequently studied biome, taxonomic order and 
metric, the greatest proportional decrease in the number of studies occurred once we further 
constrained by study design, by only counting studies using reliable BACI or RCI designs (on 
average, ~20% of amphibian studies and ~17% of bird studies that had met all previous 
criteria; Fig.5A). When we constrained by biomes and taxonomic orders with higher 
percentages of threatened species, the greatest proportional decreases occurred when 
constraining by taxonomic order, most notably for birds, and by biome (Fig.5B). 
The sequence in which criteria were applied did not substantially affect the magnitude of the 
decrease in the number of studies – e.g., when biome was selected before or after taxonomic 
order and metric (Supplementary Information Fig.S2-S6). The overall decrease in studies from 
applying all relevance criteria (biome, taxonomic order, and metric) was similarly severe 
regardless of the sequence in which the criteria were applied (Supplementary Information 
Fig.S2-S6). For all sequences, constraining the evidence to studies that used reliable BACI or 
RCI designs reduced the mean number of studies to less than one study after constraining by 
the most frequently studied biome, taxonomic order, and metric (Fig.5A; Supplementary 
Information Fig.S2-S6). Doing the same after instead constraining by the biomes and 
taxonomic orders with higher percentages of threatened species reduced the mean number 
of studies to fewer than 0.01 studies with BACI or RCI designs (Fig.5B; Supplementary 














Figure 5 – Mean numbers of amphibian and bird studies per intervention when only 
considering studies that meet certain relevance criteria. In panel A, studies with the most 
frequently studied biome, taxonomic order, and metric relative to each intervention were 
counted – here we assume practitioners are interested in the most frequently studied local 
context. At each step (left to right) we add a further criterion, carrying forward relevant studies 
from the previous step – for example, only studies conducted in the most frequently studied 
biome were carried forward into the biome and order category. In panel B, studies with a 
selected biome, order, and metric were counted (y axis has a square root transformation). 
Here we assume practitioners are more likely to be interested in: biomes that are inhabited by 
higher proportions of threatened species; taxonomic orders that have higher relative 
proportions of threatened species; and metrics that are most frequently used within each 
intervention. At the final step, studies are counted based on the study design they use (see 




Our work demonstrates that not only is there a general paucity of studies testing conservation 
interventions, but that the distribution of these studies does not reflect conservation needs. 
Specifically, there is a lack of studies testing conservation interventions in biomes and for 
taxonomic orders containing high percentages of threatened amphibian and bird species. 
Given substantial declines of bird fauna (Rosenberg et al., 2019) and severe threats to 
amphibians (Grant et al., 2019), a better understanding of the effectiveness of interventions 
targeting threatened species is urgently required. Decision-makers are also likely to struggle 
to find locally conducted studies, let alone studies that use reliable study designs, particularly 
in Western sub-Saharan Africa, South East Asia, and Eastern South America. Addressing 
these deficits will be challenging, but there are several possible ways to improve the evidence 
base for conservation. 
A fundamental problem that needs to be overcome in the long-term is the lack of studies 
testing conservation interventions. Williams et al. (2020) found that only 15% of studies from 
a representative sample of the conservation literature tested interventions. Evaluation of 
interventions should become common practice, both as a topic of academic research and as 
an activity for on-the-ground conservationists (Baylis et al., 2016). The publication of these 
tests, whether the results are positive, negative, or neutral, is critical to building a strong 
evidence base for conservation (Catalano et al., 2019). Current efforts to facilitate this include 
the Applied Ecology Resources repository (British Ecological Society, 2020), ‘Evidence’ 
articles in the journal Conservation Science and Practice (Society for Conservation Biology, 
2020), and the journal Conservation Evidence (Conservation Evidence, 2020b). 
Simply publishing more tests of conservation interventions, even at an increasing rate, is 
however, unlikely to solve the paucity of locally relevant studies. For example, even though 
adding 1,000 studies testing interventions on birds would increase the mean number of studies 
to approximately 11 studies across the current 226 interventions, these studies would still be 
spread thin across a myriad of local contexts where the need for conservation is often not the 
greatest (see also Wilson et al., 2016). Although Reboredo Segovia et al. (2020) suggest that 
the number of conservation science studies in tropical locations correlates with the number of 
threatened species, our results and earlier work (Christie et al., 2020) suggest this is not the 
case for conservation studies testing interventions. In fact, significantly fewer studies testing 
interventions were conducted in locations with greater numbers of threatened amphibian and 
bird species and there was a severe lack of studies from regions such as Africa, Russia, and 
South America (Christie et al., 2020). Several taxonomic orders of amphibians and birds were 
also found to be underrepresented, or even unrepresented, in the literature testing 
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conservation interventions relative to the percentage of threatened species they contain (e.g., 
caecilians and frogs, and parrots and songbirds; Christie et al., 2020). Therefore, we need 
concrete solutions enabling conservationists to generate and collate more experimental 
evidence on the effectiveness of conservation interventions for these underrepresented 
locations and taxa (Christie et al., 2020).  
Funders, principal investigators, and heads of conservation organisations need to enhance 
and prioritise funding to test interventions in underrepresented regions identified by our study 
and previous work (Christie et al., 2020). Evidence synthesis also needs to incorporate more 
evidence from non-English language and grey literature publications to help address 
underrepresented local contexts (Amano et al., 2016; Amano and Sutherland, 2013) – for 
example, publications from over 317 non-English language journals are starting to be added 
to the Conservation Evidence database through the Transcending Language Barriers to 
Environmental Sciences project (translatE, 2020). This will help us understand whether the 
lack of locally conducted studies in underrepresented regions, such as South America and 
Russia (Fig.3), are due to language bias (e.g., most studies being published in Spanish, 
Portuguese or Russian rather than English), a genuine lack of testing of interventions, or a 
combination of both. Preliminary results suggest few studies testing conservation actions 
would be added from the non-English literature overall to change our major conclusions 
(Christie et al., 2020), but that they may help to address some geographic gaps in the English-
language literature. Making concerted efforts to acquire grey literature from organisations and 
groups outside academia will also be important. 
The low proportion of studies using reliable study designs, regardless of their relevance to a 
local context, is also challenging. That more reliably designed studies are concentrated in 
North America, Europe, and Australia compounds already severe taxonomic and 
biogeographical biases (Christie et al., 2020). If few reliably designed studies are available for 
informing conservation, decision-makers may have to consider a wider range of studies that 
may be less reliable or relevant, potentially reducing the effectiveness of decision-making and 
future practice (Slavin, 1995; Tugwell and Haynes, 2006; Whittaker, 2010). To increase the 
quality of studies available for decision-making, we must recognise that the quality of studies 
testing interventions may be limited in different ways. Studies evaluating mitigation efforts are 
often not constrained by cost, but rather by short timescales and their focus on meeting 
legislative requirements (for example, conserving legally protected species). Studies testing 
non-mitigation interventions will likely be more constrained by cost, as well as short timescales 
(e.g., PhD funding). Acknowledging how real-world constraints affect the choice of study 
design is essential to devising approaches to improving the evidence base for conservation. 
Whilst better training of early career scientists, consultants, and researchers in appropriate 
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study designs for causal inference may help, ultimately more regulatory and funder-led 
measures (e.g., requiring grantees to demonstrate rigorous study design) will be required (de 
Palma et al., 2018; Grant et al., 2019). Conservation interventions are too varied for strict 
guidelines or regulations to regulate the use of more reliable study designs, so we suggest 
that conservation researchers and practitioners think seriously about developing and following 
bespoke conservation-related or general scientific or clinical best-practice guidelines: for 
example, pre-registration and peer-review of methods (Parker et al., 2019). If practitioners are 
forced to rely on using less reliable study designs because of factors outside their control, 
study results must be reported with appropriate caution because their results may be biased 
by confounding factors and lead to misleading conclusions about the effectiveness of an 
intervention (Christie et al., 2019). 
Given the general lack of evidence across conservation, there is also a need to use a 
standardised set of metrics to evaluate conservation effectiveness (McQuatters-Gollop et al., 
2019). Using a diversity of metrics may be necessary to assess multiple important aspects of 
an intervention’s effectiveness, but a lack of consistency in the metrics used to report results 
often makes the evidence base difficult to synthesise – especially if different metrics yield 
different results (Mace and Baillie, 2007). Prioritisation of the most relevant metrics of 
effectiveness for different interventions with input from decision-makers and practitioners is 
essential to facilitate inter-study comparisons (McQuatters-Gollop et al., 2019). Initiatives 
aiming to do this are underway in topics such as fishery habitats (Lederhouse and Link, 2016) 
and protected areas (Nolte and Agrawal, 2013; Pomeroy et al., 2004), and are supported by 
the Essential Biodiversity Variables framework (Jetz et al., 2019). Funders could help 
strengthen these efforts by requiring grantees to follow such initiatives and use consistent 
metrics when evaluating interventions. Preregistration of research plans could also provide 
the opportunity for the scientific community to direct researchers towards appropriate, 
consistent metrics to evaluate conservation interventions (Parker et al., 2019). 
Increasing the size and quality of the evidence base for conservation decision-making will be 
a slow process, but conservation practitioners need to make decisions now. Until the evidence 
base improves, excluding studies from evidence syntheses because they do not meet certain 
quality or relevance criteria could lead to little or no evidence being used to inform 
conservation efforts (Davies and Gray, 2015; Gurevitch and Hedges, 1999; Lortie et al., 2015). 
Moreover, studies that do not meet these criteria may still provide useful evidence, particularly 
in the absence of more relevant and reliable studies (Burivalova et al., 2019; Cook et al., 
2013a; Gough and White, 2018). 
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We need novel approaches to rigorously synthesising studies that vary considerably in their 
relevance and reliability to maximise the use of the current imperfect evidence base. We 
believe that weighting approaches in both quantitative meta-analyses and more qualitative 
evidence synthesis would help maximise the number of studies available, while giving greater 
influence to studies with desirable characteristics. This could involve giving greater influence 
to more reliably designed studies (e.g., using weights that incorporate study design bias and 
variance (Christie et al. 2020; Christie et al., 2019) and evidence hierarchies from Mupepele 
et al. (2016)), and giving more weight to more relevant studies (e.g., weighting by the 
relevance of studies to a decision-maker’s local context, as proposed in healthcare by Kneale 
et al. (2019). These approaches are being pioneered at www.metadataset.com where users 
can perform interactive, dynamic meta-analyses (Shackelford et al., 2021) by defining the 
weights different studies receive based on their study design and relevance to the user’s local 
context. To generate objective weights of study relevance that reflect the likely generalisability 
of study results, we need studies which help us to understand how generalisability varies 
between interventions for different ecological (e.g., artificial nest boxes; Finch et al., 2019), 
socioeconomic, and political contexts. Understanding why some interventions work in certain 
contexts and not others is fundamentally important for effective evidence-based decision-
making (Grant et al., 2019). 
Overall, we have shown that the literature testing conservation interventions does not reflect 
the needs of conservation (i.e., to prioritise the conservation of threatened species). The 
serious lack of locally relevant and reliable evidence on the effectiveness of different 
conservation interventions presents several major challenges to decision-making in 
conservation. We hope that the conservation community can work together to improve the 
state of the evidence base for conservation based on our recommendations, as this will require 
much greater collaboration between research and practice. Testing interventions needs to 
become more routine, use a more standardised suite of metrics and reliable study designs, 
and, most importantly, focus on the locations and taxa where evidence is most needed to 
inform conservation action. In the meantime, we need to explore ways to better analyse the 
current patchy evidence base of conservation and ensure that we can support the shift towards 
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Figure S1 – The median number of amphibian and bird studies per intervention using different 
study designs found within a certain distance of different sets of coordinates. The maximum 
distance that a study can be is shown on the x axis, starting with the Global Median (median 
number of studies per intervention considering all studies in the database) and decreasing to 
a distance of 100 km. Regular coordinates (large circle, thick line) show the median number 
of studies within a certain distance from a set of regularly distributed coordinates. Random 
Study coordinates (small circle, thin line) show the median number of studies within a certain 
distance from a set of randomly selected coordinates where previous studies have been 






Figure S2 – Mean numbers of amphibian and bird studies per intervention when only 
considering studies that meet certain relevance criteria. In panel A, studies with the most 
frequently studied taxonomic order, biome and metric relative to each intervention were 
counted – here we assume practitioners are interested in the most frequently studied local 
context. At each step (left to right) we add a further criterion, carrying forward relevant studies 
from the previous step – for example, only studies with the most frequently studied order were 
carried forward into the order and biome category. In panel B, studies with a selected 
taxonomic order, biome and metric were counted (y axis has a square root transformation). 
Here we assume practitioners are more likely to be interested in: biomes that are inhabited by 
higher proportions of threatened species; taxonomic orders that have higher relative 
proportions of threatened species; and metrics that are most frequently used. At the final step, 
studies are counted based on the study design they use (see Materials and methods for details 






Figure S3 – Mean numbers of amphibian and bird studies per intervention when only 
considering studies that meet certain relevance criteria. In panel A, studies with the most 
frequently studied taxonomic order, metric, and biome relative to each intervention were 
counted – here we assume practitioners are interested in the most frequently studied local 
context. At each step (left to right) we add a further criterion, carrying forward relevant studies 
from the previous step – for example, only studies with the most frequently studied order were 
carried forward into the order and metric category. In panel B, studies with a selected 
taxonomic order, metric and biome were counted (y axis has a square root transformation). 
Here we assume practitioners are more likely to be interested in: biomes that are inhabited by 
higher proportions of threatened species; taxonomic orders that have higher relative 
proportions of threatened species; and metrics that are most frequently used. At the final step, 
studies are counted based on the study design they use (see Materials and methods for details 






Figure S4 – Mean numbers of amphibian and bird studies per intervention when only 
considering studies that meet certain relevance criteria. In panel A, studies with the most 
frequently studied biome, metric, and taxonomic order relative to each intervention were 
counted – here we assume practitioners are interested in the most frequently studied local 
context. At each step (left to right) we add a further criterion, carrying forward relevant studies 
from the previous step – for example, only studies with the most frequently studied biome were 
carried forward into the biome and metric category. In panel B, studies with a selected biome, 
metric and taxonomic order were counted (y axis has a square root transformation). Here we 
assume practitioners are more likely to be interested in: biomes that are inhabited by higher 
proportions of threatened species; taxonomic orders that have higher relative proportions of 
threatened species; and metrics that are most frequently used. At the final step, studies are 






Figure S5 – Mean numbers of amphibian and bird studies per intervention when only 
considering studies that meet certain relevance criteria. In panel A, studies with the most 
frequently studied metric, biome, and taxonomic order relative to each intervention were 
counted – here we assume practitioners are interested in the most frequently studied local 
context. At each step (left to right) we add a further criterion, carrying forward relevant studies 
from the previous step – for example, only studies with the most frequently studied metric were 
carried forward into the metric and biome category. In panel B, studies with a selected metric, 
biome and taxonomic order were counted (y axis has a square root transformation). Here we 
assume practitioners are more likely to be interested in: biomes that are inhabited by higher 
proportions of threatened species; taxonomic orders that have higher relative proportions of 
threatened species; and metrics that are most frequently used. At the final step, studies are 






Figure S6 – Mean numbers of amphibian and bird studies per intervention when only 
considering studies that meet certain relevance criteria. In panel A, studies with the most 
frequently studied metric, taxonomic order, and biome relative to each intervention were 
counted – here we assume practitioners are interested in the most frequently studied local 
context. At each step (left to right) we add a further criterion, carrying forward relevant studies 
from the previous step – for example, only studies with the most frequently studied metric were 
carried forward into the metric and order category. In panel B, studies with a selected metric, 
taxonomic order and biome were counted (y axis has a square root transformation). Here we 
assume practitioners are more likely to be interested in: biomes that are inhabited by higher 
proportions of threatened species; taxonomic orders that have higher relative proportions of 
threatened species; and metrics that are most frequently used. At the final step, studies are 






Figure S7 – Median numbers of amphibian and bird studies per intervention when only 
considering studies that meet certain relevance criteria. In panel A, studies with the most 
frequently studied biome, taxonomic order and metric relative to each intervention were 
counted – here we assume practitioners are interested in the most frequently studied local 
context. At each step (left to right) we add a further criterion, carrying forward relevant studies 
from the previous step – for example, only studies conducted in the most frequently studied 
biome were carried forward into the biome and order category. In panel B, studies with a 
selected biome, taxon and metric were counted (y axis has a square root transformation). 
Here we assume practitioners are more likely to be interested in: biomes that are inhabited by 
higher proportions of threatened species; taxonomic orders that have higher relative 
proportions of threatened species; and metrics that are most frequently used within each 
intervention. At the final step, studies are counted based on the study design they use (see 





Figure S8 – Median number of studies per intervention when studies were counted based on 
whether they considered the most frequently studied biome, metric, or order, and whether they 
considered a randomly selected biome, metric, or taxonomic order from a weighted list. These 
weightings were based on the proportion of threatened species found in each biome or 
taxonomic order.  ‘All’ indicates the median number of studies per intervention when 















Figure S9 – Regularly spaced coordinates for birds over terrestrial landmasses with a 1-
degree grid cell buffer (OpenStreetMap 2019). 
 
 
Figure S10 – Expected coordinates for bird studies if studies were regularly distributed over 








Figure S11 – Regularly spaced coordinates for amphibians over the combined extent of all 
amphibian species ranges (IUCN 2019). 
 
 
Figure S12 – Expected coordinates for amphibian studies if studies were regularly distributed 







Figure S13 – Diagram explaining the first analysis described in Materials and methods: 
Context-specific availability of studies. We show how we measure the number of relevant 
studies in each intervention using some examples where certain criteria are selected. The first 
scenario considers the number of studies that are relevant to the most frequently studied local 
context (i.e., the most commonly studied taxonomic orders, biomes, and metrics). The second 
scenario considers the number of studies that are relevant to local contexts where the need 







Figure S14 – Diagram explaining the second analysis described in Materials and methods: 
Context-specific availability of studies. We show how we measure the number of relevant 
studies in each intervention using some examples where certain criteria are selected, one at 
a time in a certain ordering (e.g., first taxonomic order, then biome, then metric). The first 
scenario considers the number of studies that are relevant to the most frequently studied local 
context (i.e., the most commonly studied taxonomic orders, biomes, and metrics). The second 
scenario considers the number of studies that are relevant to local contexts where the need 





To obtain the metadata we needed to assess the availability of relevant studies, we used two 
previously described methods from Christie et al. (2020): i) assigning each study to a biome 
using coordinates from the Conservation Evidence database, the sp package in R (Bivand et 
al., 2013; Pebesma and Bivand, 2005), and a shapefile from Dinerstein et al. (2017) (see 
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3634780 for R code); and ii) web-scraping of the Conservation 
Evidence website to obtain the metrics used by each study (see Christie, Amano, Martin, 
Petrovan, et al. 2020 and https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3634780 for R code to extract 
metrics). In Christie, Amano, Martin, Petrovan, et al. (2020), we only considered four broad 
metric types (abundance/density/cover, reproductive success, diversity and 
survival/mortality), but here we expanded this, extracting 14 different metrics from study 
summaries on the Conservation Evidence website, which we grouped into the following nine 
groups: count-based (abundance, density and cover), diversity (diversity and species 
richness), activity-based (activity, frequency of usage and occupancy), physiological, survival 
(survival and mortality), reproductive success, education-based, regulation-based, and 
biomass. Details of keywords used to extract metadata (adapted from Materials and methods 
in Christie, Amano, Martin, Petrovan, et al. 2020) are found in the R code for extracting metrics 
available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3634780. These reflected similar broad types of 
metrics that may be used to assess the effectiveness of an intervention to conserve 
amphibians or birds. The accuracy of metric type extraction from the Conservation Evidence 
website was 86% from a random 5% of amphibian studies (18 out of 21) and 90% for a random 
5% of bird studies (56 out of 62) in the Conservation Evidence database. Accuracy was 
defined as there being no false positives or false negatives for that study in any intervention 
that it provided evidence for (as a single study can be found in multiple interventions). Details 
of false positives and negatives were as follows: for amphibians, three studies with false 
negatives (failure to detect physiological metric for one study, and failure to detect abundance, 
density and cover metrics for two studies); for birds, five studies with false positives (incorrectly 
detected physiological metrics for two studies, reproductive success for one study, survival for 
one study, and activity-based metrics for one study) and two studies with false negatives 
(failure to detect activity-based metrics for one study and failure to detect diversity metrics for 
one study). As this automated classification was used to estimate the mean number of studies 
per intervention across a large number of interventions for each metric group, these 
misclassifications will have made little difference to these overall estimates. This automation 
currently offers the most feasible and reproducible methodology to analyse a large number of 
studies and controls for some potential biases that would affect manual classification. See 






























6 | Where next for Evidence-Based Conservation? 
Introduction 
In this final Chapter, I draw together the findings and unifying themes of Chapters 2-5 that 
investigated two types of biases (within-study and between-study biases) in the evidence base 
for conservation. This Chapter is structured into sections addressing each theme, in which 
relevant problems and solutions identified by previous Chapters are discussed, along with 
their implications for the future of evidence-based conservation (Table 1). Themes are divided 
into those relating to current issues, which urgently need to be addressed to strengthen the 
evidence base for conservation, and those relating to future work that is critical to the success 
of evidence-based conservation. Before these themes are discussed, however, it is useful to 
briefly summarise the key messages of Chapters 2-5. 
Table 1 – The major themes that tie together Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5, along with the related 
key problems and solutions highlighted by each Chapter that will be discussed in due course. 
 
In Chapters 2 and 3, I focused on investigating within-study biases, whilst in Chapters 4 and 
5, I focused on quantifying between-study biases in the literature testing conservation 
interventions. In Chapter 2, I used empirically driven simulations to show that simpler study 
designs are typically poor at estimating the true effect of ecological impacts and suggested an 
alternative method of weighting studies in meta-analysis to account for differences in study 
design bias. In Chapter 3, I built on Chapter 2 by reanalysing raw experimental and 
observational data using a more principled, model-based approach to quantify the bias 
associated with different study designs and how this can be accounted for when synthesising 
evidence. I also demonstrated that simpler and less credible study designs tend to be more 
commonly used in conservation science and social science. In Chapter 4, I showed that the 
evidence base for conservation was highly biased geographically, bioclimatically, and 
taxonomically, and furthermore that more credible study designs were more geographically 
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restricted to Western countries. Finally, in Chapter 5, I demonstrated that there is a mismatch 
between where we test conservation interventions and where they are most needed. 
Ultimately, this means that many practitioners will struggle to find evidence that they perceive 


























Study design matters 
In Chapters 2 and 3, I highlighted the fundamental importance of within-study biases related 
to study design in determining the reliability of study findings. I showed that randomised 
experiments (e.g., the Randomised Control-Impact, RCI, design) and the Before-After Control-
Impact (BACI) observational design are clearly worth the extra investment in research effort 
that they require because they remove many of the biases that affect simpler observational 
study designs and better account for the stochastic nature of environmental variability (Christie 
et al., 2020, 2019). In reality, however, simply suggesting that all researchers should only use 
these less biased study designs is not a helpful recommendation. As I showed in Chapter 3, 
simpler study designs typically dominate the literature of tests of conservation and social 
interventions, and I dedicated some discussion to consider why this might be in Chapters 2 
and 3. Most notably, the greater use of simpler observational study designs is likely to be due 
to factors such as: a lack of funding for long-term monitoring; limited statistical education and 
knowledge on study design; a lack of available data collected before impacts occur; ethical 
constraints on the use of randomisation; and logistical constraints that mean that researchers 
do not have advanced knowledge that an impact will occur (Christie et al., 2020, 2019). All 
these issues can limit the study designs that researchers can realistically use, or the designs 
they perceive they can use. 
To address these barriers, there needs to be concerted action across the scientific research 
community to enable the use of more rigorous study designs wherever possible. This ranges 
from the statistical education that researchers at all career stages receive, to the investment 
of greater resources by institutions and funders to ensure longer-term contracts and funding 
are available to enable the use of more rigorous designs (Christie et al., 2020, 2019). Pre-
registration of studies and pre-analysis plans could also help because the peer review of study 
designs prior to beginning a study should add an extra stage of quality control to ensure 
researchers better design their studies (Parker et al., 2019). 
In certain situations, we must also accept that no matter what funding or resources are 
available, it may be impossible to conduct randomised experiments or BACI observational 
studies. In these situations, I recommended in Chapters 2 and 3 that ecologists and 
conservationists should embrace the use of other observational study designs that are 
routinely used in other fields such as economics and epidemiology. Such designs include 
regression discontinuity designs (Hahn et al., 2001; Maas et al., 2017; Moscoe et al., 2015) to 
investigate impacts using time series data before and after an impact occurs (a possible 
alternative to the Before-After design), as well as using instrumental variables (Angrist et al., 
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1996) and pairing or matching to strengthen the Control-Impact design (Imbens and Rubin, 
2015). 
However, I would stress that any cost-based assessment of the feasibility of implementing a 
particular study design should incorporate the social, environmental, and political costs of 
Type I and Type II errors associated with different designs (Mapstone, 1995). For example, 
important interventions or impacts that carry greater risk should warrant the implementation of 
a higher minimum standard of study design (Mapstone, 1995). Researchers should adjust 
budgets and project timescales to accommodate study designs, not the other way around. 
I believe this thesis has, at the very least, contributed to raising the awareness of the use of 
different study designs, not only in conservation science, but more widely in the environmental 
and social sciences. In particular, I have highlighted that it is essential to ensure that studies 
are designed as rigorously as possible. Building on quotes such as this one by Light et al. 
(1990): “You can't fix by analysis what you bungled by design...”, I add my own: “Study design 
is to study, as foundation is to building.” Instilling this mindset in researchers will help to build 
a stronger and more credible evidence base from which to make more effective decisions in 















Gaps and biases in the evidence base 
In Chapters 3 and 4, I demonstrated that the evidence base for conservation is generally of 
low quality in terms of study design, as well as being extremely patchy and biased 
taxonomically and geographically. I further highlighted in Chapter 4 that study design and 
geographic biases are linked because less biased study designs were more restricted to North 
America, Europe, and Australasia than simpler observational designs. In Chapter 5, I showed 
that most evidence in conservation is likely to be perceived as being of low relevance to many 
practitioners, and there is a particular mismatch between where studies are conducted and 
where the need for conservation action is greatest (i.e., assuming conservationists wish to 
prioritise conserving threatened species). 
These between-study biases are clearly serious and require that urgent action be taken to 
resolve them. The geographic and taxonomic biases and gaps in the evidence base need to 
be tackled in a prioritised manner with a joined-up approach across conservation NGOs, 
practitioners, funders, academics, scientists, and government bodies. It is likely that focusing 
effort on testing interventions on threatened species will help to resolve both geographic and 
taxonomic biases simultaneously. Focusing on the tropics would be a good place to start 
because this region holds a substantial proportion of the world’s threatened species (Barlow 
et al., 2018) and yet is poorly represented in the evidence base. Coordinating such work on 
testing interventions with the IUCN Species Survival Commission (SSC) groups is likely to be 
an effective approach to filling these gaps. There is also a case for actively discouraging the 
testing of certain interventions in well-studied regions, and diverting this research effort to 
poorly-studied regions; possible ways to implement this could be through funders targeting 
their investment away from well-studied areas, or through encouraging organisations and 
researchers to develop new research strategies to prioritise research in poorly-studied areas. 
However, we should be cautious not to promote more ‘Helicopter’ or ‘Parachute Science’, 
whereby Western researchers have been found to be responsible for a disproportionate 
amount of research conducted in poorly-studied regions such as Africa, South America, and 
Asia (Geldmann et al., 2020; Pototsky and Cresswell, 2020). Promoting greater local capacity 
building and empowering local researchers to conduct and publish tests of interventions will 
therefore be fundamental to improving the coverage of the evidence base for conservation. 
Such work could also remedy some of the geographic bias in the use of study designs; if this 
is simply due to a lack of studies outside of North America, Europe, and Australasia. It may 
be, however, that this design-related geographic bias is due to greater logistical constraints in 
conducting more rigorous study designs outside of these regions where there are fewer 
resources and less support for research. Greater statistical training and collaborations 
between researchers, statisticians, and methodologists from different countries will help to 
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build greater capacity in underrepresented regions to not only conduct tests of interventions, 
but also ensure that they are designed robustly. 
One limitation of the Conservation Evidence database that formed the basis for much of my 
analyses in this thesis is that it is, at present, mostly composed of English language studies. 
This limitation, however, provides hope that the between-study biases in the evidence base 
for conservation can be mitigated through incorporating more tests of interventions from the 
non-English language literature. Preliminary work I have undertaken in collaboration with Dr 
Tatsuya Amano and the Transcending Language Barriers to Environmental Science 
(translatE) project suggests that non-English language studies could increase the taxonomic 
coverage of Conservation Evidence by 47% (Amano and Espinola, 2020a) and increase the 
geographic coverage by 7% (Amano and Espinola, 2020b). However, this work also suggests 
that simpler, less credible study designs are also used more often in non-English language 
studies. This further highlights the need for greater statistical training and collaborations in a 
range of locations and languages to improve the use of more credible study designs outside 
of North America, Europe, and Australasia where almost all non-English language studies are 
conducted.  
Of course, these efforts to integrate more non-English literature into the predominantly English 
language evidence base only address one side of the language bias coin. We also need to 
consider how to reverse this transfer of knowledge from English to non-English languages. 
Many conservation practitioners around the world do not speak English and so may have 
limited access to knowledge on what does and does not work in conservation that is 
predominantly only available in English (Amano et al. 2016). Therefore, efforts to provide non-
English language translations of study summaries in evidence databases such as 
Conservation Evidence (as well as study abstracts in journals) is an important endeavour. 
Embracing improvements in translations provided by Artificial Intelligence (AI) (King, 2019) 
and forming more global, international collaborations between researchers in English-
speaking and non-English speaking countries will help to ensure we can make evidence-
based conservation a globally successful movement. 
Grey literature could also hold some promise to filling in some of the current knowledge gaps 
in the evidence base for conservation. This grey literature, typically defined as studies that 
have not been published in a peer-reviewed journal, is often composed of reports by 
organisations and government bodies, theses, dissertations, and newsletters (Haddaway and 
Bayliss, 2015). The rigour of these studies is often highly variable and likely to be less rigorous 
than the peer-reviewed literature (Haddaway and Bayliss, 2015). Integrating these studies is 
likely to improve the geographic and taxonomic coverage of the evidence base, but may also 
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add many poorly designed studies. Integrating grey literature and non-English literature into 
the evidence base must therefore be carefully conducted to ensure that the rigour of evidence 
syntheses is upheld – for example, ensuring that rigorous critical appraisal of studies is 
conducted (Haddaway and Bayliss, 2015). However, I would argue that the risk of ignoring 
evidence from the grey and non-English literature seems far greater to the wider goals of 
evidence-based conservation efforts, particularly with careful and considered integration of 
this literature, than the potential risk of integrating studies with lower study quality. 
Deciding on an optimal strategy to fill knowledge gaps and biases ultimately links to the trade-
off between internal and external validity. Internal validity is strongly linked to within-study 
biases because internal validity is the overall quality of a study within that study’s setting, whilst 
external validity reflects how well study findings generalise to other settings (Mupepele et al., 
2016). The trade-off between these two forms of validity in the setting of evidence-based 
conservation can be described as a resource allocation issue. For example, with limited 
research effort, what is the best strategy to build and strengthen the evidence base for 
conservation?  
We can strengthen the evidence base in two ways: increase its coverage (and so its relevance 
and external validity) or increase its quality (in terms of the internal validity of studies). To 
increase coverage, the optimal strategy would be to prioritise tests of interventions using less 
credible study designs that are cheaper and easier to implement, allowing us to test more 
interventions across more local settings. To increase quality, the optimal strategy would be to 
focus on rigorously evaluating fewer interventions across fewer settings using more credibly 
designed studies.  
From the findings of Chapters 2 and 3, there is a danger that focusing on increasing coverage 
could lead to misinforming decision-makers with evidence drawn from studies that suffer from 
study design biases. Rather than increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of conservation 
practice, this could inadvertently have the opposite effect and erode trust in evidence-based 
conservation. As Wauchope (2020, p127-128) argued, acting based on some misleading 
evidence could be worse than not acting at all. Iacona et al. (2017) also argued that delaying 
action for the right amount of time, such as by waiting for stronger evidence, can be an optimal 
strategy in a crisis discipline and enable conservationists to protect more species more quickly. 
Another element to consider in this debate is the need to test for consistency in study findings 
in terms of reproducibility (testing within the same setting; Begley and Ioannidis, 2015) and 
generalisability (testing across different settings; Kneale et al., 2019). To test reproducibility, 
we need to conduct studies in the same or similar study setting using the same experimental 
or observational design. Study design is linked to reproducibility because if study design bias 
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is large and inconsistent, different results may be obtained by repeating the same study 
(Munafò et al., 2017). To test reproducibility, it is therefore sensible to repeatedly test an 
intervention using a few studies in the same setting with an identical and highly credible study 
design. To test generalisability, we need to maximise the number of studies testing an 
intervention in different settings, which would suggest we should focus on conducting many, 
less credibly designed studies. However, if studies use different designs which tend to be less 
credible, it may be difficult to disentangle differences in study results from study design bias 
and genuine differences in the effectiveness of an intervention in different study settings. 
Increasing the coverage of the evidence base without considering the individual quality of 
studies being conducted also risks artificially inflating the confidence of decision-makers in the 
conclusions drawn from that evidence base. For example, vote-counting (Hedges and Olkin, 
1980) is a known problem (whereby tallies are made of the number of studies providing 
positive or negative results to come to a decision) that does not take account of the internal 
validity of studies. Such issues with the interpretation of the evidence base makes it even more 
important to ensure that the findings of less credibly designed studies are appropriately 
caveated with greater uncertainty. 
Above the level of prioritising the type of study designs that are implemented to test an 
intervention, there is also a dilemma over which types of interventions should be tested in the 
first place. To maximise the aggregation of marginal gains, a concept that could deliver 
considerable benefits to conservation (Sutherland, 2019), the testing of interventions with a 
small number of studies should clearly be prioritised over those with many studies. However, 
what should we do when the choice is between prioritising interventions with little evidence 
versus interventions with no evidence? Arguably, the addition of a single study to interventions 
with no evidence at all is not likely to improve our certainty in the overall evidence base by a 
large amount – there will still be large uncertainty over the effectiveness of these interventions. 
Alternatively, the addition of a single study to interventions with some limited evidence would 
likely have a greater overall benefit for the evidence base because our certainty in the 
effectiveness of these interventions will be raised to a much more acceptable level. Once an 
acceptable level of certainty has been reached for these interventions, testing interventions 
with no evidence would then become a priority. 
Ultimately, the most sensible strategy to prioritising research effort to strengthen the internal 
and external validity of the evidence base for conservation will be a mixed one linked to the 
prioritisation of the intervention being tested. Prioritising interventions based on additional 
factors other than simply the current number of studies available is likely to be most effective 
to achieve the broader goals of evidence-based conservation. For example, priority 
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interventions could be identified as those that are likely to be highly costly or risky, or those 
that are commonly used, which could therefore represent a large waste of resources if that 
intervention is shown to be ineffective. It also seems sensible to prioritise interventions that 
are designed to conserve threatened species and habitats, given that these could have the 
greatest potential impact to bend the curve of biodiversity loss (Leclère et al., 2020). 
Once high priority interventions are identified, a sensible strategy would be to test their 
effectiveness using credibly designed studies to limit the chance that costly, misleading 
conclusions are drawn from the evidence base. For less important, less risky interventions, it 
may be sensible to prioritise expanding the coverage of the evidence base in the short-term, 
prioritising credibly designed studies where possible whilst acknowledging that this may not 
always be possible, and that less credibly designed studies carry additional levels of 
uncertainty. Ultimately, the choice of research design will lay in the hands of the researcher 
but could be strongly influenced by funders, journals, and the scientific community, particularly 
for high priority interventions. A structured approach would be useful to identify and prioritise 
the evidence that needs to be accumulated to better inform decision-makers for different 
interventions. For example, it will be important to specifically identify and disseminate 
knowledge gaps for different conservation interventions, building on the work I presented in 
Chapter 4, and then to conduct studies to fill these gaps based on the level of priority assigned 
to each intervention. 
At present, this kind of prioritisation approach does not seem to be widely used in 
conservation, if at all. However, such an approach will be key to ensuring that funders, 
organisations, and research institutions facilitate the growth and strengthening of the evidence 
base for conservation in an efficient, timely, and useful manner. Therefore, creating a protocol 
and standardised approach for prioritising the future testing of conservation interventions, 
potentially by learning from the IUCN Red List approach to categorising species by risk of 
extinction (Vié et al., 2009), seems to be urgently needed to ensure evidence-based 







Future-proofing evidence synthesis and evidence assessment 
I believe that evidence synthesis is poorly equipped to cope with the projected rapid growth in 
the publication of scientific evidence. Evidence synthesis needs to become better prepared 
for the future, and this needs to occur urgently and efficiently, to keep pace. Conventional 
systematic reviews and meta-analyses are time-consuming (Haddaway and Westgate, 2019) 
and quickly go out of date as new studies are published – therefore, new approaches to 
evidence synthesis need to be embraced (Shackelford et al., 2021; Thomas et al., 2017). AI 
and Machine Learning hold considerable promise to dramatically speed up the process of 
identifying relevant literature for evidence syntheses, which often constitutes a substantial 
proportion of the time taken to conduct systematic reviews and subject-wide evidence 
synthesis (Cornford et al., 2021; Wallace et al., 2014). 
Living systematic reviews have also been proposed, which would exist online and be 
dynamically updated with new studies as they are published (Thomas et al., 2017; Tsafnat et 
al., 2013). The Metadataset project (Metadataset, 2020) also provides a basis from which to 
design dynamically updated and interactive systematic reviews and meta-analyses 
(Shackelford et al., 2021). The idea of dynamic meta-analyses is something that would be 
best supported by subject-wide evidence synthesis (Sutherland et al., 2019). As I discussed 
in Chapter 1, subject-wide evidence synthesis ensures that a dynamically updated database 
of studies can be collated, albeit at great cost in the short term, to provide significant long-term 
benefits from economies of scale (Sutherland et al., 2019). This process also enables several 
different research, policy, and practice questions to be answered as and when required. This 
is because once the living database has been established, studies, summaries, and 
assessments can be easily be retrieved rather than having to be repeatedly searched for, 
extracted, assessed, and summarised for each research question.  
Furthermore, advances in AI and Machine Learning could effectively lead to an entirely 
automated, or at least semi-automated, system of evidence synthesis by computerising both 
the extraction of relevant studies and their results (Marshall et al., 2020; Marshall and Wallace, 
2019; Tsafnat et al., 2013). Private ventures, such as Semantic Scholar (Fricke, 2018) have 
pioneered the creation of a tool that summarises scientific studies (SCITLDR) into summaries 
called TLDRs (inspired by the social media acronym that stands for: Too Long; Didn’t Read). 
Such approaches are in their infancy but provide one step towards automating the entire 
process of evidence synthesis. 
Of course, key processes that may be more challenging to automate are evidence assessment 
and critical appraisal, which often comprise a substantial, but extremely important phase of 
evidence synthesis (Marshall et al., 2015). The difficulty in doing this is that greater speed 
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could come at the cost of reduced rigour and the risk of misinforming decision-makers. 
Therefore, the major challenge is for the evidence synthesis community to come together to 
understand how automation can be used to speed up evidence synthesis, evidence 
assessment, and critical appraisal without compromising their integrity – and of course its 
perceived integrity by decision-makers. The idea of an alternative weighting approach that I 
outlined in Chapter 2, and made more robust, model-based, and principled in Chapter 3, 
provides a basis from which to design more advanced, automated systems of weighting and 
critical appraisal that incorporate a wider range of valid indicators of study quality. Such 
approaches will require more formalised, structured ways of presenting the methodology, 
study design, data, and results, such as those used in medicine to report the results of drugs 
trials (Moher et al., 2001). Detailing key information in ways that enable easy, automated 
extraction will be key; for example, automatic weighting approaches for evidence assessment 
and meta-analysis would need to automatically extract the results of studies and the key 
indicators of study quality that determine study weights. In-depth testing, innovative methods 
drawing upon advances in AI and Machine Learning, as well as clear communication and 
transparency behind these automated processes will be key to successfully future-proofing 
evidence synthesis. 
Finally, it would also be beneficial to ensure that tests of conservation interventions become 
more standardised to aid the speed and automation of future evidence syntheses. When 
different metrics are used, it becomes difficult to conduct syntheses, particularly quantitative 
meta-analyses, as studies may be measuring the effectiveness of interventions on 
fundamentally different outcomes (e.g., the diversity of birds or abundance of one species). 
As Chapter 5 demonstrated, the inconsistency in the use of metrics often means that there 
are few studies that will be directly relevant to a decision-maker if they desire evidence on a 
certain aspect of the effectiveness of an intervention. Of course, using multiple metrics is 
valuable to understanding different aspects of an intervention’s effectiveness, but to aid 
evidence synthesis these need to be used consistently by studies testing the same 
intervention. Therefore, agreeing on and disseminating a list of suitable metrics with which to 
test different interventions would help to ensure evidence is being generated in an efficient 
and organised manner. Such work should be prioritised for important interventions, as 
discussed earlier, and could be coordinated with practitioners and IUCN SSC groups to ensure 





Tackling the issues of relevance, generalisability, and reproducibility 
Considering the future of evidence-based conservation would not be complete without further 
exploring issues surrounding the generalisability and reproducibility of research findings. 
Ultimately, the aim of evidence-based conservation is to inform and improve conservation 
practice and policy by enabling informed decision-making using evidence. This evidence is 
often summarised at a global and highly generic level in evidence summaries, systematic 
reviews, and meta-analyses (Nakagawa et al., 2020). Indeed, finding generality in patterns, 
laws, and processes is a particular motivation for scientific researchers (Lawton, 1999). 
However, decision-makers often think and operate at local scales and typically prefer to only 
consider evidence that they perceive as being locally relevant to them (Gutzat and Dormann, 
2020). As a result, evidence syntheses that summarise evidence at a global, generic level 
have been criticised for lacking realism and providing a ‘view from nowhere’ (Shapin, 1998). 
These issues, coupled with the patchiness of the evidence base for conservation that I 
highlighted in Chapters 4 and 5, pose a fundamental problem for evidence-based conservation 
and evidence synthesis. Namely, how do we apply the global, patchy evidence base to 
different decision-makers’ local settings?  
This issue is directly related to the generalisability of research findings because to go from 
global evidence to local questions, we need to understand how applicable and transferable 
research findings are between different settings (Kneale et al., 2019). This issue was first 
formally discussed by Levins in the context of mathematical models for complex biological 
systems, where he defined a trade-off between realism, precision, and generality (Levins, 
1968, 1966). Scientists working in evidence synthesis generally focus on precision and 
generality when collating evidence at a global scale, whilst local decision-makers may often 
focus on realism. Reconciling these differences in approaches is a fundamental problem for 
all of science, but particularly for evidence-based conservation where we know that context-
dependency of research findings due to socioecological, bioclimatic, and taxonomic factors 
can be substantial (Finch et al., 2019; Shapin, 1998). Better understanding the extent to which 
research findings generalise across local contexts is therefore crucial to ensuring evidence 
syntheses can provide locally relevant recommendations to decision-makers. In the future, I 
envisage that we could produce evidence-based guidelines that categorise conservation 
interventions into several broad categories (Fig.2) based on two variables: generalisability and 
effectiveness. For example, can we identify and promote conservation interventions that are 
universally effective? And can we advocate against using interventions that are universally 
ineffective? For interventions that appear to be highly context-dependent, can we prioritise 












Figure 2 – A possible matrix for categorising interventions by their average effectiveness 
across study settings and generalisability to produce evidence-based guidance. 
Reproducibility is another issue that warrants more attention in evidence-based conservation. 
Its recent rise to prominence in several disciplines occurred after several large analyses drew 
attention to the lack of replicability in study findings in economics, clinical science, and 
psychology (Begley and Ioannidis, 2015; Errington et al., 2014; Munafò et al., 2017; Open 
Science Collaboration, 2015). Reproducibility is also intrinsically linked to study design since 
using less biased study designs should help researchers to produce more reliable and 
repeatable results (Munafò et al., 2017). Many other factors, some of which are within-study 
biases that I was unable to investigate in this thesis, affect reproducibility and merit greater 
investigation in conservation. For example, Questionable Research Practices (QRPs) is a term 
used to describe factors including HARKing (Hypothesising after Results are Known) and p-
hacking, and it is important that their prevalence and severity in conservation is quantified 
(Munafò et al., 2017). A project I am involved with led by Dr Hannah Fraser (the ‘Same Data 
Different Analysts’ project; Fraser et al., 2020) is tackling part of this issue by examining how 
different modelling approaches may lead to different study findings and conclusions. 
Comprehensively quantifying and improving reproducibility in conservation will also help to 
strengthen the rigour of (and decision-makers’ trust in) the scientific evidence base. 
Addressing relevance, generalisability, and reproducibility in conservation will undoubtedly be 
a major challenge given the biased nature of the evidence base for conservation. However, I 
believe there are several tools that could be effectively used in future to investigate these 
issues. First, to quantify reproducibility, analyses could be undertaken of conservation 
interventions tested by many studies that act as ‘direct’ or ‘partial replications’ to investigate 
the extent to which study findings replicate under similar study conditions. In the same 
analysis, generalisability could also be quantified by comparing between-study differences in 
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findings and modelling factors that may predict these differences (e.g., quantitative traits, 
habitats, climatic variables, sociological factors). Decision-makers could also be used in these 
analyses by using structured elicitation approaches, such as a modified Delphi technique 
using the IDEA protocol (Hemming et al., 2018), to elicit expert judgements on how likely study 
findings are to replicate or generalise across different local settings and contexts. Furthermore, 
Prediction Markets (DellaVigna et al., 2019) could be used to estimate the generalisability of 
study findings where ‘forecasters’ are asked to predict study effect sizes for different 
hypothetical study settings. This has been successfully used in the social sciences, where 
tests have shown forecasters can achieve remarkably high levels of accuracy (DellaVigna et 
al., 2019). If generalisability and relevance of research can be quantified objectively, it could 
add rigour to approaches such as dynamic meta-analysis (implemented as part of the 
Metadataset (2020) project on www.metadataset.com), which seeks to weight study results 
by their relevance to the decision-maker (Shackelford et al., 2021), as well as measures of 
study quality (such as using the approaches I have proposed in this thesis). Weighting by 
relevance in meta-analysis, and more widely in evidence assessment, would make evidence 
synthesis more customisable and directly apply the global evidence base to the local setting 
of interest to a given decision-maker (‘bringing meta-analysis to the masses’). 
Ultimately, we also need to better understand how practitioners use evidence in conservation 
and how we can best nudge and guide decision-makers to adopt evidence-based approaches 
to their decision-making. An issue that has struck me during my PhD is how little evidence we 
have on how decision-makers actually use evidence and how to combine diverse sources of 
knowledge and evidence (e.g., scientific evidence and local knowledge). This is a fundamental 
barrier at the heart of research-practice-policy gaps in conservation. I have co-designed a 
decision-support tool during my PhD studentship that guides practitioners through the process 
of making an evidence-based decision (the Evidence-to-Decision tool: 
www.evidence2decisiontool.com) based on the Evidence-to-Decision framework (Alonso-
Coello et al., 2016) used in healthcare by the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence 
(NICE). It will be extremely important for more researchers in the evidence synthesis and 
conservation science community to proactively engage and involve practitioners in the co-
design of decision-support tools to embed evidence-based decision-making into practitioners’ 






Evidence-based conservation has come a long way since the seminal paper by Sutherland et 
al. (2004) that catalysed the development of the Conservation Evidence project and 
Collaboration for Environmental Evidence, amongst other conservation-related evidence 
synthesis projects. Much progress has been made in applying many of the approaches used 
in evidence-based medicine, such as systematic reviews, meta-analyses, and critical 
appraisal, as well as some new approaches, such as subject-wide evidence synthesis, 
dynamic meta-analysis, and weighting by study quality and relevance. My work has shone a 
light on how, despite accumulating a large database of studies testing conservation 
interventions, our knowledge of what does and does not work in conservation is still patchy 
and suffers from severe biases. 
My thesis has identified key knowledge gaps and biases that we can learn from to strengthen 
and improve the evidence base for conservation. This ranges from improving the use of more 
rigorous study designs, to testing more conservation interventions in underrepresented 
locations and on underrepresented species. My thesis has also drawn attention to wider study 
design-related biases that not only affect evidence-based conservation, but also the reliability 
of study findings across science more widely. I have shown that we can not only quantify the 
relative magnitude of study design bias affecting studies but also go further by explicitly 
accounting for design bias using alternative weighting approaches in evidence synthesis. My 
thesis therefore provides a springboard towards ensuring evidence-based conservation 
meaningfully delivers more effective conservation practice. 
Based on the results of my thesis, my first recommendation is that evidence-based 
conservation urgently strengthens and expands its evidence base through greater 
collaboration between researchers, methodologists, and practitioners around the world to fill 
the knowledge gaps and biases I have quantified. Second, researchers in evidence-based 
conservation need to engage more strongly with decision-makers to understand their needs 
and how to make evidence synthesis products more relevant to them, such as through the co-
design of decision-support tools. And third, researchers should embrace new technologies 
and automation that could help to future-proof evidence synthesis to meet the challenges of 
collating, assessing, and disseminating a rapidly growing evidence base. The future success 
of biodiversity conservation depends on evidence-based conservation; if evidence-based 
conservation fails, conservation is unlikely to become efficient or effective enough to tackle 
the biodiversity crisis. I hope my thesis will contribute to the future success of biodiversity 
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